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ABSTRACT

Experimental analysis at the P-T  conditions of the shallow crust is used to 

evaluate (1) the beryllium budget o f granitic melts and (2) the kinetics and mechanisms 

o f crystallization in hydrous haplogranite melt. The first study utilizes mineral-melt 

partitioning behavior, relevant crystal-chemistry and stability relations, and reported 

compositions to assess Be geochemistry firom low to high activities o f Be in melt. The 

latter study examines the differences in solidification firom melt as multivariable 

fimctions of starting state, superheating, undercooling, and time.

1. An investigation of cordierite — beryl equihbria in hydrous granitic melts 

using forward- and reversed-direction experiments firom 675 to 900°C at 200 MPa (Ph2o) 

has revealed the elucidate limits and mechanisms o f solid solution among these phases. 

Beryllium-bearing cordierite (BeCrd) and beryl (Brl) coexist on a solvus that extends 

firom ~ 675°C (the lowest temperature investigated) to beyond 900°C. BeO contents of 

cordierite (by SIMS) increase with T to reach 3.97 wt% at 850°C; this BeCrd has the 

empirical formula o f ‘"'’(Na,K,Ca)o.22 (MgJ^e,Mn)2.oo Beo.93 Al2.29Si5.73O ig O.63H2O. FeMg- 

beryl contains a maximum o f 0.43 a.p.f.u. (atoms per formula unit), which partly

correlates with increasing T. Solid solution between cordierite (Crd) and beryl is 

expressed in total by the site-independent component, Be3SiAL2(Mg,Fe)-2, which is a sum 

o f 3 site-specific exchange mechanisms: Be '̂*' '̂^Si '̂*'^^A1̂ '*L2 (predominantly) and 

Be['‘’̂ ONat®*’lAl '̂‘’̂ ^Li (to a lesser degree), which vary inversely with T, plus the exchange 

in Brl, Al^^^(Mg,Fe)^^ .̂iNa^‘̂ L̂i, that increases with T. An additional exchange.
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at the T1 site in beryl increases with T  and may destabilize Brl. Cesium and 

Li become increasingly compatible in BeCrd (relative to Crd). hi magmatic 

environments, cordierite will act as a crustal reservoir o f  the rarer elements Li, Be, Mn, 

and Cs.

In order to evaluate the trace element signature that cordierite imparts to silicic 

magmas, we have performed experiments on cordierite-bearing peraluminous granitic 

melts at 200 MPa (Ph2o). and from 700 to 850°C in forward and reversed direction using 

metapelitic mineral mixtures. Most coefficients o f elemental partitioning vary with T. 

Beryllium is strongly compatible, with values decreasing linearly from 202.0 to

6.7 as T rises from 700 to 850°C. Manganese is compatible = 7.67 to 1.92

over the same range o f  7), and shows similar values to those reported for biotite in silicic 

melts. Incompatible components include Li, Rb, B, F and P, though Cs is nearly 

compatible in cordierite, especially at higher T  ~ 0.19 to 0.60). Cordierite is

likely to be the most effective crystalline reservoir o f Cs in metapelites and their anatectic 

melts.

Natural data support the hypothesis that Crd, when present in granitic melts, 

sequesters Be, Cs and Mn. S-type granitic rocks containing Crd (typically in restite, 

though also in late facies) show diagnostically low Be contents (mean = 0.8 ppmw Be; 

average range o= <1 to 1.20 ppmw), whereas Crd-absent granites (e.g., containing 

accessory garnet) exhibit distinctly higher Be contents (mean = 6  ppmw Be; range = 3 to 

12 ppmw) that increases further in evolved apical facies (mean = 69 ppmw Be; average 

range = 11 to 145 ppmw) and commonly give rise to beryl-bearing pegmatites. Beryllium 

signatures can discriminate source environments o f silicic magmas at a resolution equal
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to the boundaries o f  the cordierite stability field— e.g., at the P -T-X conditions where 

cordierite gives rise to garnet + aluminosilicate. Cordierite-bearing granitic rocks contain 

low Cs contents (mean = 1.8 ppmw Cs) compared to the Cs-richer Crd-firee equivalents 

(mean =18  ppmw Cs); Mn contents also correlate with the presence (mean =  0.01 wt% 

MnO) or absence o f  Crd (mean =  0.09 wt% MnO). Depending on its contribution to 

anatexis, cordierite sequesters or rarely, contributes S-type chemical character to granitic 

rocks, giving rise to a distinctive Crd-associated subgroup o f  S-type elements— different 

firom the signature o f micas (high Li, F and to a lesser degree. Be and Mn). Whole rock 

analyses o f granites along with a distinct absence o f beryl in their associated pegmatites 

indicate that a sizable population o f S-type granites contained cordierite in their restite. 

Calculated modal proportions o f Crd may be used to distinguish restitic vs. magmatic 

histories. Routine analysis of Crd (and Be) may help quantitatively constrain sources and 

pathways during magmatic cycles o f granite, because unlike micas, the Crd signature 

distinguishes sources o f melting.

Partition coefficients for beryllium between alkali feldspar,

plagioclase, quartz, dark mica, and white mica and hydrous granitic melt were 

determined by experiments at 200 MPa H2O as functions o f  temperature (650° to 900°C), 

activity o f Be in melt (trace levels to beryl saturation), bulk composition, and thermal run 

direction. At trace levels, Be is compatible in plagioclase o f  Ansi (1.84) and muscovite 

(1.35), but incompatible in biotite (0.39 to 0.54 from 650° to 800°C), alkali feldspar (0.38 

to 0.19 from 680° to 850°C), quartz (0.24 at 800°C), and albite (0.10). The partition 

coefficients are different at saturation o f the melt in beryl: plagioclase o f Ansi (0.89 at 

700°C), muscovite (0.87 at 700°C), biotite (0.18 to 0.08 from 675° to 800°C), alkali
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feldspar (0.18 to 0.14 from 680° to 700°C), quartz (0.17 to 0.08 from 750° to 800°C), and 

albite (0.37 at 750°C).

With other data sources, these new partition coefficients were utilized to model 

the distribution o f  Be between aluminous quartzofeldspathic source rocks and their 

anatectic melts, and to model the dispersion or concentration o f Be in melt through 

igneous crystal fractionation o f  different magma types (e.g., S-type, I-type) up to beryl- 

saturated granitic pegmatites and their hydrothermal aureoles. Among the rock-forming 

minerals, cordierite, calcic oligoclase, and muscovite (in this order) control the fate o f Be 

because o f the compatibility o f Be in these phases. In general, beryl-bearing pegmatites 

can arise only after extended crystal fractionation o f large magma batches (to F, fraction 

of melt remaining, < 0.05), and granitic magmas that originate from cordierite-bearing 

protoliths or that contain large modal quantities o f calcic oligoclase will not achieve beryl 

saturation at any point in their evolution.

2. Unlike low-silica basic or alkaline magmas that closely track a condition o f 

equilibrium between crystals and melt upon a liquidas line o f descent, comparable 

crystal-melt reactions in silicic melts are highly susceptible to kinetic factors and do not 

track the equilibrium liquidas closely. We have experimentally assessed the kinetics o f 

crystallization as a combined function of ( 1) starting state, (2 ) single step superheating,

(3) single-step undercooling, and (4) time. Using a synthetic haplogranitic glass 

corresponding to the 200 MPa hydrous minimum melt composition prepared at 1800°C, 1 

atm, three starting states of the glass were derived for starting materials of experiments: 

cylindrical rods, powder, and a finely crystalline variant created by devitrifying powder
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(650°C for 4 days). The minimum melting temperature at 200 MPa (Ph2o) is 683®C. For 

each starting state, crystallization was induced as a compound function o f superheating T  

(+AT = r >  Tiiquidus = +50, +150°C) and duration (1, 7 days) and liquidus undercooling (- 

AT = r <  Tiiquidus = -10 to -300°C), and duration (1 hour to 1 month). Rate and 

morphological data were obtained by image processing of backscattered electron 

micrographs. Results indicate that the mechanisms of crystallization vary as a composite 

function of (1) starting state o f the medium and (2) superliquidus -  sub liquidus t-T  

pathways.

Nucléation lag times vary with starting state and increase with superheating T, but 

decrease with undercooling. For melts originating from glassy starting states, nucléation 

lag times fall between 3-7 days for -AT up to -150°C. No nucléation lag at low 

undercoolings for melts derived from crystalline material suggests that critical nuclei 

must persist beyond the 24 hour superheating step at 730°C; with undercooling, however, 

nucléation lag times increase. Sidewall nucléation is dominant regardless of starting 

material; internal nucléation is more prevalent, though stiU rare, in melts o f crystalline 

mixtures. In melts from both crystalline and glassy starting materials, Kfs crystallizes 

first followed by Qtz. As -A T  increases, finely intergrown Afs (i.e., graphic feldspars) 

crystallizes prior to the appearance o f monomineralhc Qtz. With time, the general 

sequence o f crystallization o f  Kfs->Kfs+Qtz-^Kfs+Qtz+Ab^ Kfs+Ab->Qtz is 

observed, though several variations exist.

Mechanistically, growth fronts in melts from glassy starting states advance 

inward, parallel to sidewalls and with crystals oriented normal to edges o f charges despite 

being hundreds o f microns away, hi melts o f crystalline starting state, crystallization
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proceeds inward from sidewalls as connective networks, following curved, bent and 

irregular routes. Preliminary rates show that nucléation varies ~  exponentially with -AT*t 

for melts from glass, whereas scattered trends and overall lower rates o f  nucléation are 

observed for melts from the crystalline state. Compared to single crystals, growth rates 

increase, by an order o f magnitude as each new phase joins the crystallizing intergrowth 

assemblage, which suggests a diffrision control in melt. Rapid growth rates occur for 

originally nuclei-free melts (surpassing others in t*AT), whereas solidification kinetics o f 

nuclei-bearing melts show slower growth rates despite containing subcritical nuclei 

during the undercooling step. Nuclei-free and vesicle-free melts ultimately solidify more 

rapidly than nuclei- or vesicle-bearing melts.

Statistical image processing of thousands o f crystals provided quantitative textural 

measures o f run products. In melts containing residual subcritical nuclei, correlations of 

crystal geometries (via crystal area, perimeter, length, width, diameter aspect ratio, 

solidity, convexity and roundness) are seen with the magnitude o f undercooling, the 

duration o f undercooling, and the combination, -AT*t. Textures o f granitic run products 

quantitatively reflect available nuclei in their melts and the magnitude o f  -AT  and t steps. 

As such, these signatures identify superheating and undercooling histories.

Data from the run matrix suggest that undercooling primarily effects 

crystallization in this system. Regardless o f starting medium, solidification appears to be 

most rapid at moderately high degrees of undercooling, from about -AT =  -103 to -150°C. 

With the increase o f the combination of undercooling and duration (AT*t), the intrinsic 

properties of high silica hydrous melt at 200 MPa become dominant.
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The range o f undercooling above appears to be most efiBcient at creating enrichments o f 

crystal-incompatible components (water-rich, markedly sodic below To) at the 

crystallization front. Nucléation rates appear to increase as growth rates drop upon very 

high degrees o f undercooling, below the glass transition temperature, where chabazite 

may join the assemblage as a boundary layer product.

The starting structural and nucléation state o f  the melt as assessed by variable 

superheating and variable starting material, give rise to secondary controls on 

crystallization. For undercooled silicic melts, the starting medium influences the rate and 

mechanisms o f crystalhzation in three ways: (1), nucléation lag times are longest for the 

least physically disrupted nuclei-free melt (at the preconditioning step), (2), total 

solidification is fastest for the least physically disrupted nuclei-free melt (at the 

preconditioning step), and (3), the spatial advance o f  crystallization is different for melts 

that lacked critical nuclei upon undercooling (crystallization as 2-D fronts) versus those 

that contained silicate nuclei upon undercooling (crystallization as 3-D networks).
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CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW  

The Geochemical Budget o f Beryllium in Silicic Melts

Beryllium is a novel element in geologic systems for one reason above all others: 

it exhibits a “mixed” ls^2s^ — ls^2s^2p' electron configuration (e.g., Bader et al., 1967) 

that gives rise to appreciable covalent character (e.g., bonding with F, the most 

electronegative o f elements, yields only 79% ionic character: Wuensch and Hermann 

1978). A small ionic radius (0.27̂ "̂  ̂Â: Shannon 1976) and high field strength (charge 

density between that o f A1 and Si) make for a poor fit for beryllium in most rock-forming 

minerals. These characteristics make beryllium useful as a geochemical marker.

Applications o f beryllium to petrologic systems have taken advantage o f the fact 

that Be is strongly incompatible in most rock-forming minerals. Consequently, Be is 

unaffected by many solid-state changes with P and T  (e.g., it acts as chemical reference 

for changes in subducting slabs: Ryan et al., 1996). Owing to a preference for the liquid 

state, it can also be an exceptional monitor of fluid-rock systems (e.g., Bebout et al.,

1993; Domaruk et al., 1993). Due to incompatibility, the portion of Be that resides in the 

mantle is miniscule. The global cycle o f radiogenic (e.g., Morris, 1991) and stable Be 

entails the convergence o f an atmospheric -  terrestrial — marine geochemical cycle with 

that o f  mantle systems (e.g., Brenan et al., 1998) in subduction environments. From here, 

it begins a transfer from deep up to shallow levels o f the crust via mafic volcanism (e.g., 

Ryan et al., 1996) and silicic magmatism (e.g., Beus, 1966). All notable ber>dlimn on 

earth is enriched in the upper sialic continental crust. Despite widespread interest in Be, 

the geochemistry of Be in these sihcic systems—including buffers and controls on its



total budget—have remained hypothetical and unconstrained. Arguably the most 

important part o f  the global cycle, the Be cycle o f  the crust, has been missing.

Through experimental calibration and comparative surveys o f the Be signatures of 

natural systems, I have evaluated the Be Budget o f the crust from trace quantities to ore 

grade. Beryllium is known to be enriched in politic sources that give rise to S-type 

granite magmas, but it is found as ore signature material originating from I- and A-type 

magmas bearing a mantle or previously depleted deep cmstal component. Perhaps, this is 

best shown in Cemy’s classification (1991) o f the ultimate products o f feisic

magmatism—pegmatites. In these final, small-volume deposits. Be is noticeably enriched 

in both LCT (key enrichments o f Li-Cs-Ta) and NYF (same for Nb-Y-F) categories, 

meaning that it spans the magmatic spectrum o f granite. In other words, it is relatively 

indifferent in chemical environments of the crust. The first question that must be 

addressed in order to construct the Be cycle o f  the crust, is '‘'’Under what petrologic 

conditions does Be become reactive? ”

Perhaps the best approach of the compatibility of Be within common rock- 

forming minerals is the degree to which these structural geometries mimic those of Be- 

minerals. Over 90 minerals exist with essential structural Be. Among these, beryl 

(BesAlaSifiOis) is by far the most common. In beryl. Be occupies the T1 or linking 

tetrahedral sites, forming skewed BeO# tetrahedra—a likely manifestation of the bonding 

asymmetry o f Be. The similarities of tetrahedral sites within rock-forming minerals to the 

T1 site in beryl should reflect their capacity to house (and yield) Be.

The structural similarities between beryl and cordierite have long been 

recognized. What has been missing in the story are measurements o f  the Be contents of



natural cordierite. This problem has plagued Be geochemistry in general. Owing to 

difficulties o f poor, soft X-ray yields by bulk whole rock X-Ray Fluorescence or spot 

Quantitative Electron Microprobe Analysis, Be has rarely been measured in past studies. 

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (R.L. Hervig, 2001, in press), as well as other 

techniques today (e.g., LA-ICP-MS) circumvent this problem, but not withstanding 

difficulties o f reference standard materials. A  major part of this work has been in creating 

suitable standards and assessing their performance (see Methods, Chapter 4).

Chapter 2 is an investigation o f how cordierite accommodates structural Be, firom 

low to high concentrations. Specific crystal-chemical exchange mechanisms that allow 

for Be accommodation (at 77 sites) are elucidated. The total sum o f exchange 

mechanisms gives rise to complete solid solution between cordierite and beryl in silicic 

melts—along a 2 crystalline phase solvus that closes near 900°C. Both high- and low-7" 

applications to natural systems are explained, hnportantly, these mechanisms allow for 

rare, though documented, “backdoor” enrichment mechanism for Be, by which Be is 

concentrated in Crd as restite during anatectic events. This mode is in contrast to 

normally very efficient fractionation that leads to (much more voluminous) enrichment o f 

magmatic Be, and illustrates the dramatic effect that cordierite exerts on Be budgets.

Chapter 3 takes a look at similar effects o f cordierite, though at very low 

concentrations of Be in melt. These compositions are most applicable for the more 

voluminous silicic magmas which contain only trace amounts of Be. Here, the 

partitioning capacity o f  cordierite to accommodate Be is second to none, and the resulting 

“Be Signatures” in whole-rock compositions are discussed for S-type granitic magmas 

(containing a meta-sedimentary component in their source). A strong natural correlation



was noted between cordierite-bearing and cordierite-absent granitic assemblages and 

their whole rock values o f  Be: 0.8 vs. 6  ppmw Be, respectively. Cordierite appears to 

have more o f an effect on the Be budgets o f cnistal melts than any other crystalline 

phase. This calibration is then put to use for natural systems, relating chemical signatures 

to P-T limits.

A combination o f  Be, Cs and Mn absolute contents shows that the depth from 

which S-type magmas are derived can be estimated. Cordierite strongly sequesters these 

elements, and thus where these elemental contents are low, magmas experienced histories 

within the shallow cordierite stability field (~ < 300 MPa and from 500 to 900°C). For 

granites in which these elemental contents are high, and contain obvious enrichments in 

the form o f related mineralization, these melts originated from deeper environments— in 

the field o f garnet + aluminosilicate (key breakdown products o f the terminal cordierite 

reaction). Thus, specific (e.g., Portugal versus Spain) and regional (e.g., N. America) 

inferences can be made for constraint of the histories o f S-type granite magmatism.

Chapter 4 looks in more detail at the bulk budget of Be in silicic magmas, using 

partitioning experiments between rock-forming minerals and melt as a guide. It is a 

summary in itself, which is concluded with the designation of 3 chemical pathways for 

Be that operate in the crust. These include cordierite-bearing, cordierite-free S-type, and

I- and A-type pathways, in which the latter two have the potential to achieve ore-grade 

enrichment levels. The former pathway can deplete magmas to achieve ore grade levels 

in residual source material; such rocks are likely sources for low quantities of granulite 

facies beryllian metamorphic assemblages. Case examples are given from anatectic 

environments (Hercynian migmatites, Spain), to large volume magmatic environments



(various granites around the world), to evolved facies o f granitic liquids (Morococala 

Volcanic Field, Bolivia; Mt. Antero Region, CO), to pegmatites (around the world), and 

finally, to hydrothermal alteration aureoles (Harding Pegmatite, NM; Honeycomb Hills, 

UT). The examples fit with the empirically derived Be cycle and provide insight into 

petrologic process at various stages along the way.

Kinetics of Crystallization in Hydrous Haplogranite Melt

Though Chapter 5 is short in comparison to Chapters 2 through 4, it represents 

more than half o f the work involved in this dissertation. This section summarizes the 

current state of assessment o f a large matrix of experimental runs that covers conditions 

pertinent to the crystallization o f granitic melt. Three different starting media o f the same 

material were used for isochemical experiments of variable time (1 hr. to 1 mo.), and 

combined superheating (T > the saturation surfaces o f the crystalline phases: quartz and 

alkali feldspar liquidi) and undercooling (T < those saturation surfaces). By choosing a 

starting composition at the 200 MPa hydrous haplogranite ternary minimum (Ab-Or-Qtz- 

H2O), the fimctions of superheating (denoted by +AT) and undercooling (-AT) are in 

reference to that minimum melting point. Beyond the total number o f experiments 

required to constrain the mechanisms (or lack of: i.e., including kinetic lags) and rates 

pertinent to the solidification o f melt/glass, perhaps the greatest challenge lies in 

interpreting the results.

The first portion o f the Chapter is dedicated to discussion of the approaches to 

data extraction firom run products. This discussion includes the need for converging 

evidence, consistency o f trends and (some) replication o f the data in order for confident 

interpretations of crystallization processes to be reached.



Nucléation delays are noted for the melts from starting glass, but are negligible 

for crystalline mixtures. This suggests that critical nuclei persist beyond the 

preconditioning stage. For all systems, sidewall nucléation seems to be the rule. Both 

nucléation and growth rates, each measured in a few different ways (e.g., 

solidity*area/time for a “solidity growth rate”), vary with starting material. While the 

melts originating from glass rods are most sluggish to initiate crystallization, their rates 

ramp up with time so that these melts are first to completely solidify. A counter-intuitive 

observation o f this nature suggests that available nuclei in undercooled melts may 

facilitate nucléation in the short term, but inhibit the mechanisms and kinetics of 

crystallization in the long term. It also suggests that despite no obvious correlation, the 

presence of vesicles may indeed exert a subtle effect on the kinetics o f crystallization.

The role o f two- and three-phase crystalline intergrowths is linked to achieving 

rapid crystallization. Growth rates o f Kfs and those of graphically intergrown Kfs+Qtz 

and Kfs+Qtz+Ab are compared. The growth rates of multiphase intergrowths are found to 

be about an order o f  magnitude greater than those of individual crystals; rates increase sas 

successive phases crystallize together. This seems to be the mechanism which leads to 

rapid solidification, for melts at low degrees o f undercooling contain Kfs only and persist 

without significant growth for t > 1 mo. Maximum solidification rates are found at 

similar magnitudes o f  undercooling for melts o f each starting material: -103 to -150°C. 

Within the maximum crystallization region o f the -AT — t space mapped out by these 

experiments, evidence o f excess-water (the only incompatible component in this system) 

boundary layers are found at the crystallization front -  melt interface.



Nucléation and crystal growth rates ir crease with -AT and t, though it appears that 

rates slow at very large -AT conditions, significantly below the glass transition. Without a 

doubt, many processes relevant to crystallization kinetics occur as this boimdary is 

crossed. Most of these questions remain unanswered at least for now.

Lastly, this chapter elucidates spatial signatures o f crystals that correlate with 

different degrees o f undercooling and duration. Clearly, there is a quantifiable component 

present in the crystalline products that reflects the histories of their melts. An attempt is 

made to relate preliminary “categories” o f crystal populations back to morphological 

“fields” within -AT — t kinetic space. Oscillatory behavior o f crystalline sequences is 

observed in many melts, and while generally following a pathway o f

K fs^K fs+Q tz^K fs+Q tz+A b->Kfs+Ab^Qtz 

several other variations occur. This sequence may represent an oscillatory pathway 

between the two governing saturation surfaces—the metastable extensions o f  the quartz 

and feldspar liquidi. A distinct population o f zoned sequences of intergrowths occurs at 

conditions below the glass transition temperature.

The last chapter may end with more questions than which it begins. Consistency 

among the reduced dataset, however, allows for some fimdamental conclusions to be 

drawn regarding critical aspects o f experimental approaches and key factors that are 

likely to strongly affect crystallization in granitic magmas.
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CHAPTER 2. CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY AND PHASE RELATIONS OF 

CORDIERITE -  BERYL SOLID SOLUTIONS IN GRANITIC SYSTEMS 

INTRODUCTION

This study is part o f a growing application o f the geochemistry o f  berylhum to 

petrological problems (e.g., Morris 1991; Ryan et al., 1996; Reviews in Mineralogy 

volume 43, in preparation). The work pertains to the portion o f the geochemical cycle 

that transfers Be by way o f sihcic magmatism from midcrustal anatectic sources 

(metapehtes and aluminous gneisses) to higher levels in the shallow continental crust as 

granites, pegmatites, and related rock types. The Be contents of beryl-saturated melts at 

evolved stages o f this process were assessed by Evensen et al. (1999), and the 

partitioning o f Be between early peraluminous partial melts and potential residual 

crystalline phases were described by Evensen and London (1999a,b). In those studies, 

cordierite (Crd) emerged as an important reservoir o f Be. In this paper, we address the 

crystal chemistry and exchange mechanisms that accommodate Be in cordierite (as well 

as those that accommodate Fe and Mg in beryl), and the nature and extent o f miscibility 

between cordierite and beryl. Cordierite-beryl-melt equilibria and phase compositions 

are also investigated at water-saturated conditions o f 200 MPa (Ph2o) at T in the range 

from 675-900°C.

Background

Beryl (Brl, BesAliSigOig), the most common but stiU voliunetrically rare mineral 

with structural berylhum, largely occurs in evolved granitic pegmatites. Cordierite [Crd, 

(Mg,Fe)zALSigO i g], including its Be-rich compositions, is a common rock-forming
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mineral in metapelites and aluminous gneisses formed at relatively low pressure 

(Mukhopadhyay and Holdaway 1994), and in peraluminous silicic magmas derived by 

anatexis o f these protoliths. The hexagonal silicates beryl and indialite (the high 

temperature Crd polymorph, MgaAUSisOis, which is isostructural with beryl: Miyashiro 

1957) along with the orthorhombic cordierite (MgaAUSisOis) — sekaninaite 

[(Mg,Fe)2Al4Si5 0 i8] series share resemblances to such a degree that miscibility among 

these phases has been hypothesized and tested experimentally (Povondra and Langer 

1971, 1978, Hôlscher and Schreyer 1989).

Solid solutions between cordierite and beryl occur in several crystallographic 

sites. These sites include linking tetrahedra, T1 (Crd: Si, Al, Be; Brl: Be, rare Li), ring- 

forming tetrahedra, T2 (Crd: Si, Al; Brl: Si), octahedra, M  (Crd: Mg, Fe^^; Brl: Al, Mg, 

Fê "̂ , Fe^\ Sc), and channel voids (Crd: Na, K, Rb, Cs, H2O, CO2, noble gases; Brl: Na, 

K, Rb, Cs, H2O, OPT, noble gases) (e.g., Damon and Kulp 1958; Gibbs 1966; Beltrame et 

al., 1976; Meagher and Gibbs 1977; Armbruster and Bloss 1982; Armbruster and 

Irouschek 1983; Aines and Rossman 1985; Gordillo et al., 1985; Predecki et al., 1987; 

Schreyer et al., 1990; Sherriff et al., 1991; Daniels 1992; Aurisicchio et al., 1994; Cemy 

et al., 1997). Table 2-1 describes the site relations among Crd to Brl structures.

In cordierite, solid solution toward a hypothetical end-member 

NaMg2BeAl3Si5 0 i8 goes as far as Nao.65Mg2Beo.65Al3 jsS i5 0 i8 at 700°C and 300 MPa 

(Povondra and Langer 1971, 1978). Beryllian cordierite containing up to 1 Be a.p.f.u.

(i.e., Mg2BeAl2Si5 0 i8), however, was synthesized in the Na-absent system (Hôlscher and 

Schreyer 1989). Most natural Be-Crd tends to be sodic (with a maximum Be content 

found o f 0.4 a.p.f.u.: Cemy and Povondra 1966), which led to a proposed Bê '̂ ^Nâ ‘̂‘’̂ Al̂ '‘l
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t exchange vector in which charge-balancing sodium resides within the narrower regions 

o f channels (e.g., Cemy and Povondra 1966; Cohen et al. 1977; Povondra and Cech 

1978; Schreyer et al. 1979; Armbruster and Irouschek 1983; Povondra and Cech 1984; 

Gordillo et al. 1985; Cemy et al. 1997). Schreyer (1964) proposed the exchange 

Bê '̂ ^Si’-'̂ Âl̂ '̂ î, which was not verified in natural samples until recently (Baba et al., 

2000). Now that both exchange mechanisms have been confirmed, it would be useful to 

know when (under what conditions) one predominates over the other.

Similar solid solutions and exchange vectors are known in beryl. Replacement of 

octahedral Al by Fe and Sc leads to solid solutions toward stoppaniite (Fe^^ dominant) 

and bazzite (Sc^^ dominant) end-members o f the beryl group (Della Ventura et al., 2000). 

Octahedral exchange also leads to incorporation o f charge-balancing alkalis into channels 

[e.g., (R' Al^^LI] while very limited tetrahedral substitution [e.g., o f Li for Be: 

( î+ [̂ch]Li[4]Be['*] j] has been found (Aurisicchio et al., 1988).

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 

Strategy. Under conditions of high beryllium melt activity, beryllian cordierite- 

bearing assemblages were produced using both Crd- and Brl-absent and Crd- and Brl- 

bearing metapelitic mixtures. In order to buffer Be melt activity, saturation in beryl was 

achieved by the phenakite decomposition,

3 Be2Si04 + 2  ALSiOs + 7 SiOz = 2 BesAlzSieOig [1]

henakite aluminosilicate quartz beryl

At 200 MPa (Ph2o)» & gamet component in the presence o f biotite was needed for the 

femic and aluminous requirements for cordierite stability via the reaction
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2 (MgFe)3Al2Si30i2 + 4 AI2S1O5 + 5 Si02 = 3 (MgFe)2Al4Si50i8 [2]

garnet aluminosilicate quartz cordierite

These constituents produced melt with an AST (Alumina Saturation Index = mol 

AI2O3/  Na2 0 +K2 0 +Ca0 +Ba0 +Li2CH-Rb2 0 ) o f — 1.25 and enough ferromagnesian 

component (with dominant Mg) to provide cordierite stability (e.g., Clemmens and Wall 

1988, Patino Dulce 1992, Clarke 1995, Icenhower 1995). To a lesser degree, activated 

alumina + biotite, and white + dark mica were used as reactants for cordierite synthesis in 

melt, respectively:

6 AI2O3 + 2 K(Mg,Fe)3AlSi30 ,o(OH)2 + 15 S1O2 = 3 (MgFe)2Al4Si5 0 ,g + 2KAlSÎ30g +2 H2O [3] 

corundum biotite quartz cordierite orthoclase water

2  K(Mg,Fe)3AISi3 0 ,o(OH)2 + 5 KAl3SÎ3 0 ,o(OH)2 + 15 Si02 + A1203 = [4]

biotite muscovite quartz

3 (MgFe)2Al4Si50,g + 7 KAlSigOg + 7 H2O 

cordierite orthoclase water

Starting M aterials. Seven different cordierite-forming mixtures were used. 

Composite powders were formulated by combining mineral additives (Table 2-2) with 

either a large fraction o f a pelite mineral mixture or a synthetic haplogranite glass with 

the composition o f the metaluminous (ASI= 1.02) hydrous granite minimum at 200 MPa 

(Tuttle and Bowen 1958). For the mineral components, low-impurity regions of gem- 

quality crystals were selected for crushing. Crystal fragments were microscopically hand- 

sorted to remove impurities before grinding. Starting mixtures were ground in agate 

under ethanol to a mean grain size of 15 pm and dried in air at 140°C. Powdered
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components were combined, ground together, and then dried (140°C). Finally, mixes 

were homogenized overnight in a tumbling mill. Proportions o f  ingredients are shown in 

Table 2-3.

The first mixture (SP-Crdl-Be) was the model Be-rich metapelite utilizing 

reactions [1] and [2]. The second mixture (SP-Btl-Be) was a mica-rich variation o f the 

former but without gamet—intended to barely reach cordierite saturation. The third 

mixture (SP-Bt2-Be) was similar to the second except that it contained activated, 

amorphous alumina (created by decomposing synthetic gibbsite in air at 400°C for 5 

hours) to facilitate the cordierite-forming reaction, [3]. Mixture four (SP-Bt4-Be) utilized 

added cordierite to haplogranitic glass for back-reaction to new (Be-richer) cordierite. 

The fifth composition (SP-Mus2-Be) was potassic and less ferromagnesian than others, 

with its mode dominated by white mica (reaction [4]). Mixture six (SP-Crd2-Be) was a 

Be-richer variety o f  mixture 1, intended for evaluating bulk compositions intermediate 

between cordierite and beryl. Final charges further contained a slight excess o f doubly 

distilled and deionized water needed to saturate a melt at 200 MPa and the T  range 

investigated (—10 wt%). Each starting mixture successfully produced new cordierite (see 

Figure 2-2a).

Preparation o f  Charges. Gold capsules (3 x 20 mm) were cleaned by soaking 

overnight in bromopropane (25°C) then boiling for several hours in nitric acid. 

Afterwards, a few capsules still contained remnants o f  the extrusion lubricants used in the 

fabrication of the tubing, and these were removed with lint-free foam swabs.

Water was loaded into capsules first followed by powder mixes, with powder + 

water charges confined to a central 5 x 3  mm portion o f the capsule, then sealed by DC-
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plasma arc welding. Capsules were weighed before and after welding to check for leaks, 

and again after storage in a drying oven (140°C). The latter heating step allowed for 

homogenization o f  water contents throughout the powder prior to the experimental run.

Equipm ent. Experiments were pressurized cold in R-41® and NIMONIC-105® 

cold-seal reaction vessels using water plus a trace o f Tmmunol® as the pressure medium. 

Pressure was set at 200 MPa and measured with a factory-calibrated Heise bourdon tube 

gauge. Fluctuations o f < 3 MPa occurred over the course o f experiments; total estimated 

accuracy was ± 1 0  MPa. Experiment durations varied from ~1 to 6  weeks.

Temperature was monitored by internal Chromel-Alumel thermocouples with 

estimated maximum error o f  ± 5°C. Experiments were quenched isobarically in 

compressed air je t (5 to I5°C/s). The fugacity o f oxygen within capsules was regulated 

by diffusion o f Hz across the metal capsule; the jO z o f  the pressure medium at run 

conditions is estimated to be slightly below NNO (Huebner 1971). Following quench, 

capsules were weighed to check for leaks, punctured and the presence o f free water was 

recorded. Punctured capsules were placed in a drying oven and, following dehydration, 

were reweighed to verify loss o f free water and hydration o f  glass (melt). All capsules 

gain minor weight during experiments by diffusion o f Ni-metal (from vessels and filler 

rods) into the precious metal capsules; none o f the experimental products reported here, 

however, suffered contamination by Ni.

Run Pathways. Forward-direction experiments (prograde to run temperatures o f 

700 to 900°C, designated as “F” in Table 2-4) promoted simultaneous melting and new 

crystal growth. Reverse-direction experiments (designated as “R” in Table 4) were 

preconditioned by melting at 50° to 150°C above the final T  o f the experiment, quenched
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isobarically to room temperature, and then run up to final temperatures in the range of 

675 to 800°C. These reverse-direction experiments induced crystal growth firom melts 

that were substantially supersaturated in the components o f  the crystalline phases at the 

final run T.

ANALYTICAL METHODS

Experimental products were initially inspected optically, and then using back- 

scattered electron imaging (BSEI) and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDXA). 

Evidence for water saturation o f melts included free water within capsules, no adherence 

o f the charge to clean capsule walls, vapor dimples on glass surfaces, the presence of 

vapor deposits, and analytical totals for glass analyses by electron microprobe being < 

100%.

Quantitative Electron Probe Microanalysis (QEPMA)

All major and minor element oxide constituents of cordierite and glass products, 

except Li, Be, B, Rb and Cs, were analyzed using wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy on 

a Cameca SX-50 electron microprobe at the University o f Oklahoma. Zn and P were 

excluded from analyses of Crd because preliminary analyses showed their contents were 

equal to, or below, detection thresholds (< 0.05 or 0.02 wt% oxides, respectively). 

QEPMA utilized crystalline and glass standards with TAP, PET, LEF, and layered 

composite PCI diffraction devices. Operating conditions for hydrous glass analyses 

included a two-beam condition (2 nA and 20 nA regulated current) with a 20 pm spot 

size, in which Na and Al were analyzed first to inhibit beam-induced migration effects 

(Morgan and London 1996). Analyses o f minerals were conducted at 20 nA, 20 kV and a 

spot size of 3 to 5 pm. Counting times for all elements varied between 20 and 30 seconds.
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Data were reduced using PAP (Pouchou and Pichoir 1985) matrix correction routines. 

Detection levels, taken at 3ct above mean background, were <  500 ppm for most 

elements. Based on similar experiments. Be is not lost to the capsule metal (Evensen and 

Meeker 1997).

Images were acquired using both backscattered and secondary electron signals as 

1024 X 1024 pixelized data. Micrographs were processed (following Russ 1999) using 

either a low-pass or low-strength median filter (neighborhood ranking) for despeckling of 

noise. Images that contained minor periodic (instrumental) noise were corrected using 

Fourier transform processing techniques.

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

Samples were analysed by SIMS using a Cameca Instruments IMS 3f at the 

Arizona State University at Tempe, AZ. A mass filtered primary beam was 

accelerated through a potential o f 12.5 kV, with a beam current o f 1.0 nA. The focused 

spot size varied from 15 to 5 pm. Targets were mapped in advance and verified by mass 

imaging using a combination o f  ̂ Li, ^Be, ^^Na, ̂ ^ g ,  ^^AJ, '^'K, and ^ ^ e  before analysis.

Sputtered secondary ions were accelerated through a potential o f 4.5 kV. The 

interference o f  ̂ ^Al^  ̂(8.99384 amu) on ^ e  (9.01219 amu) is the most important concern 

in SIMS microanalysis o f Be. However, the yield of ^Be ions was so much greater than 

the ^^Al̂  ̂species that the interference was negligible; no correction was made for the 

contribution o f Al. This is in agreement with the observation by Grew et al. (1998) that 

AJ^’*’ does not significantly affect analysis when Be contents are greater than —30 ppm. 

Individual analyses consisted o f collecting intensities on the following sequence of 

isotopes: ^°Si, ^Li, ^Be, ^*B, *^Rb, '^^Cs, ^°Si. Integration times were sufficiently long to
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achieve a counting statistical precision o f at least 3%. The count rates were normalized to 

that for Si and then to the silica abundance in the sample (derived from QEPMA). 

Calibration factors derived from the standards above allowed the normalized count rates 

to be converted to absolute concentrations. Total internal and external precision (ICP) of 

BeO analyses of crystals and glass was < 3.9% (relative to absolute concentrations).

The standard working curve for secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was 

calibrated for the analysis o f Li, Be, B, Rb and Cs using glass standards. Three synthetic 

Be-rich granitic glasses (containing 0.57, 1.1, or 3.3 wt% BeO) that were previously 

characterized (homogeneous by aqua regia ICP-AES, QEPMA, and SIMS; Evensen 

1997) were used as standards for the analysis o f experimental glasses. The glasses 

contained appreciable B, Li, Rb, and Cs (at concentrations far above those estimated for 

each element in unknowns) and therefore served as standards for those elements as well. 

All trace elements were further calibrated against NIST 610 glass, containing nominally 

~500 ppm of the elements above (Pearce et al., 1997). Data were acquired in two 

sessions, 9 months apart. Between these sessions, the working curves (Figure 1) and 

SIMS results were very reproducible (± 0.4 to 2.2 % relative).

RESULTS 

Assemblages & Textures of Run Products

Forward-Direction Experim ents. For initially cordierite-free compositions 

taken to 700°C, the assemblage beryllian cordierite 4- beryl + biotite + magnetite + 

plagioclase + quartz is stable with melt (Table 2-4a; Figure 2-2b). As temperature 

increases, plagioclase and quartz disappear from the liquidus surface leaving BeCrd +
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beryl + biotite + magnetite stable in melt from 750° to 850°C (Figure 2-2c). Although 

starting mixtures were intended to buffer the melt activity o f Be by beryl saturation, in 

the higher T  experiments using SP-Crdl-Be beryllium became sufficiently compatible in 

Crd to leave the beryl saturation surface producing only BeCrd. In these runs, beryl 

disappears between 800° and 850°C (in forward and reversed runs). In more Be-rich bulk 

compositions (Table 2-4a), beryl remains part o f  the assemblage BeCrd + beryl + biotite 

+ magnetite + melt from 800° to 900°C. Biotite is lost between 850° and 900°C.

Beryllian cordierite forms coarse (15 to 200 pm), prismatic blocky crystals 

(Figure 2-2); some crystals contain small (~1 to 10 pm) inclusions of magnetite or biotite. 

Quartz, when present, occurs poikilitically within Be-Crd hosts (Figure 2-2b) and as 

equant to subhedral crystals in glass. Plagioclase exhibits albitic cores surrounded by 

euhedral rims o f sodic andesine. Andesine also exists as coarse, solid blocky crystals that 

are somewhat skeletal in form; these are interpreted to have formed late in the 

crystallization sequence. Biotite exhibits recrystallization o f relict crystals (euhedral at 

the fine scale) plus new crystal growth (coarse euhedra: 5 to 30 pm). The oxide phase in 

all runs forms equant euhedra (~ 1 to 20  pm), and ranges in chemistry from magnetite to 

titanomagnetite (EDXA). Residual phenakite is present in some assemblages though 

completely armored by new BeCrd or beryl, suggesting that it acted as a nucléation 

substrate, and possibly a nutrient source, for the host crystal. At temperatures o f 750°C or 

less, mixtures with added beryl contain sub- to anhedral relict crystals, indicating partial 

dissolution, with or without fine new euhedral beryl crystals. At higher temperatures, all 

residual beryl is completely armored by new beryl and cordierite growth.
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Reverse-Direction Experiments. Unlike products o f the forward path, reversals 

to 700°C (Table 2-4b and c; Figure 2-2d) lack plagioclase and quartz but otherwise 

contain the same crystalline assemblage. Euhedral crystal morphology and chemical 

relations o f glass (Table 2-4b and c) to melting minima (haplogranite, Ab390r27QtZ34: 

Tuttle & Bowen 1958; metapelite, Ab3oOri5Mus2oQtZ35: Icenhower and London 1995) 

suggest that quartz and plagioclase are stable at 700°C. Destruction o f their nuclei at 

superliquidus temperatures (e.g., Lofgren 1983, Marsh 1995) likely inhibited their 

nucléation upon reversals. Similarly, beryl was found in forward experiments to 750°C, 

though reversed runs at 750°C lack beryl but produced cordierite + biotite + magnetite 

from melt. The same assemblage is present at 800°C (Figure 2-2e). The reversal run to 

675°C (BeP-51), which utilized aK - and Al-rich starting composition contains cordierite 

+ beryl + orthoclase + muscovite + corundum + magnetite in glass (Figure2-2f).

Reverse-direction products are texturally similar to forward-direction products for 

most shared phases. Muscovite nucleates abundantly as small, fibrous crystals (Figures 2- 

2a & 2-2£). K-rich alkali feldspar occurs as very coarse crystals (pheno- to megacrysts:

40 to 280 pm) that host muscovite and corundum inclusions. Corundum occurs in 

composite hexagonal aggregates, faceted in form (Figure 2-2f), and as individual prisms 

(~ 1 to 8 p.m) in glass.

Unlike the coarse, consistently euhedral beryl o f granitic experimental products 

from similar melts and conditions (cf. Evensen et al., 1999), beryl found in these 

experiments ranges from euhedral to faceted aggregates o f fine-grained crystals (skeletal 

in macrocrystalline character). Thermal pathways within the stability field o f beryl (< 

800°C) resulted in the growth o f beryl with characteristic form. Run pathways that
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thermally exceeded beryl stability and later returned to it, resulted in skeletal aggregates 

of beryl (Figure 2-3).

Cordierite — beryl aggregates nucleate on Be-cordierite and maintain topotaxial 

crystallographic relations of their host. Figure 2-3 shows that prismatic growth along 

[0001] continues through Crd-Brl contacts, as does growth along a-axes [1100 ](Figure 3). 

Topotaxial relations record the growth history and structural compatibility o f  (a) early, 

high-T Be-rich cordierite succeeded by later, beryl +  cordierite with lower Be content 

(Figures 2-3b-d)

Figure 2-4 shows structural and chemical compatibility between cordierite and 

Be-minerals. Phenakite-bearing mixtures (Table 2-3) occasionally contained cores of 

relict phenakite in beryllian cordierite (Figure 2-4a). Experiment BeP-4 (Figure 2-4b) 

shows that seeded beryl (cf. “normal beryl”: Aurisicchio et al., 1988) in the starting 

mixture reacted to form Be-cordierite + FeMg-beryl (cf. “femag-beryl” : Schaller et al., 

1962). Both products nucleate on the relict beryl substrate.

Cordierite-Bearing Experiments. In forward runs that contained cordierite in 

their starting mixtures (Figure 2-4c & d), relict cordierite is rimmed by overgrowths of 

new Be-cordierite (1 to 20 |jm) or beryl (3 to 75 pm). Beryllian cordierite only nucleates 

on the cordierite substrate, while beryl additionally occurs as individual crystals in glass. 

In all cases, Crd is completely armored, showing it is a suitable substrate for BeCrd 

growth. Relict anhedral phenakite (5 to 75 pm) remains unarmored in melt, which 

suggests the overall reaction,

(Mg,Fe)2Al4Si50i8 + 2 Be2Si04 + 6  Si02 =  (Mg,Fe)2BeAl2Si60i8 + Be3Al2Si60i8 [5] 

cordierite + phenakite + quartz = beryllian cordierite (ideal) + beryl
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Relict cordierite shows embayed edges, indicative of dissolution, which are overprinted 

by thin overgrowths o f  Be-cordierite, suggesting the compositional stability o f Be-Crd, 

instead of Crd, in the presence of beryl.

Compositions of Run Products

M elt chemistry. Even when only beryllian cordierite is stable without beryl 

(Table 2-4a and b), the BeO contents o f  melt are close to (slightly below) those o f beryl 

saturation at similar ASI values of melt (Figure 2-5). Melt contents o f  BeO increase with 

T  from 420 to 2620 ppm going from 675 to 850°C.

Be-Cordierite Chemistry. Beryllium contents o f Crd increase linearly with 

increasing T from 1.01 to ~ 3.97 wt% BeO (Table 2-4a and b). These values are 

equivalent to, or greater than, those reported from natural assemblages (e.g., 0.4 to 2.0 

wt% BeO: Gordillo et al., Armbruster and Irouschek 1982, Cemy and Povondra 1966).

At 850°C, BeO contents o f 3.97 wt% are not far from the synthetic value o f ~ 4.40 wt% 

(1.0 Be pfu by XRD: Hôlscher and Schreyer 1989). With increasing Tbetween 675 and 

900°C, SiOi and MgO contents increase markedly (from 48.67 to 61.53 wt% and from 

8 .8 6  to —11.00 wt%, respectively). Consequently, the Mg# [mol MgO/(MgO+FeO)] 

increases for Be-Crd (from 66.7 to —85.0) over this range o f T. Increases are observed 

for channel components K  (from 0.29 to 1.05 wt% K2O) and Cs (Table 2-4a and b) as 

well.

Concentrations o f  AI2O3 (from 30.23-16.59 wt%), FeO (7.22 to —3.00 wt%), MnO 

(— 0.79 to 0.21 wt%), Ca (0.47 to 0.08 wt% CaO) and Na (1.20 to 0.66 wt% Na2 0 ) 

increase with T  over the interval o f675 to 850°C. Lithium decreases from 675 to 850°C 

(213 to 79 ppm Li2 0 ), whereas B and Rb contents remain approximately constant with
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mean values of 5.2 ppm (B2O3) and — 38 ppm (RbiO). Ba and the halogens F and Cl 

seem to be negligible constituents in Crd, each near or below its detection limit by 

QEPMA. Zinc and P were also below detectable levels (see Analytical Methods).

Beryl Chemistry. Compositions o f beryl that coexist with beryllian cordierite are 

reported in Table 2-5a. Going from 675° to 900°C, the main elemental variations away 

from stoichiometry include decreasing alumina (—17.26 to 15.85 wt%) decreasing Be 

contents (—12.02-10.69 wt% oxide by difference) and increasing silica (—66.56-68.11 

wt%) and alkali contents. Among the alkahs, Na dominates from 675 to 750°C, Na and K 

contents are equivalent at 800°C, and K dominates at higher temperatures. Magnesium 

contents are either greater than, or roughly equivalent to iron contents.

DISCUSSION 

Compositional Differences Between Cordierite and Be-Cordierite

Comparison o f Be-Crd to Crd (Table 2-4c) utilized representative compositions 

from experiments containing no added Be-mineral (only trace quantities were Hberated 

from starting white mica). Though the occupancy o f the tetrahedral sites is predictably 

different, a similar variation in Mg# o f both structures with T  suggests that increasing Be 

contents does not appear to influence octahedral site-filling—in these products or in 

nature (Gordillo et al., 1985). Quantities o f tetrahedral constituents typify Crd (Table 2- 

4c) and at the same time illustrate the extreme influence of Be on alumina and silica 

contents in Be-Crd. Channel Ca is equivalent in concentration between both structures, 

yet Li and Na contents of Be-Crd are about twice that seen in Crd grown from Be-poor 

conditions. Rubidium is greater in abundance in Be-Crd than in Crd by about a factor o f
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2.5. Potassium and Cs are notably greater in concentration in Be-Crd versus Crd. Channel 

water contents are similar.

Crystal Chemistry of Beryllian Cordierite

As temperature increases, the total tetrahedral and octahedral cations o f cordierite 

maintain a sum of ~ 9.0 and ~ 2.0, respectively (Table 2-4a and b). All the while, total 

channel alkali and H2O contents decrease. These compositions are plotted in Figure 2-6, 

in which the sloped line marks ideal site-filling behavior. All cordierite compositions 

exhibit total occupancy, with most cation sums falling within propagated error.

The crystal chemistry o f Be-cordierite is rather sensitive to temperature. Figure 2- 

7 illustrates appreciable changes as a function o f  temperature. In the T1 and T2 

environments, Be and Si occupancy rises sharply with T  while A1 occupancy falls. In the 

channel environment, K  contents increase regularly while Na and H2O occupancy 

steadily decrease. Channel concentrations of Ca fall slightly with T. At the M  site, Fe 

contents decrease in a concave pattern while Mg contents increase with a reciprocal 

convex trend, compensating for one another.

Tetrahedral Occupancy: The T-Dependent (Si,Na)Be = A t Exchange, When 

taken together. Be, A1 and Si exhibit ideal tetrahedral occupancy (Figure 2-8). Yet Be 

accounts for A1 deficiency (firom 4.0 apfu) only in part: excess Si makes up the 

remainder. As T  increases, cordierite formulae increase with BeSiAL2 exchange.

Figure 2-9 illustrates that Be contents o f  Crd cannot be accounted for simply by 

the exchange operator, Be(Na,K)ALi. Only cordierite firom one experiment, BeP-41 

(700°C, Table 3b), is adequately represented by this exchange (A1 loss is accounted for 

solely by Be(Na,K)Al.i). All other cordierite products require a contribution by Si to
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account for incorporated Be. This relationship is best illustrated by the sum o f  

Al+Be+excess Si among cordierites grown (forward and reverse) over this range o f  

temperature: their regression has no slope (=10‘̂ 7) and an intercept at 4.0 apfii (Figure 2- 

9). Because the magnitude o f excess Si to Na+K contents changes with T, the nature o f 

Be exchange into Crd is an interplay o f  two mechanisms. The exchange lies between the 

binary exchanges,

Bet̂ (̂NaJK:)f'=‘‘̂ Al[̂ li

and

BeMsi^Al^z,

which vary inversely with temperature (Figure 2-10). Alkali and silicon contributions are 

roughly equivalent between 750-800°C, but vary at higher and lower temperatures.

Figure 2-11 illustrates the T-dependent progression from (1) alkali -dominated to (2) 

mixed exchange then toward (3) silicon-dominated exchange for Be-cordierite. Natural 

compositions o f cordierite fit among the high temperature (e.g., BeSi-Crd in granulites: 

Baba et al., 2000) and low temperature (e.g., BeNa-Crd in pegmatites) results o f  this 

study. Whereas the bulk beryllium-related chemistry of any cordierite is sufficiently 

represented using a combined term (i.e., NaxBex+ySiyAL(x+2y)- Baba et al., 2000), 

representation o f exchange mechanisms may be separated because BeSiALz and 

BeNaAl-i operate independently.

Octahedral Occupancy. Lithium enters the Crd structure via 

Na’-‘̂ ^^Li^^^(Mg,Fe)’̂^̂ .i in natural (Armbruster and Irouschek 1983, Gordillo et al., 1985, 

Cemÿ et al., 1997) and experimental cordierite (Kirchner et al., 1984). The octahedral 

environment o f Be-Crd, specifically Mg, Fe, and Mn contents, appears to be unaffected
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by Be incorporation (see Af site totals. Table 4). Beryllian cordierite, however, 

incorporates > 50% more Li than Be-poor cordierite, which grew from otherwise 

identical magmatic conditions. This raises the question, why?

Natural Li-rich cordierite occurs in either pegmatite, which likely crystallized at 

low-T following undercooling, or among low-T metamorphic regimes (e.g., peak 

temperatures of600-650°C at 500-700 MPa: Armbruster and Irouschek 1984). A  parallel 

observation is that alkali contents among cordierite (e.g., Mirward 1986; Kalt et al., 1998) 

and beryl (e.g., Cemy and Tumock 1975) increase with decreasing T  at the conditions 

which pegmatitic melts solidify (e.g., London 1992). Most Li-bearing Crd is thus, 

expectedly alkah-rich (e.g., Armbruster and Irouschek 1983; Gordillo et al., 1985; Cemÿ 

et al., 1997). Because BeCrd in the current experiments contains about twice the contents 

o f Na and K as the Be-poor Crd products, the presence o f increased alkali content is 

likely to facilitate more Li incorporation than would otherwise exist—a function o f Be 

exchange o f the form NaLü(^\, (Gordillo et al., 1985). This interpretation is supported by 

Cemÿ et al. (1997), who were also unable to correlate Li with Be, though they noted that 

Be + Li contents correlated with Na concentrations.

Channel Occupancy. In the current experiments, water dominates channel 

occupancy but its abundance decreases with T  (Figure 2-12a). Potassium contents 

increase with T  (Figure 2-12b), whereas sodium contents decrease—a pattem similar to 

natural, K-rich, high-T cordierite (e.g., Schreyer et al., 1990). The alkalis Na, K, Rb, and 

Cs, however, also show increased abundances (2 to 5 times) going from Crd to BeCrd. 

Tetrahedral Be thus effects the channel geometry of Crd to better accommodate the 

alkalis. I f  Be distorts Be0 4  tetrahedra in beryllian cordierite as observed in beryl (e.g..
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Hawthorne and Cemÿ 1977), then increasing the Be content (and field strength compared 

to Al) at T1 sites in Crd may effect the overall shape o f  the channels. Widening channel 

width in BeCrd likely facilitates an increase in the compatibility o f Cs. Higher 

temperature crystallization favors higher contents of K, Rb, and Cs in Be-Crd (Table 2-4, 

see Figure 2-13b). Increasing temperature (e.g., Hochella and Brown 1986) and 

increasing contents of larger channel alkalis (e.g., Daniels 1992) have been shown to 

promote symmetry and Al/Si disorder, which occurs fully upon going firom cordierite to 

indialite (e.g., Armbruster and Bloss 1981; Selregg and Bloss 1980). hi addition, as K  

content increases in natural Crd, it exhibits lower distortion indices and more favorable 

kinetics toward a hexagonal geometry (Schreyer et al, 1990). Our Be-cordierite products 

trend toward (Mg,Fe)2BeAJ2Si6 0 i8 as T increases, approaching the hexagonal Be- 

cordierite Mg2BeAl2Si6 0 i8 (Hdlscher and Schreyer 1989). Thus, Al/Si ought to exhibit 

notable disorder in this structure relative to cordierite.

Geothermometry. The concentrations o f H2O and Na in Crd channels have been 

used as geothermometers because of a recognized correlation with temperature (Mirwald 

1986, Kalt et al., 1998). These may be applicable to Be-poor Crd, but clearly the 

chemistry o f channel and tetrahedral sites becomes more complexly interrelated when Be 

is a significant component. With the compositional variations evident in these 

experiments, we have regressed each compositional variable (Na, K, Be, Al, and Siexcess) 

with respect to T, and have then calculated temperatures of crystallization for Be-Crd 

found in natural enviromnents (Table 2-6). Temperatures calculated based on tetrahedral 

occupancy converge to a common T, whereas alkalis do not.
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Elemental Partitioning Between Be-Cordierite and Melt

Partition coefficients o f elements between Crd and melt = [XJtnmerai /

[X]meit; after Beatie et al., 1993) differ firom those o f Be-Crd and melt (Table 2-7, Figure 

2-13), particularly in the case o f Be = —200 at 700°C: Evensen and London

1999b). A  parallel study to this work at low concentrations of Be has been completed for 

cordierite (Evensen and London, in review, 2000) and suggests that for nearly all (low 

Be) crustal applications, partitioning ratios o f cordierite should be taken firom Evensen 

and London (1999a. 1999b).

Uptake o f  Li, Be, M n and Cs by Cordierite. The significant trace elements that 

are hosted by Be-cordierite appear to be Li, Mn, and Cs, among which Li is the only 

completely incompatible component. Partitioning efficiency of each element can be 

assessed by Figure 2-14, which shows element contents o f melt vs. coexisting cordierite; 

in all plots, temperature also increases firom left to right for BeO, MnO and CszO. 

Beryllia, LizO and CszO trends covary in their contents in cordierite and melt. Contents 

o f MnO in cordierite decrease with increasing MnO concentrations in melt, probably 

because o f controls on the octahedral site with increasing T  (Mg # increases with T) and 

prograde solubility in melt (similarly for Mg and Fe), leaving Mn far less compatible at 

850 than 700°C. Multiple linear regressions on the Be, Cs, and Mn contents o f cordierite, 

respectively, over T  and melt concentration result in better fits (significantly increased 

values) than using linear regressions melt concentrations alone. Increasing or decreasing 

contents o f these elements in the Be-cordierite structure are thus more dependent on 

temperature than on their abundance in melt (Figure 2-13b). Lithium contents o f Be- 

cordierite, however, appear to be 7^independent: increasing melt concentrations o f LizO
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coincide with increases in Li content in BeCrd, but not all the data can be described in 

this manner (note the poor correlation. Figure 2-3b).

Other compatible elements. Manganese and Cs behave compatibly in beryllian 

cordierite (Figure 2-13a and b. Table 2-7), decreasing from D  ~  10.67 to 1.25 and 

increasing from D  = 0.64 to 1.28, respectively, going from 675 to 850°C. Cesium 

becomes compatible in beryllian cordierite above 750°C. Compared to Crd, increases in 

D  values for Mn and Cs reveal that these elements are more compatible in the BeCrd 

structure than in Be-poor Crd. The slight decrease o f  Z) values for essential Be likely 

stems from the prograde solubility o f Be-Crd (and Brl).

Other incompatible elements. Boron is distributed similarly between melt and 

either Be-Crd or Crd (Figure 2-12, Table 2-4). Lithium shows roughly constant behavior 

over T  = 0.40). Calcium partitions into Be-Crd by a factor of two higher than

Crd; rubidium partitioning mildly increases in Be-Crd.

Compositional Differences of Beryl in FeMg-Poor vs. -Rich Melts

Comparison o f beryl compositions grown from haplogranite melts (Table 2-5b) 

versus those grown at the cordierite — beryl equilibrium in peraluminous granitic melts 

(Table 2-5a) indicate that simple differences distinguish the populations. Beyond the 

anticipated greater octahedral contents o f in beryl grown from Mg- and Fe-rich 

liquids, tetrahedral differences also are seen. Compared to nominal beryl, FeMg-beryl in 

this study contains less Be, less Al, and more Si, each decreasing or increasing further 

with T.
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Crystal Chemistry of (FeMg-) Beryl

Despite excess occupancy o f octahedral components, recalculated formulas o f all 

beryl products fall just short of ideal occupancy (Figure 2-16). This originates from low 

Be at the 77 site, which decreases at twice the rate that excess Si increases in 77. Going 

from 675 to 900°C, Si, Fe, and K contents increase readily while Al contents fall (Table

2-5a). Figure 2-15 shows the variations o f beryl constituents with temperature.

Octahedral Occupancy. Iron and magnesium contents reach a maximum sum of 

0.43 in beryl formulae, occupying less than one quarter o f  the M  site. This maximum 

is proximal to the upper range found in natural beryl 0.5; obtained from Schaller

et al., 1962 , and the mean of the 4 upper values, 0.52, from Aurisicchio et al., 1988). 

Mean proportional octahedral occupancy is plotted in Figure 2-17 as a function of T. Mg 

and Fe contents o f Brl show stay roughly constant with T  (Figures 2-15 and 2-17; see 

Figure 2-24); although, correlations were found between Mg and Na, and Fe and K, 

suggesting coupled substitution (note graphical similarities in Figure 2-15). Two lines o f 

evidence suggest valence in beryl. First, crystalline assemblages and the oxygen 

fugacities o f melt at run conditions (~ NtSTO, see Experimental Methods) indicate that Fe 

was predominantly restricted to the ferrous state. Second, high degrees o f correlation 

among cation occupants were found between Mg and Na (r = +0.980) and Fe and Na (r = 

+0.916), as well as Mg and Al (r = -  0.878) and Fe and Al (r = -0.923), and lastly Na and 

Al (r = — 0.878). Together, these affinities point toward the octahedral exchange in beryl,

(Na,K)^"^](Fe,Mg)[^]Al[^li 

In this exchange, charge-balancing Na participates more often than K, and high contents 

o f channel K typically are found with high contents of ferrous iron, i.e., by way of
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KFeALi (similar to Crd: cf. Geiger et al., 2000). Substitutions of this general form also 

occur in natural beryl (e.g., Aurisicchio et al., 1988).

Tetrahedral Occupancy. Total tetrahedral site filling is shown in Figure 2-18. 

Going firom 700° to 900°C, three patterns are observed: (1) loss of Be, (2) a lesser 

increase in Si, and (3) a slight decline in excess Al̂ ^̂ . A  high negative correlation 

coefficient (-0.845) suggests Si substitution involving Be; yet, neither Si nor Be seem to 

be correlated with Al content.

Excess Si (beyond 6.0 apfu in T2 sites) is interpreted to fill the 77 sites o f Be, 

which requires facilitation by octahedral constituents. Excess occupancy in the octahedra 

likely contributes toward tetrahedral deficiencies, as seen in natural high-Crd (Schreyer et 

al., 1990). Despite the contribution firom octahedral cations (particularly Fe^% as in Crd: 

Geiger et al., 2000), deficiencies in the 77 site remain, varying firom 0.03 to 0.27. 

Residual deficiencies are equivalent to the excess contents o f Si (Figure 19), supporting 

the exchange

Sif'ëe^ l̂.aD

that produces a vacancy at 77 sites. This mechanism accounts for low total occupancy in 

T1 sites, and formula totals (Figure 16).

Bond angles in the beryl structure indicate a clear preference by Be for 77 over 72 

geometries (e.g.. Downs and Gibbs 1981). As octahedral Al̂ "*" is replaced by larger Mĝ "̂  

or Fe^^ (each coupled with channel alkalis), the coordination octahedron must increase in 

size: approximately fi-om 0.54 to 0.72 (Mg) or 0.78 Â (Fe) (Shannon and Prewitt 1969). 

Such a shift reduces the distortion in the Be04  group (Aurisicchio et al., 1988) thus 

widening the TOT bond, and thereby producing an unfavorable environment for Be
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occupancy (e.g.. Downs and Gibbs 1981) compared to Si. According to this exchange, 

the resulting larger TOT angles likely mandate a preference for Si coordination over Be, 

resulting in incomplete fiUing at the Be site—a new tetrahedral vector for beryl 

compositions.

Channel Occupancy. Potassium increases in content, regularly, from 700 to 

900°C, following the pattem of channel occupancies o f  K  (e.g., Schreyer et al., 1990) or 

even Cs (e.g., Daniels 1992) in high-Crd. Mean variations in alkali content with T  are 

shown in Figure 20.

CONCLUSIONS 

Solid Solution From Cordierite to Beryl

Written from cordierite, the total mass-balance exchange operator that links 

cordierite to beryl is

Be3SiA1.2(Mg,Fe)-2 [6]

Here, the (site-independent) operation represents a combination o f three site-specific 

exchanges that are evidenced by the chemistry o f our run products. Namely, Be-Crd 

compositions show the extensive occurrence of

Bef̂ ^Sif'*’Alf^l2 (written from Crd) [7]

(from 0.25 to 1.0 Be apfu), more so than any other operator, going from 675 to 900°C. 

Subtracting that operator from [6], it leaves the overall exchange Be'-'^Wg^^LiFe^^ .̂i, 

which is a sum o f the site-specific exchanges

Bê '̂ N̂â '̂ ^̂ Al̂ '̂ -̂i (written from Crd) [8]

and

Al^^](Mg,Fe)[^liNa['=^li (written from Brl) [9]
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The first o f  these is observed to a small degree for cordierite; the second is observed at 

about twice that degree for beryl. Again, if  the Al- and Na-facilitated exchanges 

operating in opposite directions are combined, the site-dependent constituents cancel to 

leave Be*̂ '̂ (̂Mg,Fe)*̂ ‘̂ .̂i, a site-independent representation o f  the theoretical crux o f  Crd — 

Brl chemical solid solution.

Five total operations among three site-specific exchange operators are required to 

chemically link Crd and Brl: 1 o f Bê '*̂ Si*̂ '̂ Âl̂ '̂ _̂2, 2 o f Bê '*Wâ '̂ '̂ ^Al̂ '̂ L;, and 2 of 

Al̂ ^̂ (MgT̂ e)*̂ ^̂ -iNâ '̂ *’Li. Of these, maxima o f 1.0 BeSiALz and ~ 0.25 BeNaALi are seen 

occurring in Crd, with ~ 0.5 Al(Mg,Fe)*iNa.i found in Brl. While maximum values o f 

BeSiALi (Crd) and Al(Mg,Fe)-iNa_i (Brl) are seen at the highest T  investigated, 850°C, 

the greatest extent o f  BeNaAl.i exchange occurs at the lowest T  studied, 675°C. O f five 

numerical operations needed for stoichiometric exchange, our findings indicate that about 

2 occur going firom 675-900°C at 200 MPa in granitic melts. However, our observation 

that the exchange,

increases with increasing T  in beryl suggests that a limit o f  solution exists at some higher 

T. This is evidenced by the exchange leading Brl compositions off the cordierite — beryl 

join, acting to deteriorate, and ultimately alter the crystal structure.

Cordierite — Beryl Equilibrium Relations

In this study, the coexistence o f beryl and beryllian cordierite in melt was 

observed between 675 to 900°C (along with Bt + Mt ± PI ± Qtz ± Mus ± Or ± Cor), 

hnmiscibility between BeCrd and Brl is evidenced in the textures o f reversed products
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(Figures 2-2,2-3, and 2-4), which show growth o f  a single phase followed at lower Thy  

simultaneous growth o f BeCrd and BrL Continuous solid solution o f dominantly 

BeSiALz and minor BeNaALi [with simultaneous contributions by Al(Mg,Fe^^_iNa.i in 

Brl] takes cordierite all the way to hexagonal MgzBeAlzSiôOis-

The binary phase relations, projected from water saturation at 200 MPa indeed 

reveal a two crystalline phase solvus, in which BeCrd and Brl coexist with melt. Figure 

21 casts the solution as an approximated function o f Be content. Because some 

experimental products contained inadequate BeO in melt to remain on the BeCrd -  Brl 

solvus, these contain BeCrd solid solution only (Table 2-4). Although projected BeO was 

found to be the single most useful indicator for Crd to Brl relations, and it generally 

depicts the shape o f miscibility relations, it fails to represent the complete 

multicomponent exchange. Figure 22 reveals the complete equilibria between cordierite 

and beryl using the fictive component Be3SiAL2Mg-iFe.i, which is comprised of two Be- 

coupled exchanges involving T1 and T2 sites ([7] and [8 ]), with NaAl-coupled exchange 

at the M  site ([9]). Figure 23 plots tie lines between cordierite and beryl in their 

compositional space and shows the direction of their mutual chemical evolution upon 

cooling.

Of the limited studies o f berylhan cordierite that document its natural assemblage, 

nearly all support the coexistence o f beryllian cordierite with beryl in pegmatites (Table 

8). Furthermore, previous studies have described heterogeneous nucléation relations 

between primary beryl and beryllian cordierite similar to relations found here (e.g., 

Gordillo et al., 1985; Jobin-Bevans and Cemÿ 1998). Povondra and others (1978) 

described intergrowths o f BeCrd + Brl in which the orientation of c axes were mutually
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parallel—a texture reminiscent o f the inherited crystal structures seen in this study. 

Though these authors described that beryl as the product o f  alteration, we suggest the 

possibility that the BeCrd + Brl pegmatitic assemblage is primary, originating from melt. 

The Cordierite Reservoir of Li, Be, Mn and Cs

During anatexis, residual cordierite ought to sequester Be, hfri, and Cs, and to a 

lesser degree, Li from melt. If cordierite is stabilized in evolved magmas, it will act as a 

sink, tying up these elements. With increasing Be content in pegmatitic cordierite, 

increasing uptake o f  Mn, Cs and Li occurs from melt. Lithium contents are not directly 

sequestered, but coupled with alkali concentrations that are higher in Be-Crd over Crd.

Should cordierite-forming reactions occur during the hfetime of a granitic 

magma, melt contents o f these constituents should fall appreciably. In contrast, if 

cordierite-melting or decomposition reactions occur, cordierite ought to contribute 

potentially high contents of Li, Be, Mn and Cs to melt. From anatectic source rock to the 

emplacement o f  pegmatites, the magmatic budgets of these elements may be affected 

greatly by the presence or absence o f  cordierite. In particular, cordierite is critical for 

bulk signatures o f Be and Cs, as no other rock-forming mineral partitions these elements 

to this extent. At a lesser level, cordierite probably regulates mineral-melt budgets of Mn 

and Li, if their saturating phases (or micas in the case of Li) are absent. Altogether, the 

role of cordierite as a light and large-ion lithophile element sink in magmas becomes 

noteworthy for interpreting the signatures and geochemical budgets of mid- to shallow 

crustal aluminous rocks.
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Petrogenesis o f  Beryllian Cordierite

Although BeSiALa is the primary vehicle for Crd — Brl sohd solution, natural 

occurrences o f  NaBe-cordierite are far greater than BeSi-cordierite. This follows from the 

(undercooled) pegmatite environments in which NaBe-cordierite occurs; or alternately, 

from the difficulty o f concentrating enough Be in melt to saturate in Be-Crd at the higher 

temperatures in which the Si-exchange dominates. Under our experimental conditions, 

melt contents o f  BeO must reach 2620 ppm BeO for Be-cordierite to crystallize at 850°C. 

If a melt contains fluxing components that structurally associate with aluminum in melt 

(e.g., P and F: Manning et al., 1980; Mysen and Virgo 1985; Gan and Hess 1989), then 

saturation requirements become greater for Be-cordierite according to the activity 

product,

[< 2 (M g ) 2 B e A I2 S i6 0 1 8 ]  =  [ a M g o ] ^ [ a B e o ] [ a A I 2 0 3 ] [ a S i 0 2 ] ^

Be-cordierite melt

Relevant granitic compositions for Be-cordierite production are quartz-saturated or nearly 

so, relatively fixing the activity of silica. According to the relation above, as the activity 

o f alumina increases, the beryllia requirements for saturation in Be-cordierite fall. Similar 

relationships were found for beryl (Evensen et al., 1999) where beryl crystallization was 

most readily achieved in low-F peraluminous haplogranite melt. Further, the Independent 

nature of the beryllian cordierite saturation surface indicates that although thorough 

fractionations are required for magmas at high T  to achieve Be-Crd saturation (2620 ppm 

BeO at 850°C vs. 420 ppm at 675°C), liquidus (or solidus) undercooling allow for 

crystallization at low temperatures.
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A trend o f decreasing temperature is shown for experimental and reported Be- 

cordierite compositions (in Figure 2-24). Cooling relations are revealed using this plot 

because these components vary with T  at their crystailographic sites. Beryl compositions 

trend directly away from the cordierite field with decreasing T. Cordierite compositions 

form a curving trend upon cooling, implying that populations o f  natural NaBe-cordierite 

arise from low-T parageneses—lower in T  than the conditions o f  our investigations. 

Should further studies show that Be-cordierite chemistry behaves similarly at higher P, 

then geothermometry may help constrain the thermal history o f  applicable assemblages.

The most beryllian cordierite found in this study (at 850°C), has the formula 

‘̂'’(Na,K,Ca)o.22(Mg,Fe,Mn)2.ooBeo.93Al2^9Si5.730i8 ' O.fiSHzO (SIMS)

It is probable that about one stoichiometric BeSiAL; operation is the structural limit for 

cordierite, although the current experiments cannot confirm that hypothesis over a range 

of isobaric conditions. Hdlscher and Schreyer (1989) showed that BeCrd forms upon 

isochemical breakdown o f surinamite (MgaAL^BeSisOis). Figure 2-24 demonstrates that 

our data support similar reaction relationships, which may also include BeCrd + Brl 

decomposition to assemblages also containing musgravite (Mg2BeAl6 0 i2: Schmetzer 

1983) or taaffeite (MgaBeAlgOie) and Be-rich sapphirine (Grew 1998). Possible 

parageneses are suggested because taaffeite (or musgravite). Be- sapphirine, surinamite, 

and higher-T Be-cordierite occur along a line o f roughly equivalent mole fraction Be.

From the deep to shallow crust, potential breakdown o f surinamite and taaffeite 

(or musgravite) may back-react to form Be-cordierite. Restitic Be-cordierite could 

recrystallize to metamorphic surinamite, beryllian sapphirine, musgravite, etc. 

Parageneses among these phases, for which stabilities span from low to high P  conditions
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(e.g., BeCrd vs. surinamite), are far more common in metamorphic regimes from which 

such assemblages have been reported (e.g., Hdlscher et al., 1986; Grew 1998; Woodford 

and Wilson 1976, Grew 1981, Franz and Morteani 1984, de Roever and Vrana 1985). A 

surinamite-bearing granuhte assemblage recently was interpreted in a similar fashion by 

Baba and others (2000), who suggested that cordierite was a participant in both prograde 

and retrograde reaction o f Be-minerals.

Experimental (Evensen et al., 1999), pegmatitic (e.g., Cemÿ 1991), and post-

eruptive devitrification (vapor-rich) occurrences o f beryl (e.g., Christiansen et al., 1997, 

Della Ventura et al., 2000) point toward crystallization scenarios under rapidly cooling 

subsolidus conditions. Similarly, the crystallization o f  Be-Crd most likely occurs in 

evolved and substantially undercooled peraluminous granitic melts, probably with Mg-Fe 

infiltration from host rocks. Because beryl-bearing assemblages are common among 

pegmatite populations (e.g., Cemÿ 1991) the Be contents o f  melt increase sufficiently

during the late stages o f evolution in many pegmatite magmas to achieve beryl- 

saturation. At some point, BeO quantities in these melts will surpass saturation 

requirements of Be-cordierite. Beyond this stage, so long as FeO and MgO contents 

remain adequate (e.g., and are not consumed by tourmaline: W olf and London 1997), 

beryllian cordierite and beryl will crystallize as solvus pairs—their compositions 

reflecting the temperature o f crystallization.
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Table 2-1. Ideal Cation Site Occupancies and Symmetry for Cordierite to Beryl Structures

Mineral T1 T2 M Symmetry
cordierite 1 Si. 2 AI ordered 4 Si, 2 Al ordered 2 Mg orthorhombic Cccm
indialite 0.8 Si. 2.2 A! disordered 4.2 Si. 1.8 Ai disordered 2 Mg hexagonal P&mcc
"BeMg-Crd" 2 Al, 1 Be intermediate 6 Si disordered 2 Mg hexagonal P6/mcc
beryl 3 Be disordered 6 Si disordered 2AI hexagonal P6/mcc
sekaninite 1 Si. 2 Al ordered 4Si.2AI ordered 2 Fe orthorhombic Cccm
stoppaniiate 3 Be disordered 6 Si disordered 2 Fe hexagonal P6/mcc

From Cohen et a!., 1977; Meagher & Gibbs 1977; Selkregg & Bloss 1980; Hochella & Brown 1986; 
Holscher & Sohreyer 1989; Boberski & Schreyer 1990; and Ferrais et al., 1998.



Table 2-2. STARTING MATERIALS

o

ADDED MINERALS & GLASS
Mineral*

No. of analyses

aibite

5

orlhoclase

20

quartz

6

muscovite”

1-3

biotite

96

beryl cordierite garnet
Alm„Pyp42Gro,jSps 

7 25 20

phenakite

5

hapiogranlte
glass

41
oxide wt%

SiOj 68.82 (0.16) 64.95 (0.36) 99.99 (0.03) 51,91 - 38.83 (0.29) 66.00 (0.20) 48.42 (0.25) 39.71 (0.26) 54.34 (0.32) 77.63 (0.59)
TiOj nd nd nd 0.22 - 2.05 (0.11) 0.06 (0.02) 0.01 (0.01) 0.04 (0.02) 0.00 0.01 (0.01)
AijOs 19.76 (0.05) 18.76 (0.14) nd 28.02 - 11.26 (0.12) 19.24 (0.10) 33.83 (0.13) 23.20 (0.16) 0.00 13.03 (0.16)
Fe^Os - ■ - 3.53 - - - - - - •

FeO nd nd nd 0.82' - 18.47 (0.25) 0.40 (0.13) 2.53 (0.07) 21.26 (0.14) 0.03 (0.02) 0.02 (0.01)
MnO nd nd nd 0.08 - 0.83 (0.04) 0.00 0.08 (0.02) 0.46 (0.02) 0.00 0.00
ZnO nd nd nd nd 0.14 (0.04) nd nd nd nd nd
BeO" nd nd nd nd nd 13.97 (0.05) nd nd 46.17 (0.99) nd
MgO nd nd nd 1.00 - 14.08 (0.21) 0.00 12.62 (0.11) 11.46 (0.05) 0.00 0.01 (0.00)
CaO 0.07 (0.01) 0.01 (0.02) nd 0.30 - 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 0.02 (0.01) 5.07 (0.04) 0.00 0.01 (0.01)
BaO 0.06 (0.05) 0.32 (0.04) nd 0.09“ - 0.10 (0.02) 0.03 (0.03) 0.00 0.02 (0.02) 0.14 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)
NajO 11.59 (0.04) 1.21 (0.07) nd 1.27 - 0.56 (0.14) 0.08 (0.01) 0.33 (0.02) 0.00 0.00 4.61 (0.11)
K ;0 0.23 (0.02) 14.84 (0.07) nd 8.90 - 9.01 (0.14) 0.03 (0.03) 0.06 (0.01) 0.00 0.00 4.79 (0.09)
RbjO (ppm) nd nd nd 895“ . nd 151“ (5) 500' nd nd nd

CS2O (ppm) nd nd nd 23“ . nd 2021“ (20) 1100' nd nd nd

P2O5 nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.00 0,04 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.01)
F nd nd nd nd 3.67 (0.14) nd 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.03) nd 0.03 (0.03)
Ci nd nd nd nd 0.05 (0.02) nd nd 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.01)
HjO nd nd nd nd 2.02“ (0.08) nd nd nd nd nd
LOI ■ - . 3.87 - • ■ . . . .

0=F -1.54 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
0=Ci -0.01 0.00 0.00

Total 100.53 (0.18) 100.09 (0.40) 99.99 (0.03) 100.10 (0. 16) 99.52 (0.53) 100.11 (0.26) 97.94 (0.31) 101.28 (0.35) 100.68 (1.04) 100.16 (0.63)

‘  alblle, Copelinha, Minas Gerias, Brazil; orthociase, St. Gotlhard, Switzerland; quartz, uitratiigti purity, Feldspar Corp., Spruce Pine, NO, USA; 
muscovite. Spruce Pine, NO, USA; biotite, Ontario, Canada; garnet. Gore Mountain, NY, USA; ptrenakite, Espirito Santo, Minas Gerais, 
Brazil; beryi, Voiodarsk, Ukraine; cordierite, Brazii; tiaplogranite glass, 200 MPa minimum antiydrous composition. Coming Glassworks, 
NY, USA.

’’ Analysed at Activation Laboratories Ltd. (Lancaster, Ontario, Canada) by X-Ray fluorescence (fusion) unless ottierwise specified.
"Analysed by titration.
"Analysed by secondary ion mass spectrometry.
“ Analysed by instrumental neutron activation analysis.
' From Icentiowerand London (1995).

Ail other values are from quantitative electron probe microanaiysis (with total iron as FeO).
Numbers in parantheses represent 1 standard deviation of the mean.
Propagated precision is shown for total values; the italicized value represents estimated precision.



Table 2-3. STARTING MIXTURES

LA

Mixture Constituents (wt%)
aibite orthociase quartz muscovite biotite garnet AI2O3 phenakite beryl cordierite hapiogranlte

glass
SP-Crd1-Be 22.7 9.5 26.5 13.1 12.0 15.1 1.1
SP-Bt1-Be 26.5 11.2 31.0 15.3 12.6 3.5
SP-Bt2-Be 22.6 9.4 26.5 12.9 22.1 3.5 3.0
SP-Bt4-Be 2.5 29.1 68.5
SP-Mus2-Be 21.8 9.2 25.6 37.8 2.7 2.9
SP-Crd2-Be 20.0 8.4 23.4 11.5 8.7 6.3 0.8 20.9
SP-Crd1-C 22.7 9.6 26.6 13.1 12.3 15.7

The designation "-Be" refers to Be-rich mixtures; "-C" designates a Be-poor or control composition to which no Be-mlneral was added. 
Analyses of these constituents are given in Table 1. Dehydrated reagent-grade gibbsite was used for a source of activated AigOg.



TaMt 2*4. CordltrH* & Q U » AnatyMt

(a) Forward Exparlrranta

cation»)H 0

Run
Mixture
Run Path/Duration (d) 
CrvslalUne Products

BaP43
SPCnl|.Be
70O-F(27)

Crd.Bi1.BI.MI.Qt2.PI

BaP-54
SP-Crdl-Be
750-F(27)
Cm.Bd.BI.MI

BaP^55
SP.Ctd1-Be
B00-F(14)
Crd.Bd.BI.MI

BaP^85
SP^Crdl^Be
850.F(8)
Ctd.BI.MI

BeP120
SP.Cn12^Ba 
850.F18) 
Crd.Bd. BI.MI

BaP^121
SP-C(d2^Se
900-F(2)
Ctd.Bd.MI

Analysis of tmrdledle glass cordiante glass cordlerita glass cordiedte glass conlledle cordledia
No. analyses. OEPMA 21 11 8 11 8 11 12 10 18 12
No. analyses. SIMS 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 0 0

wt% >e sd se sd se sd se sd
SIO, 49.94 (0,15) 71.45 (0.58) 52.33 (0.78) 70.32 (0.41) 52,82 (0,62) 70,11 (0,48) 58.82 (0.88) 88.08 (0.41) 59.71 (0.25) 61.53 (0.27)
no , 0.01 (0.00) 0.05 (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.01) 0.14 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.13 (0.02) 0.03 (0.01) 0.05 (0 01)
B A  (ppm)' 6(1) 95(2) 5(1) 89(3) 2(0) 87(1) 4(1) 88(3) nd nd
AIA 27.05 (0,12) 12.14 (0.13) 28.90 (0.70) 12.73 (0.14) 25.58 (0.48) 12.83 (0.12) 19.91 (0.72) 13.29 (0.18) 17.87 (0.30) 16.69 (0.14)
FeO 7.22 (0.17) 0.57 (0.03) 3.51 (0.26) 0.57 (0.04) 3.12 (0.12) 0.82 (0.04) 2.38 (0.09) 1.12 (0.17) 2.75 (0.10) 3.51 (0.10)
MnO 0.84 (0.02) 0.08 (0.01) 0.42 (0.03) 0.09 (0.02) 0 28 (0.03) 0.10 (0.02) 0.15 (0.02) 0.12 (0.01) 0.28 (0.01) 0.21 (0.01)
MgO 8.88 (0.10) 0.15 (0.01) 11.22 (0.18) 0 23 (0.01) 11.92 (0.08) 0.39 (0.01) 12.33 (0.07) 0.72 (0.02) 11.97 (0.10) 10.72 (0 21)
NIO 0 nd 0.01 (0,01) nd 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.00 nd 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01)
ZnO 0,03 (0.00) nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd
BeO' 2.507 (0.264) 0.100 (0.001) 2.397 (0.160) 0.152 (0.001) 3.079 (0.283) 0 202 (0.000) 3.888 (0.113) 0.282 (0.004) nd nd
CaO 0.49 (0.03) 0.92 (0.08) 0.43 (0.03) 1.04 (0.10) 0.40 (0.02) 1.13 (0.18) 0.30 (0.01) 0.81 (0.11) 0.10 (0.01) 0.08 (0.01)
BaO nd 0.04 (0.03) 0.02 (0.01) 0.05 (0.03) 0.01 (0.01) 0.05 (0.03) 0.00 0.04 (0.03) 0.01 (0.01) 002 (0.02)
U.0 (ppm)' 213 (12) 438 (5) 210 (38) 405 (11) 158 (22) 447 (5) 79 (1) 342 (28) nd nd
Na.0 1.20 (0.02) 3.27 (0.15) 1.09 (0.07) 325 (0.12) 091 (0.07) 3.24 (0.09) 0.65 (0.02) 3.17 (0.08) 0.85 (0.02) 0.88 (0 03)
K,0 0.29 (0.04) 3.58 (0.15) 0.31 (0.04) 3.72 (0.12) 0.42 (0.04) 3.67 (0.10) 0.59 (0.04) 3.81 (0.10) 0.81 (0,05) 1.05 (0.06)
Rb/3 (ppm)' 27 (3) 113 (3) 25(0) 128 (12) 25(1) 117 (3) 33(1) 123(2) nd nd
Cs.0 (ppm)' 8(2) 8(1) 8(0) 9(3) 3(0) 9(1) 10(0) 8(1) nd nd
P A nd 0.11 (0.07) nd 0.09 (003) nd 0.10 (0.03) nd 0.07 (0.02) nd nd
F 0.08 (0.03) 022 (0.07) 0.04 (0.03) 028 (0.07) 0.01 (0.01) 0.28 (0.05) 0,07 (0.03) 0.35 (0.05) 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02)
Q nd 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.01) nd nd
0=F •0.02 ■0.09 ■0.12 0.00 ■0.12 ■0.01 ■0.15 ■0.01 ■0.01
letal 96.30 (0.19) 92.58 (0.84) 98.70 (0.18) 92.44 (0.47) 98.89 (0.48) 92.95 (0.59) 98.98 (0.27) 82.81 (0.38) 94.20 (0.21) 94.44 (0.15)
HjObydlK 1.70 7.42 1.30 7.58 1.31 7.05 1.02 7.39 5.80 5.58
ASI 1.10 (0.03) 1.12 (0.03) 1.12 (0.03) 1.24 (0.04)
Nqa 68.7 (0.7) 83.8 (0.4) 882 (041 89.7 (0.3) 87.8 (0.31 83.7 (0.31

SI 5.12 (0.02) 5.24 (0.08) 5.27 (0.07) 5.73 (0,08) 5.84 (0.03) 8.02 (0.03)
Al 3.27 (0.02) 3.17 (0,08) 3.00 (0.08) 2.29 (0.08) 2.08 (0.04) 1.92 (0.02)
Be 0.82 (0.04) 0.58 (0.02) 0.74 (0.03) 0.93 (0.01)

loltl T sites 9.01 (0.04) 8.09 (0.12) 0.0) (0.09) 803 (0.12) 800 (0.04) 0.02 (0.03)
Bebydl(( 1.08 1.08

U 0.01 (0,00) 0.01 (0.00) 0,01 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
1.35 (0.02) 1.67 (0.03) 1.77 (0.01) 1.80 (0.01) 1.75 (0.02) 1,57 (0.03)

Fa" 0.62 (0.01) 0.29 (0.02) 0.28 (0.01) 0.19 (0.01) 0.23 (0.01) 0.29 (0 01)
Mn 008 (0.00) 0.04 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00)

total M site 2.04 10.021 2.01 10.041 2.08 (0.02) 2.00 (0.011 2.00 (0.02) 1.87 (0.03)
(otal 11.05 (0.05) 11.00 (0.12) 11.07 (0.10) 10.95 (0.12) 10.97 (0.05) 1991 (005)

channal occupant a/1# 0
Ca 0.05 (0.00) 0.05 (0.00) 0.04 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00) 0.01 (000) 0.01 (0.00)
Na 0.24 (0.00) 0.21 (0.01) 0.18 (0.01) 0.12 (0.00) 0.10 (0.00) 0.13 (0 01)
K 0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.00) 005 (0.00) 0.07 (0.01) 0.12 (0,01) 0.13 (0.01)

1.12 0.82 0.82 0.63
total 1.45 (0 01) 1.12 (0.01) 1.09 (0 01) 0 85 (0.01) 0 23 (0.01) 027 (0 01)

Analysed by SIMS. Mineral abbreviabons; Cid « cordiedie. Bd » beryl. 81 •  biome. Mus » muscovile, Ml « maQneUte. KIs » polassk feldspar, PI ■ plagtodsse. Qtz « quartz, Pftn > phenakite. Abbreviations In 
parentheses indicate relict occurrence. Initial precision Is reported in parentheses beside values using one standard deviation of the mean for glass and using standard enor as a collective measure of individual 
crystal mean values. Total propagated precision Is shown for analytical totals and mineral recalculations.

Î
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Txbk 2-4. Cordlarlla & O I« s  Analysai

(b) Ravanad Exparlmanti

calloni/1BO

Run
MIxlure
Prec. Palh/Ourallon (d) 
Final Path/OuraUon (d) 
Crvslanine Products

BaP-51
SPMusS-Be
730-F(2t)
675-R (38)
Crd.tBrll.Bt.MI.KIs.Mus.COf

BaP.18
SP-Crdl-Be 

650-F (4) 
700-R (26) 
Crd.Bd.BI.Mt

BaP-41
SP-BI2-Be 
750-F(21) 
700-R (26) 

Crd.(Bdl.BI.MI
Analysis of cordierite cordierite glass cordlerlle cordiedte glass cordiedte cordiedte glass

cores rims cores dms cores dms
No. analyses, QEPMA 7 24 5 11 15 11 16 28 11
No. analyses. SIMS 2 2 1 2 2

wt% se sa sd se se sd se se sd
SIOj 48.66 (0.27) 48.51 (0.18) 89.39 (0.77) 58.37 (0.72) 49.77 (0.29) 69.96 (0.68) 48.52 (0.26) 48.68 (0.30) 68.92 (0.49)
■no. O.Ot (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.04 (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.02) 0.06 (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.08 (0.02)
8 ,0 ,  (ppm)' nd 6(3 ) 174 (1) nd 2 - 66 (2) nd 6(1 ) 98(2)
A IA 20.71 (024) 30.23 (0.22) 13.69 (0.24) 21.64 (0.48) 30.13 (0.29) 12 46 (0.20) 31.01 (0.13) 30.64 (0.10) 13.35 (0.07)
FeO 5.80 (0.06) 8.03 (0.08) 0.35 (0.03) 2.90 (0.09) 4.64 (0.07) 0.40 (0.04) 8.30 (0.04) 6.18 (0.02) 0.44 (0.03)
MnO 0.21 (0.03) 0.28 (0.02) 0.03 (0.01) 0.17 (0.03) 0.79 (0.02) 0.08 (0.02) 0.81 (0.03) 0.88 (0.07) 0.07 (0.02)
MgO 9.65 (0.12) 9.40 (0.09) 0.10 (0.01) 12.48 (0.09) 10.36 (0.11) 0.15 (0.01) 9 55 (0.03) 9.55 (0.01) 0.10 (0.01)
NIO 0.00 0.01 (0.00) nd 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) nd 0.01 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) nd
BeO' nd 1.128 (0.018) 0.042 (0.000) nd 1.050 - 0.077 (0.001) nd 1.010 (0.086) 0.051 (0.000)
CaO 0.06 (0.01) 0.07 (0.01) 0.30 (0.05) 0.30 (0.02) 0.58 (0.04) 0.87 (0.05) 0.02 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00) 0.18 (0.09)
BaO nd nd 0.03 (0.02) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.05 (0.03) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.05 (0.05)
Ll,0 (ppm)' nd 178 (25) 471 (1) nd 170 - 364 (3) nd 289 (24) 813 (22)
Na,0 1.19 (0.05) 1.20 (0.03) 3.20 (0.14) 0.65 (0.03) 1.38 (0.02) 3.24 (0.11) 1.04 (0.00) 1.12 (0.05) 3.19 (0.07)
K,0 0.29 (0.02) 0.28 (0.02) 4.50 (0.13) 0.50 (0.03) 0.34 (0.05) 3.43 (0.09) 0.22 (0.02) 0.26 (0.01) 4.60 (0.09)
Rb,0 (ppm)' nd 51 (2) 279 (4) nd 55 - 110 (2) nd 26 (1) 153 (4)
C s,0  (ppm)' nd 20 (1) 32 (1) nd 8 - 10 (1) nd 17 (0) 35(2)
P A nd nd 0.09 (0.01) nd nd 0.04 (0.01) nd nd 0.06 (0.03)
F 0.03 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.13 (0.04) 0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.23 (0.07) 0.01 (0.00) 0.02 (0.01) 0.60 (0.02)
Cl nd nd 0.01 (0.00) nd nd 0.01 (0.01) nd nd 0.01 (0.01)
0=F •0.01 ■0.06 -0.01 -0.02 -o.to -0.01 -0.01 -0.21
total 95.62 (0.24) 97.14 (0.31) 91.74 (0.76) 95.26 (0.39) 99.08 (0.12) 91,07 (0.91) 97.31 (0.22) 96.22 (0,19) 01.37 (0.83)
H,Obydifl 4.36 2.66 8.26 0.92 8.93 1.76 8.63
ASI 1.28 (0.05) 1.18 (0.03) 1.25 (0.03)
Mg# 74.8 (0.2) 73.5 (0.4) 88.5 (0.4) 79,9 (0.2) 730 (0.3) 73.4 (0.31

SI 5.05 (0.03) 5.02 (0.02) 5.84 (0.06) 5.04 (0.03) 5.04 (0.03) 5.00 (0.03)
Al 3.83 (0.03) 3.69 (0.03) 2.84 (0.08) 3.80 (0.03) 3,60 (0,02) 3.71 (0.01)
Be nd 0.28 (0.00) nd 0.28 nd 0.25 (0.02)

(Ota/ T sHas 8.90 (0.04) 8.90 (0.05) 8.96 (0.04)
Be by did 0.31 0.34 0.08

LI (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) (0.00) 0.01 (0.00)
Mo, 1.49 (0.02) 1.45 (0.02) 1.92 (0.02) 1.80 (0.02) 1.48 (0.01) 1.46 (0.00)
Fe" 0.50 (0.01) 0.52 (0.01) 0.25 (0.01) 0.40 (0.01) 0.55 (0.00) 0.53 (0.00)
Mn 0.02 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.07 (0.00) 0.05 (0.00) 0.06 (0.01)

(Dial M sda 2.01 (0.021 2.00 (0.021 2.18 (0.021 2.08 (0.02) 2.08 (0.011 2.06 (0.011
total 10.69 (0.051 10.90 (0.041 10.66 (0.101 10.96 (0.051 10.92 (0.041 11.02 (0.041

channal occupinti/18 O
Ca O.Ot (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00) 0.06 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
Na 0.24 (0.01) 0.24 (0.01) 0.17 (0.01) 0,27 (0.00) 0.21 (0.01) 0.22 (0.01)
K 0.04 (0.00) 0.04 (0.00) 0.07 (0.00) 0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00)
H/7 ((ram did) 1.67 1.60 1.15
total 2.16 (0.011 2.17 (0.011 1.40 (0.011

Î



Tabla 2-4. CordMrKt & Glaaa Analysai

(b) Ravarsad Exparlmants (contlnuad)

callons/ldO

Run
Mixture
Prec. PalWtXirallon (d) 
Final PatWDuratlon (d) 
CrvslalUne Products

BeP-17
SP-Crdl-Be 

850-F (4) 
750-R (28) 
Crd.BI.MI.(Phn1

BaP-4 
SP-BII-Be 

850-F (4) 
800-R(15) 
Crd.BI.MI

Analysis ol cordlerlle cordiedte glass cordlerlle cordiedte glass
cores dms cores dms

No. analyses, QEPMA 8 5 10 12 15 12
No. analyses. SIMS 1 1 2 2 3

wt% se se sd se se sd
SIC, 57.18 (0.31) 50.88 (0.10) 89.38 (1.17) 59.95 (0.39) 51.74 (0.33) 70.15 (0.81)
TIO, 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.04 (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.11 (0.02)
B ,0 , (ppm)' 3 8 - 88(0) nd 8 - 89(2)
A IA 21.48 (0.43) 28.09 (0.33) 12.54 (0 44) 17.43 (0 34) 27.78 (0.24) 12.47 (0.15)
FeO 2.90 (0.05) 2.99 (0.04) 0.59 (0.04) 2.87 (0 05) 2.94 (0.04) 0.07 (0.05)
MnO 0.23 (0.02) 0.57 (0.03) 0.09 (0.01) 0.13 (0.01) 0.34 (0.01) 0.09 (0.01)
MgO 12.27 (0.10) 11.58 (0.08) 0.25 (0.01) 12.28 (0.05) 11.79 (0.03) 0.40 (0.01)
NIO 0 0.00 nd 0.01 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) nd
BeO' 3.725 - 2.098 - 0.145 (0.000) nd 2.085 • 0.184 (0.002)
CaO 0.33 (0.02) 0.57 (0.02) 0.89 (0.05) 0.03 (0.00) 0.04 (0.00) 0.07 (0.03)
BaO 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.05 (0.03) 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.08 (0.04)
LIjO (ppm)' 81 114 - 415 (19) nd 204 • 398 (9)
Na,0 0.80 (0.03) 1.30 (0.04) 3.31 (0.09) 0.75 (0.02) 1.16 (0.01) 3.48 (0.14)
K,0 0.51 (0.05) 0.45 (0.05) 3.85 (0.07) 0.89 (0.02) 0.59 (0.01) 3.83 (0.10)
R b ^  (ppm)' 34 42 - 118 (4) nd 57 - 138 (2)
CsjO (ppm)' 10 12 • 10 (0) nd 39 • 34 (1)
P A nd nd 0.05 (0.02) nd nd 0.02 (0.02)
F 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.29 (0.09) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.34 (0.08)
Cl nd nd 0.01 (0.01) nd nd 0.01 (0.01)
0=F -0.01 0.00 -0.12 -0.01 -0.01 -0.14
total 99.48 (0.23) 98.84 (0.49) 91.14 (1.47) 93.97 (0.32) 98.80 (0.28) 91.70 (0.85)
H,Obydi« 0.54 1.38 8.88 1.40 8.30
ASI 1.13 (0.05) 1.24 (0.03)
Mo* 88.3 (0.41 87.4 (0.21 89 1 (0.31 87.7 (0.21

SI 5.80 (0.03) 5.11 (0.03) 8 25 (0.05) 5.19 (0.04)
Al 2.48 (0.05) 3.33 (0.04) 2.14 (0.04) 3.28 (0.03)
Be 0.88 0.51 nd 0.50

total T sites 8.98 (0.06) 8.95 (0.05) 8.97 (0.05)
Be by did 048

U 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) (0.00) 0.01 (0.00)
Mg 1.79 (0.02) 1.75 (0.01) 1.91 (0.01) 1.78 (0.01)
Fe*' 0.24 (0.00) 0.25 (0.00) 0.23 (0.00) 0.25 (0.00)
Mn 0.02 (0.00) 0.05 (0.00) 0 01 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00)

lolal M site 2.05 (0.021 2.05 (0.021 2.16 (0.01) 2.04 (0.01)
lobi 11.01 (0.081 11.00 (0.05) 10.54 (0.081 11.01 (0 051

channal occupants/18 0
Ca 0.03 (0.00) 0.08 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0 00 (0.00)
Na 0.15 (0.01) 0 25 (0.01) 0.15 (0.00) 0.23 (0.00)
K 0.08 (0.01) 0.08 (0.01) 0.09 (0.00) 0.08 (0.00)
HjO (Irom dill) 0.33 0.88 0.99
tob i 0.57 (0.011 123 (0.011 1.30 (0.001

(c) Rsprssanbtlva Cordlerita 
Grown from Ba-Poor MalU

BaP-58 BaP-19
SP-Crdl-C SP-Crdl-C

850-F(4) 850-F (4)
700-R (28) lOO-R (14)

Crd.BI.MI Crd.Bt.MI
cordiedte cordiedte

21 32
3 8

sd
47.78 (1.14) 

0.02  (0 .01 ) 

12.72 (0.00) 
34.10 (0.82) 
6.33 (0.87) 
0.95 (0.08) 
9.75 (0.43) 
0.01 (0 .01 ) 

0.02  (0 .00 ) 
0.13 (0.05) 
0.01 (0 .01 ) 

152.40 (22.00) 
0.51 (0.14) 
0.09 (0.03) 

21.22 (2.19) 
2.85 (0.00) 

nd
0.04 (0.04)
0.00

41.02
98.88 (0.87) 

1.32

73.48 (1.501

sd
48.74 (0.90) 

0.02 (0.01) 
5.37 (0.18) 

33.58 (0.73) 
2.78 (0.11) 
0.33 (0.02) 

12.18 (0.27) 
0.08 (0.01) 
0.02 (0.00) 
0.18 (0.05) 
0.02 (0.02) 

79.93 (12.00) 
0.36 (0.05) 
0.15 (0.09) 
9.28 (0.05) 
4.88 (0,00) 

nd
0.01 (0 0 2 )
0.00
41.01
98.35 (0.82) 

1.85

87.42 11.801

4.87 (0.12) 4.92 (0.10)
4.10 (0.08) 4.00 (0.07)
0.01 (0.00) 0.00

8.97 (0.20) 8.92 (0.16)

0.01 (0.00) 0.00
1.49 (0.07) 1.83 (0.04)
0.48 (0.08) 0 23 (0.01)
0.08 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00)

2.03 (0.13) 2 0 9  (0051
11.00 (0.33) 11 01 (0 23)

0.01 (0.00) 0.02 (0.01)
0.11 (0.03) 0 07 (0,02)
0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01)
0.85 (0.01) 0.83 (0 00)
0.98 10.041 0.93 10 041

Î
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Table 2-5, Beryl Analyses

(a) Beryl In Equilibrium with Be-Cordterlte

s
(b) Relict & Representative Beryl Grown from Hapiogranlte Melts

Run BeP-53 BeP-16 BeP-54 BeP-4 BeP-120 BeP-121
Mixture SP-Crdl-Be SP-Crdl-Be SP-Crdl-Be SP-Btl-Be SP-Crd2-Be SP-Crd2-Be
Prec. PatWDuratlon (d) 850-F (4) 850-F (4)
Final Path/Duration (d) 700-F (27) 700-R (26) 750-F (27) 600-R(16) 650-F (6) 900-F (2)
Crystalline Products Crd,Br1,Bi,Mt, Crd,Br1,Bt,Mt Crd,Brl,Bt.Mt Crd,Bri,Bl,Ml Crd,Brl,Bt,Mt Crd,Brl,Mt

Qtz,PI
No. analyses. QEPMA a 5 6 7 11 12

wt% se so se se se se
SIOj 66.64 (0.63) 66.460 (0.69) 66.46 (0.34) 66,29 (0.21) 66,62 (0,22) 66.11 (0,26)
TIO; 0.03 (0.00) 0.010 (0,01) 0,01 (0,00) 0,02 (0,02) 0,02 (0,01) 0,04 (0,02)
AI2O3 17.00 (0.32) 17.520 (0.18) 16,49 (0,23) 17.80 (0.05) 16,01 (0.13) 15,85 (0.16)
FeO 2.20 (0.24) 1.080 (0.07) 1.88 (0.09) 1.35 (0,01) 2.42 (0.07) 2.21 (0.11)
MnO 0.03 (0.01) 0.010 (0.00) 0,02 (0,01) 0,02 (0,00) 0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.02)
MgO 1.96 (0.14) 1.190 (0.15) 2,11 (0.17) 0,95 (0,31) 1.74 (0.14) 1.54 (0.12)
NIO 0.01 (0.01) 0.010 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.00 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)
CaO 0.14 (0.03) 0.090 (0,02) 0.14 (0,03) 0.00 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.02)
BaO 0.01 (0.00) 0.010 (0.01) 0,02 (0.01) 0.05 (0.05) 0.02 (0.02) 0.01 (0.01)
Na,0 0.64 (0.07) 0.360 (0.02) 0.56 (0.03) 0.31 (0.11) 0.47 (0.03) 0.50 (0.03)
KjO 0.31 (0.09) 0.290 (0.07) 0.53 (0.06) 0.41 (0.13) 0.62 (0.06) 0.92 (0.09)
F 0.04 (0.03) 0.040 (0.04) 0.01 (0.00) 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.07 (0.06)
Cl 0.00 nd 0.01 (0,00) nd 0.00 0.01 (0.01)
0=F -0.02 (0.01) -0.020 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03
0=CI 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total 68.86 (0.43) 67.060 (0,57) 88,25 (0,13) 89,21 (0,44) 88.41 (0.19) 89.31 (0.21)

Difference 11.12 12,920 11.75 10.79 11.59 10.69
Mg# 61.12 (7.68) 66,05 (9,21) 66.44 (6,45) 55.27 (0.41) 55.76 (4.75) 54.95 (5.16)

catlonsfia 0
SI 6.13 (0.06) 6,03 (0,06) 6,10 (0,03) 6.24 (0.02) 6.15 (0,02) 6,28 (0,03)
Be by DIFF 2.46 2,61 2,59 2.35 2.56 2,37

total T s/fes 8.59 (0.07) 8,85 (0.07) 8,69 (0.04) 8.59 (0.02) 8.71 (0.03) 8,65 (0.03)
Al 1.84 (0.03) 1,87 (0,02) 1,76 (0.02) 1.92 (0.01) 1.74 (0.01) 1.72 (0.02)
Mg 0.27 (0.02) 0.16 (0,02) 0.29 (0.02) 0.13 (0.04) 0.24 (0.02) 0.21 (0.02)
Fe2+ 0.17 (0.02) 0.06 (0.00) 0.14 (0.01) 0.10 (0.00) 0.19 (0.01) 0.17 (0.01)

totatUstte 2.28 (0.04) 2.12 (0.03) 2.21 (0.04) 2.15 (0.04) 2.17 (0.02) 2.10 (0.03)
total 10.67 (0.07) 10,96 (0,071 10,90 (0,05) 10.74 (0.05) 10.88 (0.03) 10.75 (0.04)

channel occupants/18 O
Ca 0.01 (0.00) 0,01 (0.00) 0,01 (0,00) 0.00 0.00 0.00
Na 0.10 (0.01) 0.06 (0.00) 0,10 (0.01) 0.05 (0.02) 0.08 (0,01) 0.09 (0.01)
K 0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0,06 (0,01) 0,05 (0,02) 0,10 (0,01) 0,11 (0,01)
HjO - - - - - -
total 0.15 (0.02) 0.11 (0.01) 0,17 (0,01) 0,10 (0,02) 0,18 (0,01) 0,20 (0,01)

BeP-51 'Be-27 Be-10 Be-20
SP-Mus3-Be
730-F(21) 650-F (6)
675-R (36) 700-F (35) 750-F (26) 750-R (26)
Crd,(Br1),Bt,MI,
Kfs.Mus.Cor

10 12 12 12

se sd sd Sd
67,71 (0,16) 68.92 (0.29) 67.01 (0.39) 67.32 (0.39)
0,00 0.00 0,01 (0,01) 0.01 (0.01)

19,00 (0,04) 20.37 (0.12) 20,47 (0,22) 19.34 (0.15)
0,45 (0,03) 0,04 (0,01) 0,04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01)
0,01 (0,00) 0,01 (0,00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00)
0,01 (0,01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0,02 (0,01)
0.01 (0.00) nd nd nd
0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00)
0,01 (0,01) nd nd nd
0.03 (0.00) 0.44 (0.09) 0.30 (0.03) 0.21 (0.03)
0.04 (0.01) 0.16 (0.03) 0.17 (0.02) 0.16 (0.04)
0.01 (0.01) 0.26 (0.03) 0.09 (0.02) 0.19 (0,02)
0.01 (0,00) nd nd nd
0,00 -0.11 -0.04 -0,06
0,00

87.29 (0.14) 88.13 (0.33) 88.10 (0.45) 87.24 (0.42)

12.71 11.67 11.90 12.76
- • • •

6.09 (0.02) 6.05 (0.02) 6.05 (0.03) 6.05 (0.03)
2.75 2.63 2.61 2.73

8.84 (0.02) 8.68 (0.02) 8.66 (0.03) 8.78 (0.03)
2.01 (0.01) 2.17 (0.01) 2.16 (0.01) 2.05 (0.01)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 (0,00) 0.00 0.00 0.00

2.04 (0.01) 2.17 (0.01) 2.18 (0.01) 2.05 (0.01)
10,66 (0,021 10.65 (0,03) 10.64 (0.04) 10.83 (0,031

0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
0,01 (0,00) 0,08 (0,01) 0.05 (0.00) 0,04 (0,00)
0,00 (0,00) 0,02 (0,00) 0.02 (0.00) 0,02 (0,00)

0,01 (0,00) 0,10 (0,01) 0,07 (0,00) 0,06 (0,00)

' Experiments designated "Be-" represent beryl crystallized from water-saturated hapiogranlte melts (from Evensen 1997).
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Table 2-6. Calculated temperature convergence among alkalis, excess SI, Ai and Be using regressions of Figure 12

Reference Partial BeCrd Compositions (apfu) Calculated Temperatures Mean Values
Na K (ex)Si Al Be Na K (ex)Si Al Be Na.K,SI,AI,Be SI,AI,Be

mean sd mean sd
1 0.38 0.04 - 3.73 0.27 483 703 678 684 578 (159) 681 (4)
1 0.40 - 5.06 3.62 0.27 451 706 695 684 634 (123) 695 (11)

0.42 - - 3.69 0.30 418 684 692 598 (156) 688 (6)
1 0.35 - - 3.75 0.23 531 675 672 626 (82) 673 (2)
1 0.35 - 5.07 3.65 0.23 531 709 690 672 651 (81) 690 (19)
2 0.30 0.09 5.02 3.60 0.41 609 895 695 698 720 674 (153) 704 (14)
3 0.32 - - 3.76 0.21 580 673 666 639 (52) 669 (5)
3 0.25 - - 3.85 0.16 693 658 649 667 (23) 653 (7)
3 0.23 - - 3.91 0.15 725 649 645 673 (45) 647 (3)
3 0.25 - - 3.81 0.17 693 665 652 670 (21) 659 (9)
3 0.27 - 5.06 3.74 0.17 661 706 676 652 674 (24) 678 (27)
4 0.27 - - 3.76 0.52 661 673 748 694 (47) 710 (53)
4 0.33 - - 3.77 - 564 671 617 (76) 671
5 0.25 0.00 - 3.76 0.23 688 549 673 673 672 (81) 673 (0)
6 0.28 0.07 - 4.03 - 649 807 629 659 (108) 629
6 0.17 0.04 - 4.05 - 817 703 625 759 (117) 625
6 0.30 0.00 - 3.74 0.36 619 549 676 707 643 (61) 692 (22)
7 0.40 0.07 - 3.52 0.44 451 828 710 728 586 (252) 719 (12)
8 0.17 - - 3.88 0.13 822 653 637 704 (102) 645 (12)

1, Gordlllo et al., 1985; 2, Povondra et al., 1984; 3, Armbruster and Irouschek 1983; 4, Selkregg and Bloss 1980;
5, Schreyer et al., 1979; 6, Povondra and Cech 1978; 7, Cerny and Povondra 1966; 8, Newton 1966.

Aluminum and Be T-values shown are means from 3 different statistical fits (linear, polynomial, & exponential 
or logarithmic). The first coiumm of mean vaiues utiiizes all values; the second columm reflects SI, Be and Al data 
only. Precision Is reported in parantheses beside calculated values using 1 standard deviation of the mean.
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Table 2-7. Elemental partitioning data between beryllian cordierite and granitic melt

LA

Trace
elements.
~dZ
^Mn
Du
Db
Dpb
Dcs

Major
elements.
Be
Si
Al
Fe
Mg

T  -Independent

0.45 (0.06)

0.40 (0.03) 
0.05 (0.01)

T  -dependent
675 ®C 700 °C 750 °C 800 “C 850 “C

linear fit

8.67 (3.34) 10.09 (0.06) 5.50 (0.29) 3.24 (0.15) 1.25 (0.27) Dm„‘̂ “ M7.87-0.06(7)

0.18 (0.01) 0.30 (0.02) 0.28 (0.03) 0.32 (0.04) 0.27 (0.01) ORb^"^^''^=0.09+2.52e'^(T)
0.64 (0.03) 0.69 (0.19) 1.06 (0.08) 1.15 - 1.28 (0.17) Dcs^"™^*-^=-2.14+4.11e'^(T)

26.59 (0.43) 19.50 (0.62) 15.11 (0.22) 13.99 (0.45) 15.14 (0.48) (Be) Crd/MELT = 59.32-0.06(7)
0.70 (0.01) 0.71 (0.00) 0.74 (0.00) 0.75 (0.00) 0.85 (0.02) [Si] Crd/MELT = 0.21 + 7.11 e-4(T)
2.22 (0.06) 2.31 (0.01) 2.18 (0.02) 2.08 (0.03) 1.50 (0.08) [Al] Crd/MELT = 4.87 -  3.66e-3(T)

17.23 (1.58) 12.06 (0.26) 5.62 (0.19) 4.09 (0.10) 2.13 (0.39) [Fe] Crd/MELT = 68.84 -  0.08(T)
94.00 (9.65) 74.59 (2.07) 47.71 (0.38) 30.07 (0.17) 17.13 (0.52) [Mg] Crd/MELT = 3.78e2 -  0.43(T)

r̂  value

0.0371
0.8930
0.1672
0.0127
0.0168
0.6648

0.4292
0.8169
0.6780
0.8287
0.8546



Table 2-8. Reported assemblages o f Be-cordierite and other Be-minerals

Be-Mineral
Assemblage Occurrence Reference

Be-Crd + Btr pegmatite

walkock alteration near pegmatite 
leucocratic gneiss proximal to Bt schist

Be-Crd 
Be-Crd 
1983
Be-Crd + BrI pegmatite core margin 
Be-Crd + BrI pegmatite-wallrock mixing region 
Be-Crd + Brl pegmatite 
to

Be-Crd + Brl pegmatite core margin

Henderson 1975,
Povondra & Cech 1978 
Schreyer et al., 1979 
Armbruster & Irouschek

Povandra et al., 1984 
Gordillo et al., 1985 
Cemy et al., 1995 (referring

Cemy & Povondra 1966) 
Jobin-Bevans & Cemy 1998

Btr = bertrandite, which may become stable at the expense o f  beryl at lower T  conditions 

(e.g.. Barton 1986; Jacobson 1993).
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Figure Captions

Figure 2-1. Calibrated working curve for the analysis o f Be using Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectrometry. Ten data points are shown; most data plot on top o f  one another. 

Calibrations are shown for two analytical sessions, which took place 9 mo. apart but were 

highly reproducible. Standards consist ofBe-doped synthetic rhyolitic glasses (Evensen 

1997). Total propagated precision is shown with error bars.

Figure 2-2. Backscattered electron micrographs: Experimental products and 

assemblages. Image scale is shown in micrometers. Labeled phase abbreviations 

include: Crd=cordierite, Brl=beryl, Bt=biotite, Mus=muscovite, Mt=magnetite, 

Pl=plagioclase, Qtz=quartz, and gl=glass. Relict crystals are designated "(r)". (a) 

Secondary electron image showing cordierite growth, as typical coarse crystals, from a 

cordierite-free mixture using reactions [2] and [4]. Experiment BeP-51. (b) This image 

shows the stable assemblage Crd+Brl+Bt+Mt+PI+Qtz+melt+vapor at 700°C. Experiment 

BeP-53. (c) The 750°C crystalline assemblage Crd+Brl+Bt+Mt+ melt is portrayed. Note 

that Brl nucleates on Crd. Experiment BeP-54. (d) The reversed assemblage at 700°C 

shows nucléation and gro-wth relations among Crd and relict Brl. Experiment BeP-41. (e) 

Here, an 800°C reversal reveals 2 generations o f Crd growth (at 850 vs. 800°C) that 

result in a Be-richer core relative to the crystal rim. The Be-Crd assemblage consumed 

the starting beryl at high T, so that the melt did not contain adequate Be contents to 

achieve Brl saturation at lower T. Experiment BeP-4. (f) A reversal to 675°C with the K-
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and Al-rich starting mixture records abundant nucléation of Mus; Kfs is also part of tlie 

magmatic assemblage (not shown). Experiment BeP-52.

Figure 2-3. Backscattered electron micrographs: Cordierite -  beryl assemblages and 

textures, (a) Nucléation o f fine-scale “stag hom” beryl crystals on cordierite is shown. 

Prismatic growth of beryl extends outward along a-axes o f the host Crd. Experiment BeP- 

43. (b) Inherited crystallographic relations are evidenced by continuous growth among 

[1], Be-rich Crd (I) grown at 850°C, followed by [2] simultaneous nucléation and growth 

at 700°C o f a less Be-rich Crd (II) (along {1100}) and by beryl (along {1000}). 

Experiment BeP-18. (c) Two generations o f growth with view parallel to a- and c-axes is 

shown. In this run, early Be-rich Crd I is rimmed by Crd H + beryl at lower T. At lower 

center o f the image, stag hom beryl crystal growth is seen extending from {0001} of Be- 

cordierite, but only near the (faster-growing) comers o f Crd I crystals. Cordierite H 

dominates growth in all other crystallographic dimensions. In the upper part o f the image, 

Crd n  nucleates and grows along {1100} while beryl, once again, dominates growth 

along the more efficient {1000} direction, despite less volumetric growth compared to 

Crd H. Experiment BeP-18. (d) Beryllian Crd and Brl relations in the same experiment in 

which beryl nucléation and growth at lower T  is related to the higher F  Be-Crd by simple 

twining (along {1000}). New beryl growth also mimics that of the 850°C Be-rich Crd, 

showing faceted growth predominantly along comers; gaps in both Be-rich Crd and Brl 

are filled by (less dense) Crd H.
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Figure 2-4. Backscattered electron micrographs: Reaction relationships among beryl — 

phenakite — and seeded cordierite. (a) Reversed experiment with new cordierite showing 

two generations o f growth, one at 850°C, followed by rimming o f  Crd o f lower Be 

content at 800°C. The center crystal hosts an anhedral phenakite inclusion near its core—  

suggesting nucléation by Crd—as well as growth inclusions o f magnetite. Experiment 

BeP-16. (b) Forward-direction cordierite dissolution experiment at 800°C in which 

dissolving Crd reacted with phenakite to form overgrowths o f new Be-rich Crd. Other 

products include new crystals o f beryl. Following reaction [5], all Crd is armored by new 

Be-rich Crd. Experiment BeP-91. (c) Forward-direction cordierite dissolution experiment 

at 750°C that contained Phn in its starting mixture. Textural relations show that former 

Crd serves as a nucléation substrate for both new Be-Crd and Brl, which completely 

armor all relict Crd grains. Experiment BeP-90. (d) Reversed experiment containing 

beryl. Here, relict beryl that partly dissolved at 800°C served as a growth site for both Fe- 

and Mg-bearing new beryl and Be-rich cordierite, which armored it at 750°C. Experiment 

BeP-43.

Figure 2-5. Beryllium contents o f  granitic melt at beryllian cordierite ± beryl saturation. 

Upward-pointing triangles indicate forward-direction experiments; downward-pointing 

trigangles indicate reverse-direction experiments. Beryllian cordierite coexists with beryl 

in all melts except for the lower Be content reversals to 700, 750, and 800°C along with 

the 850°C data point. The dash curves delineate beryl-bearing granitic melts (from 

Evensen et al., 1999) for comparison. The beryl-bearing melt curves bracket, in values o f 

ASI, the Be-cordierite-bearing melts.
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Figure 2-6. Total tetrahedral versus total octahedral site occupancy among Be-cordierite 

formulae. Data cluster around the dashed line, which delineates ideal cation occupancy 

(sum o f tetrahedral and octahedral cations = 11.0). Stoichiometric cordierite is shown by 

an open hexagon for comparison. Upward-pointing triangles indicate cordierite 

crystallized in forward-direction experiments; downward-pointing triangles indicate 

cordierite grown in reversed-direction. Total propagated error o f  recalculated mineral 

formula constituents is shown.

Figure 2-7. Elemental constituents o f cordierite as a function o f  temperature. Analyses 

from 12 experiments are shown. Cordierite grown in the forward-direction is designated 

by upward-pointing triangles; downward-pointing triangles indicate reversed growth. The 

x-axis is equivalent in all plots; y-axes vary in scale. Linear regressions and their results 

are shown.

Figure 2-8. Total occupancy at the tetrahedral sites for Be-cordierite. The solid line 

represents a linear regression o f experimental data (statistics are shown). The dashed line 

delineates ideal occupancy (sum o f tetrahedral cations = 9.0). The direction o f increasing 

temperature is shown. Gray circles indicate stoichiometric cordierite at left and and 

MgiBeAlaSieOis (Holscher and Schreyer 1989) at right. Total propagated precision of 

mineral formulas is shown.
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Figure 2-9. Be coupled-exchange mechanics in cordierite with temperature.

Aluminum loss is accounted for by Be + excess Si. Both N a + K and excess Si are needed 

to account for substituted Be in all cases except for one, in which Na + K account for all 

exchanged Be (points plot nearly on top o f one another). The thick line depicts Na + K 

contents; its curvature results from increasing K content at higher temperatures, despite 

falling Na concentrations. Linear, 2"** or 3"̂  order polynomial regressions for each data 

set are shown at right.

Figure 2-10. Beryllium substitution mechanisms in cordierite. The exchange operators 

vary inversely with temperature. The exchange dominates at

higher temperatures, and reaches a far greater magnitude (note the absolute scales) than 

seen by Bê '̂ ’̂ ’^(Na,K) ‘̂̂ ^̂ Al̂ '̂ ’̂ ‘Li. Linear regression o f the data and its fit are shown.

Figure 2-11. Mean values o f Be-exchange constituents with temperature (from Figure 

9). Be incorporation into Al TV and T2 sites of cordierite is compensated by additions of 

channel Na and K plus excess Si. Excess Si occupancy in T2 sites increases rapidly with 

temperature. The Na- and K-coupled Be exchange operator decreases with T, yet absolute 

contents o f K rise. Total column values decrease or rise due to alkali gain or loss of 

cordierite. Column widths reflect propagated total error o f thermocouple read values (± 

7.2°C); propagated (vertical) precision for partial formula totals is ± 0.03 apfu.

Figure 2-12. Variations o f cordierite channel-occupying constituents with T. Mean 

values are shown from 15 total experiments, (a) Total channel constituents, (b) Major
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alkali constituents. Sodium contents decrease while potassium contents steadily rise to 

become equivalent at 900°C— a reflection of channel widening with T. Column widths 

reflect propagated total error o f  thermocouple read values (± 7.5°C); propagated (vertical) 

precision for partial formulas in (b) is less than ±  0.01 apfli.

Figure 2-13a. Elemental partitioning ratios between Be-cordierite and coexisting silicic 

melt from 675-850°C for cordierite-essential constituents. Linear regressions are shown 

(values are in Table 7).

Figure 2-13b. Elemental partitioning ratios between Be-cordierite and coexisting silicic 

melt from 675-850°C for trace constituents. Highlighted titles indicate compatible 

behavior. Note vertical axis scale variation between plots as magnitude o f D ratios 

changes; the horizontal scale for all plots is constant. The linear regression for the Cs plot 

does not include a 800°C outlier, though it is shown. Results o f  regressions are shown in 

Table 7. Ten experiments are shown. For data determined by SIMS but reported in single 

(Tables 2-3), estimated precision is depicted.

Figure 2-14. Concentrations o f element oxides between coexisting cordierite and 

granitic melt. Temperature increases from left to right in each plot. Linear regressions 

and their statistics are shown. The regression for the Mn plot does not include a 675°C 

outlier, though it is shown.
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Figure 2-15. Elemental constituents o f beryl as a function o f  temperature. Mean 

analyses from 6 experiments are shown. The x-axis is equivalent in all plots; y-axes vary 

in scale. Linear regressions and their results are shown. Total propagated error is shown 

with error bars for all elements except Be, which is estimated by difference.

Figure 2-16. Total tetrahedral versus total octahedral site occupancy among beryl 

formulae. Data cluster below the dashed line, which delineates ideal cation occupancy 

(sum o f tetrahedral and octahedral cations = 11.0). Stoichiometric beryl is shown by an 

open circle. The direction of increasing temperature is indicated. Total propagated error 

of recalculated mineral formula constituents is shown for octahedral cations; Be is 

estimated by difference..

Figure 2-17. Variations of beryl octahedral constituents with T. Iron contents increase 

slightly while Mg contents show more scatter as a function o f temperature. Column 

widths reflect propagated total error of thermocouple read values (± 7.2°C); propagated 

(vertical) precision for partial formulas is less than ± 0.04 apfu..

Figure 2-18. Variations of beryl tetrahedral constituents with T. Decreases are seen for 

Be and excess octahedral Al with increasing temperature. Silicon increases over this 

interval as it begins filling T1 sites. Column widths reflect propagated total error o f 

thermocouple read values (± 7.2°C); propagated (vertical) minimum precision for partial 

formulas is ±  0.05 apflx.
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Figure 2-19. Excess silicon vacancy exchange in beryl along the cordierite — beryl join. 

The Be-loss exchange operator varies principally with temperature (shown). Excess Si 

plus the sum of excess octahedral constituents compensate for half the Be lost, which 

results in a vacancy-forming exchange in T1 sites. The linear regression (values are 

showm) o f this Si charge-balanced substitution shows an excellent agreement with 

ideality (dashed line). Total propagated precision for excess Si is less than the symbol

size.

Figure 2-20. Variations o f  beryl channel-occupying constituents with T. Mean values 

are showm. Sodium contents slightly decrease while potassium contents steadily increase 

with temperature. Column widths reflect propagated total error o f thermocouple read 

values (+ 7.2°C); propagated (vertical) precision for partial formulas is less than ± 0.02 

apfu.

Figure 2-21. Cordierite — beryl miscibility relations in granitic melts at 200 MPa as 

depicted in general form by Be apfu. Complete solid solution occurs between Crd and 

BeCrd, but a magmatic solvus separates Be-Crd from beryl compositions. Stability fields 

in this space are indicated. Linear regression data for the Crd side o f the solvus are 

showm. The regression for the beryl side poorly represented the data (r^ = 0.366); its 

dashed trend showm in non-statistical. BeO contents of experimental beryls were 

estimated by difference.
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Figure 2-22. Cordierite — beryl miscibility relations in granitic melts at 200 MPa as 

measured by the total chemical operator, Be3SiAL2(Mg,Fe).2. This plot better represents 

the solution relations o f  Crd and Brl by accounting for all components o f the exchange. 

Magmatic stability fields o f cordierite solid solution, beryl solid solution, and cordierite 

plus beryl are shown. All solid symbols represent cordierite — beryl pairs. A slightly 

curved 3̂ '̂  order polynomial representation best fits the Crd side o f  the Crd + Brl (+ L) 

field; its results are shown. The steeply dipping trend o f  beryl data is best represented by 

a 2"** order polynomial fit, which is shown.

Figure 2-23. Cordierite — beryl compositions plotted by their normalized tetrahedral and 

octahedral pseudo-ternary constituents. Tie lines connecting coexisting cordierite solid 

solution and beryl solid solution compositions are shown. Going fi"om 900 to 700°C, the 

data trend toward Crd (Al-Fe+Mg join) and beryl (Be-Al join), respectively. The arrow 

indicates the compositional evolution of cordierite — beryl pairs upon cooling.

Figure 2-24. Ternary projection normalized to cordierite -  beryl formulae. Because 

MgU and Be content change in Crd and Brl with T, this plot reveals compositional 

changes during cooling. The region between the sets o f arrows reflects the miscibility gap 

between Crd and Brl at 900°C, 200 MPa. Arrows indicate cooling trends o f mean Be- 

cordierite and beryl solid solution compositions, based upon 22 analyses, firom 900 to 

675°C. Be-cordierite compositions become less beryllian, less magnesian, and more 

ferrous (and more sodic) with decreasing temperature. The cooling trend extrapolates 

directly to most natural Be-Crd data; the dashed curve represents a further extension.
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possibly at subsolidus conditions, toward rarer natural data. With decreasing temperature, 

beryl compositions become less magnesian and ferrous, trending directly away from Mg- 

and Fe-bearing compositions, in roughly equal proportion. Previous compositions of 

experimental Crd, which contain abundant N a contents, are shown. Natural Be-bearing 

cordierite and beryl group minerals are shown, as are ideal and natural compositions of 

chemically related Be-Mg-Fe-Al-Si minerals are also plotted (Taf = taaffeite; Sur = 

surinamite; Be-Spr = Be-rich sapphirine, Stp = stoppaniite), indicating their potential for 

reaction relationships involving Be-cordierite solid solutions. Be-Spr plots beside the 

700°C Crdss point. Natural Be-cordierite compositions are from: Cemy and Povondra

1966; Newton 1966; Povondra and Cech 1978, Schreyer et al., 1979; Povondra et al.,

1984; and Gordillo et al., 1985. Natural beryl compositions are from: Sosedko 1957; 

Schaller et al., 1962; and Ferraris et al., 1998.
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Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-10.
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Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-13a.
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Figure 2-13b.
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Figure 2-15.
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Figure 2-16.
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Figure 2-18.
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Figure 2-19.
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Figure 2-21.
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Figure 2-22.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PARTITIONING OF BERYLLIUM AND 

OTHER TRACE ELEMENTS BETWEEN CORDIERITE AND SILICIC MELT, 

AND THE CHEMICAL SIGNATURE OF S-TYPE GRANITE 

INTRODUCTION

Notwithstanding a well-defined association between parental magmas o f  S-type 

affinity and Be-enriched pegmatite products (LCT: Cemy 1991), beryllium has not been 

assessed as a chemical discriminator among granitic rocks. Beryllium contents normally 

are very low (10'^ to 10* ppmw Be) in rock-forming minerals (e.g., Wuensch and 

Hormaim 1979). About 90 rare mineral species (E.S. Grew, pers. comm., 2000), the most 

common being beryl, contain Be as an essential structural component. O f the rock- 

forming minerals, appreciable contents o f Be are found only in white mica and cordierite 

(e.g., Beus 1966; Cemy and Povondra 1966; Wuensch and Hormann 1978; Smeds 1992;

Visser et al., 1994). Occurrences o f Crd and white mica in S-type granitic rocks 

(Chappell and White 1974), along with their absence in I- and A-type assemblages 

logically suggest that Be may be a valuable indicator o f  granite petrogenesis.

The absence of chemical data for Be originates firom the prevalence o f laboratory 

analysis by electron microprobe or XRF. Beryllium normally is undetectable by these 

means (cf. Evensen and Meeker 1997). Analytical instrumentation (e.g., SIMS, LA-ICP- 

MS) has improved greatly in recent years and spot testing for Be at trace levels is now 

routine (e.g., R.L. Hervig 2001, Reviews in Mineralogy Vol. 43, in press). By far the 

majority o f trace element studies on silicic rocks, however, continue to omit Be from the 

analytical suite.
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S-type granitic rocks contain peraluminous assemblages composed largely of 

feldspars, quartz, and proportionally h i^ i contents of micas in addition to combinations 

of cordierite, garnet, aluminosilicate or orthopyroxene. The trace element signature o f S- 

type granites {sensu lato, including leucogranite, pegmatites, and rhyolites) is typically 

manifested by higher contents o f hthophile alkalis (Li, Rb, Cs), Be, B, P, distinct high- 

held strength elements (Nb, Ta, W, Sn), and rarely, U (e.g., London 1995). Many of the 

issues relevant to the petrology o f  S-type granite are focused on unraveling the signatures 

o f trace elements to provide insight into partial melting (e.g., Bea 1996), resolving trace 

element discrepancies (e.g., Ugidos and Recio 1993), and placing constraints on anatectic 

to emplacement process (e.g.. Ces are et al., 1997). Toward this end. Be signatures may be 

valuable.

Cordierite, MgaAUSisOig'nHiO, has been recognized as both a magmatic source 

and sink for elements o f S-type affinity—particularly Be (Evensen and London 1999) but 

also including Li, Cs, Mn, HREE and U (e.g., Bea et al., 1994b; Icenhower and London 

1994; Icenhower 1995; Cemy et al. 1997). Cordierite is found in metapelites and 

aluminous gneisses formed at relatively low pressure. The stability o f Crd increases with 

Mg content up to its terminal reactions (mainly Crd = Gt + Als -+- Qtz + V) at pressures 

greater than ~ 500 to ~ 600 MPa at 650 to 900°C (e.g., Vielzeuf and Holloway 1988, 

Spear and Cheney 1989, Mukhopadhyay and Holdaway 1994). Cordierite, though 

believed to participate in melting reactions (e.g., Clemens and Wall 1988, Pereira and 

Bea 1994), commonly remains behind in restitic assemblages (e.g., Gordillo 1979;

Ugidos 1988,1990; Ugidos and Recio 1993; Bea et al. 1994b; Kamber et al., 1998; 

Kriegsman and Hensen 1998; Kalt et al., 1999). Peraluminous silicic magma derived by
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anatexis o f  mixed metapelitic-gneissic protoliths fiactionates toward more peraluminous 

minimum melts (London 1995), and thus, cordierite also may occur within evolved 

granitic bodies— especially in apical plutons, leucogranite facies or pegmatite dikes. 

Many leucogranites that contain Crd, however, also contained Crd in their restite (e.g., 

Bea et al. 1994b). Commonly, Crd is present at the beginning of magmatic cycles, but not 

at the end. Instead the Crd component of melt is often manifested by saturation o f late 

tourmaline (W olf and London 1997). Nonetheless, the potential control by cordierite on 

the signatures o f  trace elements understandably stems from its occurrence: both as restite 

during anatexis and as a liquidas phase in evolved leucogranite.

Beryllium enters the cordierite structure via the exchanges Bê '̂ Wâ '̂ ^̂ Al̂ '̂ L; (low 

T) and Bê '̂ Ŝî '̂ ^Al̂ '̂ Li (high T) that vary inversely with temperature (from < 675° to > 

900°C: see chapter 2). With an appreciation o f these exchange mechanisms, this study 

addresses Be incorporation in Crd at lower concentrations in melt appropriate to natural 

S-type granite melts, and the absolute contents o f minor and trace elements in Crd. Here 

we report mineral-melt partitioning behavior between cordierite and peraluminous 

granitic liquid at 200 MPa (Pmo), from 700° to 850°C, using both forward and reverse 

direction (prograde and retrograde) thermal experiments. Starting compositions reflect 

source rock assemblages containing garnet + biotite as dominant ferromagnesian 

silicates, yielding mildly to moderately peraluminous silicic melts. Beryllium was not 

added as a separate component, but only by way o f  trace quantities that exist in added 

natural white mica. Mineral/melt partitioning ratios are compared to existing data for S- 

type granites and migmatites.
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EXPERIM ENTAL M ETHODS 

Starting Materials. A  subset o f  the starting mixtures and cordierite-producing 

reactions used by Evensen and London (2001, in review) were utilized for Crd synthesis. 

Composite powders were formulated by combining mineral additives (Table 1) with a 

large fraction o f a politic mineral mixture (designated “SPC”: W olf and London 1997) to 

yield the weight fraction formulae Ab22.70r9.6QtZ26.6Musi3.iBti2.3Gt-li5.7 and Ab25.5 0 rio.8 

QtZ29.oMusi4.8 Btii.oGt-28.0, respectively. Mineral components were prepared from low- 

impurity regions o f crushed gem-quality crystals. Crystal fragments were microscopically 

hand-sorted to remove impurities before grinding. Starting mixtures were ground in agate 

under ethanol to a mean grain size o f 15 pm and dried in air at 140°C. Powdered 

components were combined, ground together, dried (140°C), and homogenized overnight 

in a tumbling mill.

At 200 MPa (Ph2o) and in the presence of biotite, nucléation and growth of 

cordierite was achieved via the reaction:

2 (MgFe)3Al2Si30i2 + 4 Al2Si05 + 5 Si02 = 3 (MgFe)2Al4SisOi8 [1]

garnet aluminosilicate quartz cordierite

in which aluminosilicate ± quartz are components of melt. This approach yielded a melt 

with an AST o f ~ 1.25 (Alumina Saturation Index, = mol AI2O3 /  Na2 0 +K2 0 +Ca0 +BaCH- 

Li2 0 + Rb2 0 ) and typically Mg-rich cordierite (e.g., Clemens and Wall 1988, Patino 

Douce 1992, Icenhower 1995; see Figure 3-2a).

Preparation o f  Charges. Gold capsules (3 x 20 mm) were cleaned by soaking 

overnight in bromopropane (25°C) then by boiling for several hours in nitric acid. 

Afterwards, a few capsules still contained remnants of the extrusion lubricants used in the
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fabrication o f  the tubing, and these were removed with lint-free polyurethane foam 

swabs.

Charges contained a slight excess o f  doubly distilled deionized water (~ 10 wt% 

H2O) needed to saturate a  melt at 200 MPa over the T  range investigated. Water 

followed by powder mixes were loaded in the central 5 x 3  mm portion o f the capsules, 

which were sealed by DC-pIasma arc welding. Capsules were weighed before after 

welding to check for leaks, and again after storage in a drying oven (140°C). The heating 

step further allowed for homogenization o f water contents throughout the powder prior to 

the experimental run.

E quipm ent Experiments were pressurized cold in R-41® and NIMONIC-105® 

cold-seal reaction vessels using water a plus trace Immunol® as the pressure medium. 

Pressure was measured with a factory-calibrated Heise bourdon tube gauge. Fluctuations 

of < 3  MPa occurred over the course o f  experiments, with a  total estimated accuracy o f ±  

10 MPa. Experiment durations varied from ~1 to 6 weeks. Temperature was monitored 

by internal Chrorael-Alumel thermocouples with estimated maximum error of ± 5°C. 

Experiments were quenched isobarically using compressed air je t (5 to 15°C/s). The 

fugacity o f oxygen within capsules was regulated by diffusion o f  Hz across the metal 

capsule; the JO 2 o f  the pressure medium is estimated to be slightly below NNO (Huebner 

1971). Following quench, capsules were weighed to check for leaks, punctured and the 

presence o f  free water was recorded. Capsules were heated in a drying oven, and then 

reweighed to verify the proportion o f water lost. All capsules gain minor weight during 

experiments by diffusion o f Ni-metal (from vessels and filler rods) into the precious
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metal capsule walls; none o f the experimental products reported here— including biotite 

and cordierite—suffered contamination by Ni.

R un Pathways. Forward-direction experiments (prograde to run temperatures of 

700 to 850°C, designated as “F” in Table 2) promoted concurrent melting and new crystal 

growth. Reverse-direction experiments (designated as “R” in Table 2) were 

preconditioned by melting at 50“ to 150°C above the final T  o f  the experiment, followed 

by isochoric quench to room temperature, then forward run up to final temperatures in the 

range o f 700 to 800“C. These reverse-direction experiments induced crystal growth firom 

melts that were substantially supersaturated in the components o f  the crystalline phases at 

the final run T.

ANALYTICAL METHODS 

Quantitative Electron Probe Microanalysis (QEPMA)

All major and minor element oxide constituents o f cordierite and glass products, 

except Li, Be, B, Rb and Cs, were analyzed using wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy on 

a Cameca SX-50 electron microprobe at the University o f  Oklahoma. Zinc and P were 

excluded firom most analyses of Crd because analysis o f the first experiments showed that 

their contents were at or below detection thresholds (< 0.05 or 0.02 wt% oxide, 

respectively). QEPMA utilized crystalline and glass standards with TAP, PET, LIE, and a 

layered composite (PCI) diffraction devices. Operating conditions for hydrous glass 

analyses used a two-beam condition (2 nA and 20 nA regulated current) with a 20 pm 

spot size, in which Na and A1 were analyzed first (and concurrently) to inhibit beam- 

induced migration effects (Morgan and London 1996). Analyses o f  minerals were
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conducted at 20 nA, 20 kV and a spot size o f 3 to 5 pm. Counting times for all elements 

varied between 20 and 30 seconds. Data were reduced using PAP (Pouchou and Pichoir 

1985) matrix correction routines. Detection levels, taken at 3 a  above mean background, 

were < 500 ppm for most elements. Similar Be-rich experiments indicate that Be is not 

lost to the capsule metal (Evensen and Meeker 1997).

Images were acquired using both backscattered and secondary electron signals as 

1024 X 1024 pixelized data. Micrographs were processed (following Russ 1999) using 

either a low-pass or median filter (low-strength neighborhood ranking) for despeckhng of 

noise. Images that contained minor periodic (instrumental) noise were corrected using 

Fourier transform processing techniques.

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

Samples were analysed by SIMS using a Cameca Instruments IMS 3 f at Arizona 

State University at Tempe, AZ. A mass filtered primary beam was accelerated 

through a potential o f  12.5 kV, with a beam current o f 1.0 nA. The focused spot size 

varied from 15 to 5 pm. Targets were mapped in advance and verified by imaging a 

combination of ̂ Li, ^Be, ^^Na, ^ ^ g ,  ^^Al, and ^^Fe before analysis.

Sputtered secondary ions were accelerated through a potential o f  4.5 kV. The 

interference of  ̂ ^Al̂ "̂  (8.99384 amu) on ^Be (9.01219 amu) is the most important concern 

in SIMS microanalysis o f Be. The yield of ̂ Be is so much greater than the ^^Al^  ̂species 

when Be contents are high (e.g., Evensen and London 2001, in review) that interference 

is negligible and no correction is required. However, when Be contents are less than —30 

ppmw, it has been observed (Grew et al., 1998) that trivalent A1 begins to affect the 

analysis. Thus, prior to each analysis, mass peak positions were distinguished from ^̂ Al̂ "̂
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and manually adjusted to the peak. The mass collecting position was also double

checked following glass analyses that exhibited low Be signals. Individual analyses 

consisted o f collecting intensities on the following sequence of isotopes: ^°Si, ^Li, ^ e ,  

*^Rb, *^^Cs, ^°Si. Integration times were sufficiently long to achieve a counting 

statistical precision o f at least 3%. The count rates were normalized to that for Si and then 

to the silica abundance in the sample (derived from QEPMA). Calibration factors derived 

from the standards above allowed the normalized count rates to be converted to absolute 

concentrations. Total internal and external precision (IGF) o f BeO analyses o f  crystals 

and glass was < 3.9%.

The standard working curves for secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) were 

calibrated for the analysis o f  Li, Be, B, Rb and Cs using glass standards. Three synthetic 

Be-rich granitic glasses (containing 0.57,1.11, or 3.33 wt% BeO) that were previously 

characterized (by aqua regia ICP-AES, QEPMA, and SIMS: Evensen 1997) were used as 

standards for the analysis o f  experimental products. The glasses contained appreciable B, 

Li, Rb, and Cs at concentrations far above those estimated for each element in unknowns 

and therefore served as standards for the suite o f elements in question. All trace elements 

were further calibrated against NIST 610 glass, containing nominally ~500 ppmw of the 

elements above (Pearce et al., 1997). Data were acquired in three sessions over nearly a 2 

year period. Between these sessions, the working curves (Figure 3-1) and SIMS results 

were very reproducible (± 0.4 to 2.2 %).
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RESULTS

Experimental Products

Synthesis of cordierite using Crd-absent materials was successful for all starting 

mixtures (e.g.. Figure 3-2a). Assemblages in forward-direction experiments (Table 3-2) 

contain cordierite + plagioclase + quartz + biotite + magnetite + melt (+vapor) at 700°C 

(Figure 3-2b). In the 700®C reversal, which was preconditioned at 850°C, plagioclase and 

quartz are absent (Figure 3-2c). We suggest that at the preconditioning temperature, 

critical plagioclase and quartz nuclei likely were destroyed (e.g., Lofgren 1983), thus 

inhibiting rapid nucléation at subliquidus temperatures. Plagioclase and quartz are lost by 

T > 750°C, leaving cordierite +  biotite + magnetite + melt stable from 750° to 850°C 

regardless o f run direction (Figures 3-2c, d and e).

Cordierite forms blocky euhedral crystals (5 to 150 pm) in run products, 

sometimes containing minor inclusions o f biotite or magnetite (Figure 3-2b to e). In 

reverse-direction experiments, the Mg:Fe ratio of cordierite tracks the temperature of 

growth (Table 3-2). Figures 3-2e and f  show reverse-direction cordierite products in 

which the preconditioning step resulted in a more magnesian interior followed by an Fe- 

richer rim grown at lower T. Because o f compositional zoning, crystal core and rim 

compositions were analysed; only rim data were used for calculations of mineral/melt 

equilibria. Plagioclase forms elongate and slightly skeletal crystals (20 to 80 pm) of 

albite-oligoclase, and these are typically overgrown by a thick rim (5 to 15 pm) of 

andesine also with skeletal morphology (Figure 2b). Andesine also is found as isolated 

crystals. Andesine occurs in run products in which the starting composition contained the 

higher grossular component (garnet-1 in Table 1), suggesting the reaction in melt:
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grossular + aluminosilicate + quartz = anorthite 

in which the grossular makes up only a small component o f gamet, aluminosilicate is a 

component o f  melt, and the anorthite component gives rise to andesine. We interpret 

albite-oligoclase growth to be a product o f early formed melt, whereas andesine 

crystallized later—commensurate with the complete dissolution o f gamet. Such 

assemblages indicate the refractory nature o f gamet relative to other crystalline phases.

Quartz mostly shows subhedral crystal morphology (3 to 30 pm), and often is 

poikilitically enclosed by cordierite. Biotite occurs as both elongated compound crystal 

aggregates and as isolated crystals ranging in length from 10 to 100  pm, though some 

crystals are only 1 pm thick. Large relict biotite crystals exhibit recrystallization to fine

grained biotite + magnetite. Magnetite forms equant crystals (1 to 50 pm).

Cordierite and Glass Chemistry

Cordierite. The chemistry and recalculated formulae o f Crd are shown in Table 

3-2. With increasing T  from 700° to 850°C, contents o f the tetrahedral components SiOz 

and AI2O3 remain roughly constant, whereas BeO values decrease from 291 to 61 ppmw. 

Over the same interval, octahedral Mg contents increase relative to Fe with increasing T, 

with M g# [= 100*molar MgO/(MgO+FeO)] values increasing from 68.7 to ~ 85. 

Concomitantly, decreases are seen for the concentrations o f other octahedral constituents 

Mn (~ 1.21 to ~ 0.50 wt% MnO) and Li (180 to 29 ppmw LizO). Concentrations o f 

channel-occupying components vary over the same range o f T. Sodium contents remain 

roughly constant whereas K  values rise steadily with T  (from ~  0.06 to ~ 0.32 wt% K zO ). 

Calcium and HzO values fall with T  (from ~ 0.20 to ~ 0.05 wt% CaO and from 1.32 to ~ 

0.73 wt% H zO ), though Rb and Cs contents increase (from 5 to 23 ppmw RbzO and from
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2 to ~  4 ppmw CS2O). Boron contents o f cordierite are m inor and show scatter (from 3 to 

22 ppmw B2O3). Contents o f  Ti, Ni, Zn, Ba, P, F or Cl are at or below detection levels.

Mean values of recalculated cordierite formulae total 8.95 ± 0.01 and 10.99 ± 

0.01 apfii (using standard error, se) for total tetrahedral and octahedral cations, 

respectively. These sums closely match the respective values of 9.0 and 11.0 o f ideal 

cordierite. Total channel constituents (alkalis, Ca and water) decrease slightly from 700 

to 850°C (from ~ 1.0 to ~ 0.75 apfu), but show scatter (se =  ± 0.08) from steady increases 

in K contents but competing decreases in Na, Ca and H2O contents.

Peralum inous granitic melts. Silicic glasses (Table 3-2) representing melts in 

equilibrium with cordierite contain normative components o f  corundum with a mean 

haplogranite normalization o f  Ab31.11Or22.56Qz42.40Cor3.93. Alumina contents o f  glass 

increase slightly from 700 to 850°C.

Elem ental partitioning between cordierite and m elt. Partitioning ratios are 

given in Table 3-2, following the notation o f Beattie and others (1993; =

[Xminerai]/[Xmeit])- O f the nonessential elements in cordierite, the only ones that show 

compatible behavior are Be and Mn.

Figure 3-3 shows that Be strongly partitions into the cordierite structure over 

peraluminous silicic melt. As T  rises from 700 to 850°C, values fall sharply

from 202.00 to 6.70 along a linear trend. This points to the capacity o f cordierite for 

sequestering available Be in silicic melts, demonstrating extraordinary efficiency at lower 

temperatures. Values of (Figure 3-4) decrease linearly from 7.67 to 1.92 as T

increases over the same range.
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O f the partitioii coefBcients for the incompatible minor and trace elements (Figure 

4), Li decreases (from 0.44 to 0.12) as T rises from 700° to 850°C, whereas those for Rb 

and Cs decrease (from 0.05 to 0.20, and from 0.19 to ~  0.60, respectively) over the same 

range o f T. Values for B show a slight increase (from 0.03 to ~ 0.13) with increasing T, 

but both B and Ca D-values appear to be somewhat independent o f T. Calcium 

partitioning exhibits a bimodal trend (D-rations centered around 0.22 and 0.28), 

demonstrating a higher correlation with starting mixture than temperature. Table 3-3 

displays regression data for minor and trace elements as a function o f temperature. O f the 

elements that showed significant concentration in cordierite, only Ca and to a lesser 

extent B appear to be T-independent, as indicated by  their low values.

DISCUSSION

Experimental Calibration of Cordierite-Associated Trace Elements in Silicic Melts 

Beryllium. Going from the trace levels o f BeO in melt (this study) up to 

concentrations of beryl saturation (Evensen et al., 1999), values shift from the

range 202.0 - 6.7 (over 700° to 850°C) down to 26.6 -15.1 (675° to 850°C: Evensen and 

London, in review, 2001). This follows a structural change in cordierite, rather than 

owing to non-Henrian distribution behavior. Increasing structural disorder (up to 

hexagonal symmetry) is observed upon addition o f significant Be contents to cordierite 

(e.g., Holscher and Schreyer 1989) and this gives rise to at least nearly complete solid 

solution between cordierite and beryl in peraluminous granitic melts (at 200MPa:

Evensen and London 2001, in review).
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In both cordierite (e.g., Holscher and Schreyer 1989) and beryl (e.g., Aurisicchio 

et al., 1998), Be resides in linking tetrahedral polyhedra, showing a clear bond angle 

preference that corresponds to linking versus ring-forming tetrahedral geometries (e.g.. 

Downs and Gibbs 1981). This is seen in data from natural systems with moderate to very 

high contents o f  Be in cordierite (10s to 1000s of ppmw Be). Often, white mica is cited as 

the major source and control on Be contents of silicic rocks, originating from the relative 

high contents o f Be in marine sediment (e.g., 2 ppmw: You et al., 1994) and pelite (e.g., 3 

ppmw: Turekian and Wedepohl 1961). In mica. Be replaces tetrahedral Al, increasing 

tetrahedral ordering within the structure (e.g., Guggenheim 1984) and leading to Be-rich 

Ca-micas up to the bityite end-member. Polyhedral geometries o f muscovite are likely to 

be somewhat less accommodating for Be^^, with natural Be contents commonly ranging 

up to the 10s o f ppmw Be (only rarely reaching 100s o f ppmw Be: e.g., Wuensch and 

Hormannl978; Cemy and Burt 1984; Grew et al., 1986; Smeds 1992). Recent

experimental studies o f peraluminous granitic melts suggest that Be is slightly 

incompatible in white mica (London and Evensen 2001).

The reported contents o f cordierite-bearing granites (Table 3-4) in conjunction 

with the above observations o f white mica chemistry and crystallography suggest that 

cordierite, when stable, is far more effective than white mica at sequestering magmatic 

Be. The incorporation o f Be into white mica becomes important only under conditions 

where cordierite is absent. As a result, the budget of Be in melt is most susceptible to 

rapid changes when an S-type magma reaches the boundaries o f the cordierite stability 

field.
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Manganese, This transition metal has a distorted octahedral radius, which 

inhibits direct substitutions into octahedral polyhedra that normally contain Fe^^ or Mg 

(e.g., Peacor and Wedepohl 1978; Bums et al., 1994). The proportion at which Mn is 

partitioned between peraluminous silicic melt and cordierite is nearly identical to the ratio 

between peraluminous silicic melt and biotite. The values o f fall from 7.67 to

1.92 as r  increases from 700 to 850°C. Experimental values o f  fall similarly

from the range o f  7.60 to 4.86 down to 3.78 to 3.50 as T increases from 650 to 750°C, 

respectively (Icenhower and London 1995). Because the slope o f  -  T  nearly

overlaps that of -  T, cordierite and biotite ought to exert about the same degree

of control on magmatic distribution o f Mn. Therefore, when Crd is present, the uptake o f 

Mn by crystalline silicates should occur at twice the magnitude.

Lithium. Lithium enters the cordierite structure by substitution for octahedral 

cations, e.g., via Na^‘̂ ''̂ Li*-‘̂ (̂Mg,Fe)'^^Li (Armbruster and Ifouschek 1983; Kirchner et 

al., 1984;Gordillo et al., 1985; Cemy et al., 1997; Evensen and London 2001, in review). 

In the current experimental products, Li exhibits moderate to strong incompatibility in 

cordierite depending on the temperature of melt (p^^crd/meit _  q ^  0.12 going from 700

to 850°C). Cordierite exerts no significant control on the Li contents o f melt. Both white 

and dark micas, in which Li behaves compatibly, control the distribution of Li between 

minerals and melt (Icenhower and London 1995).

Cesium. Cordierite accommodates Cs at channels sites. Figure 3-4 shows that Cs 

contents increase regularly with T, a pattem recognized in other studies (Evans et al,

1980; Evensen and London 2001, in review). The structure o f  high-cordierite 

accommodates Cs by deformation o f ring-forming tetrahedra in a manner that maintains
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symmetry (Daniels 1992). In cordierite -  beryl solid solutions at > 800°C and higher, the 

combination o f  increasing Al/Si disorder and effects o f  distorted Be0 4  linking tetrahedra 

widen charmel sites to the extent that Cs becomes compatible over melt (Evensen and 

London 2001, in review).

At much higher melt contents o f CsjO than evaluated by this study (~ 0.50 to 0.75 

wt% versus ~ several ppmw CszO), Icenhower (1995) reported a mean value for 

g^Crd/meit o f q.72 (±0.03) at 700°C. These data differ from the range ofDcs^"^"^'" ratios 

found here, which extend from ~ 0.19 to ~ 0.60 as T  increases from 700 to 850°C, 

respectively. Thus, Cs incorporation into cordierite does not appear to follow Henry’s 

Law. At the low Cs melt contents of most S-type magmas, Cs uptake by cordierite is 

most efficient at higher T though it is still noteworthy at 700°C.

Cordierite-Associated Trace Elements in Granitic Rocks

Cordierite-bearing granites. A survey o f analyses that contained complete light 

element data (Table 3-4) illustrates that many S-type granites are distinguished by a 

paucity o f  Be in their whole rock values. Analyses from more than 13 cordierite-bearing 

granites yield a mean o f 0.8 (± 0.03) ppmw Be. In addition, the Mn and Cs contents o f 

the same granites are noticeably low, with mean values o f 1.8 ppmw Cs (range = 1.54 to 

2.1) and 0.01 wt% MnO (range = 0.00 to 0.03).

Cordierite-bearing granites also display a clear lack o f  beryl in their associated 

pegmatites (e.g., Barbey et al., 1999), regardless o f whether they contain a homogeneous 

distribution o f  cordierite. This is manifested by either an association between Crd-free 

granite and beryl-bearing pegmatite fields, or an association between Crd-bearing granite
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(containing negligible Be in whole rock values) and an absence o f  mineralized products 

(e.g.. Breaks and Moore 1993).

Cordierite-absent granites. These rocks are distinctly Be-rich in their whole 

rock values. Analyses from more than 100 cordierite-bearing granites, excluding their 

very evolved facies (and mineralized products), yield a mean value of 6 (± 1.6) ppmw Be. 

It is evident from the range o f values reported in Table 3-4 that many of these granites 

contain even higher Be contents. Table 3-4 also indicates a spatial correlation between 

these rocks, their beryl-bearing pegmatites and Be mineralization. About 115 analyses o f  

the evolved facies o f  Crd-absent granites o f S-type affinity yield a  mean value o f 69 (± 

33) ppmw Be, once again, with a range o f values that usually extends to much higher 

quantities. Converted to BeO, this value equals ~ 400 ppmw, which is near or beyond the 

melt saturation requirements for beryl in compositionally simple peraluminous 

haplogranitic melts at 700°C (Evensen et al., 1999). Evensen et al. (1999), however, 

noted that beryl saturation also is a function o f the other fluxing melt species, with higher 

BeO contents required in B-, F-, and P-rich highly evolved melts. In summary, the 

database suggests that the Be contents o f cordierite-free (mostly gamet-bearing) 

peraluminous granitic melts are 1,2, and sometimes 3 orders o f  magnitude higher than 

those o f cordierite-bearing peraluminous granites that contain Crd in their restite.

Migmatites. Some o f the most thorough data for evaluating the effect o f Crd on 

magmatic signatures is contained in the migmatite data of Bea et al. (1994b), a subset o f 

which is summarized in Table 3-5. Here the Crd-bearing source rocks show intermediate 

concentrations o f Be, Mn, and Cs between their derived melts (Crd-bearing leucosomes) 

and residual minerals (Crd-rich melanosomes). The restite shows an appreciable
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enrichment o f Be, Mn and Cs, whereas separated leucogranite dikes display marked 

depletions. These authors also estimated crystal/melt partition coefficients o f migmatites 

using elemental contents o f  mesosome minerals versus the composition o f genetically 

associated leucosomes. They noted favorable Be uptake by Crd at a magnitude lower than 

most other minerals, but within the range o f values o f  our experiments (falling

toward the higher T  end, ~  800°C). They also reported that the Du^'^’̂ ^'Value (1.61) was 

the highest among any mineral, and their data suggest the same for Cs (despite a strongly 

compatible value, 31.5, where we found incompatibility). A similar argument was made 

for Li uptake by Crd; this is the only claim not supported by calibrations in this study and 

others (Icenhower and London 1995). Further evidence against cordierite as a chief 

carrier o f Li is seen in lithophile element deposits. Li-rich systems, including albite- 

spodumene type and beryl type pegmatites o f the LCT family (both believed to be 

derivatives of S-type magmas), may or may not contain appreciable Be (Cemy 1991). In

other words, there is no characteristic Be content o f  Li-enriched systems.

Regional trace elem ent trends and pegm atite associations. Many S-type 

granitic rocks o f Western Europe contain cordierite in their assemblage, and some are 

interpreted to have originated within the cordierite stability field (e.g., Bea et al.,

1994a,b). These granite complexes or migmatite fields are conspicuously poor in Be 

except for their restitic counterparts (e.g., melanosomes with 3.51 — 8.10 ppmw Be, see 

Table 4) or cordierite-rich cockades (3.4 -  7.1 ppmw Be: Barbey et al., 1999). Using the 

partitioning data for Be, this trend logically suggests that the lack o f  Be in such granites 

is accounted for by the retention o f Be in restitic Crd. This distribution falls in line with 

genetic models of high-grade metamorphic Be-rich assemblages in which cordierite
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seems to have been an active participant in both prograde and retrograde pathways (e.g.. 

Grew 1998; Baba et al., 2000). In these rocks, cordierite is also a probable contributor o f 

Be, up to high levels— a signature that it probably acquired as restite, where it was able to 

deplete Be from large volumes o f melt.

Of the few Be contents o f granite reported, those o f  Portugal (Charoy and 

Noronha 1996, Ramirez and Grundvig 2000) are distinctly higher than nearby 

peraluminous granites o f  Spain (e.g., Bea et al., 1994b). Even in studies in which Be was 

not analysed, Cs and M n contents o f granites in central Portugal fall in line with (higher) 

Crd-absent values (e.g., Neiva et al., 1987). This discrepancy likely indicates 

petrogeneses at the shallow depths (low pressures) o f  cordierite stability for many granite 

provinces of Spain, and deeper sources for the granites o f Portugal—in the field o f  gamet 

+ aluminosilicate. Examinations o f regional geology show that beryl-bearing pegmatites 

are common among S-type leucogranites in North America, suggesting greater depths o f 

anatexis compared to Western Europe and Eastern Australia, where most granitic systems 

are Be-poor and notably beryl-absent.

Cordierite as a Normative Modal Component of Peraluminous Melt

Where Crd makes up a large portion o f a natural mode (e.g., ~ 60 to 90 %:

Gordillo 1979; Ugidos 1988, 1990; Kamber et al., 1998; Kalt et al., 1999), its restitic 

character is distinguished. In assemblages with m inor amounts o f cordierite, its restitic 

versus magmatic character may be subtle, i f  not indiscernible (e.g., Ugidos and Recio 

1993). The normative cordierite component calculated from melt offers a means to 

constrain its modal abundance in granitic rocks, so that the volume fi-action o f Crd in a 

rock can be used to assess whether an assemblage represents a magmatic product or one
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containing some component o f restite. Because a normative calculation o f  this nature 

results in a non-unique solution, we have constrained the calculation by difference among 

other relevant crystalline phases in an iterative approach guided by natural assemblages. 

The calculations utilized the mean 700°C glass composition in Table 3-2, which 

represents the composition nearest to solidified rock in this study.

Normative Crd results o f both Al- and Mg-limited approaches are displayed in 

Table 3-6. Normative cordierite (and that of Bt and Mus) arises from a combination of 

Hy, Cor and Mt components of the CIPW Normative. The products show that the 

normative component o f cordierite in peraluminous granitic melt varies from 0 to a 

maximum o f 4.0 % as Mus content varies inversely from about 5 to 0 %, respectively. 

When other peraluminous crystalline phases are present with Crd—a typical scenario for 

natural systems— a normative value o f  less than 4% Crd results. Many Crd-bearing 

granites are also Mus-poor, which corresponds to a value toward the higher end for Crd 

(~ 3 %); however, most Crd-bearing granites are also Bt-rich. Because the Mg 

component o f  the norm calculation is the major limiting component following Al, then a 

Bt-rich assemblage would yield a Crd normative component much closer to the lower end 

(~ 0%). Table 6 shows that with 5 norm % Bt, the Crd norm component falls to 0.25 % 

(with a leftover Cor component). In short, the most reasonable value is intermediate but 

variable between 0 to 4 norm % Crd. Thus, when Crd constitutes more than a few percent 

of a natural mode, the assemblage in question could not have originated strictly from 

melt. This restriction may help put the trace element character o f Crd-bearing 

peraluminous granite in context. The small normative values also suggest that contrary to 

some written reactions and suggested roles for facilitating melt production (e.g., Clemens
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and Wall 1988, Pereira and Bea 1994), the potential for cordierite to contribute 

significantly to anatexis is likely to be small.

PETROLOGIC SIGNIFICANCE 

Cordierite and the S-type Granite Signature

White and Chappell (1974) and Zen (1987) have suggested using cordierite as an 

indicator of S-type granitic source terranes. The importance o f cordierite for S-type silicic 

melts not only stems from phase equihbria (e.g.. Green 1976, Vielzeuf and Holloway 

1988, Patino Douce 1992, Fitzsimons 1994) but also as noted here, in terms o f a chemical 

contributor—a carrier o f  S-type elemental signatures.

The results o f this study suggest that cordierite, more than any other participating 

mineral, controls the distribution of magmatic Be and Cs. Lithium budgets of melts are 

controlled by micas, whereas biotite and cordierite affect Mn distribution equally. This 

suggests that when cordierite is present, a 2-fold depletion o f Mn contents from melt 

would be observed relative to cordierite-absent melts— a trend that ties the Mn budget 

back to cordierite. The ranges o f mean values of Table 3-4 show clearly separate 

populations between Crd-bearing and Crd-free S-type granites. The only overlap (barely) 

is seen for MnO contents, which again reflects a cooperative control by Crd and Bt on its 

distribution.

The cordierite-associated S-type elemental signature involves the following 

elements, in decreasing order o f the efficiency of accommodation by cordierite:

Be, Cs, Mn, Li

If cordierite is part o f the restitic assemblage during anatexis, the derivative liquid will be 

depleted in this suite o f elements. Magmas originating within the midcrustal (and deeper)
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gamet +  aluminosilicate stability field may achieve cordierite saturation after 

emplacement at shallow levels (e.g., Barbey et al., 1999). I f  Crd saturation is achieved 

during the late stages of crystallization o f such liquids, it would likely deplete the 

remaining melt o f Be and the other elements. The chemical signature o f late Crd, 

however, may be one of distinctly lower contents in these elements (absolute values) 

compared to restitic Crd that may be appreciably enriched in Be, Cs and Mn.

On the other hand, as cordierite melts it may yield a Be-rich (or “Cordierite”) S- 

type signature to magma. Contributions of this type are typically found on smaller scales. 

Cordierite statistically accounts for sporadic Be contents (e.g., a mix of background and 

anomalously high values); for instance, values of Be that exhibit the most variability of 

any element have been documented where Crd-free peraluminous melts intmde Crd- 

bearing metamorphic rocks (Kretz et al., 1989). In environments o f emplacement, 

wallrock interactions (and emplacement mechanisms) may leave local trace element 

fluctuations in the granite.

Lastly, if  anatexis of a metasedimentary protolith occurs at pressures above the 

low pressure environment o f cordierite, the suite of elements above will fractionate with 

that melt, their budgets being controlled mainly by white (Li, Be) and dark (Li, Mn, F) 

micas. Other essential contributors to the F, P, and B signatures in S-type systems are 

dark mica (Icenhower and London 1995, London 1995), apatite and other phosphates 

(Watson and Capiobianco 1981; W olf and London 1994; London et al., 1999) and 

tourmaline (e.g.. W olf and London 1997), respectively. However, for a single mineral, 

the breadth o f attributable elements for cordierite is considerable. Extensive surveys o f
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reported analyses in addition to distinct non-associations with beryl-bearing pegmatites 

indicate that a major population o f granites contained cordierite as restite.

Clearly cordierite imparts or, more often, remove a distinct signature to S-type 

granitic melts. About an order o f  magnitude separates the whole rock contents of Be, Cs 

and Mn within Crd-bearing vs. Crd-free peraluminous granites. Routine analysis o f  Crd 

(and Be) may help to constrain sources and pathways during magmatic cycles of granite 

because unlike micas, the cordierite signature distinguishes the conditions o f melting. 

Concentrations o f  Be, Cs and Mn in restitic vs. late-saturating Crd offer needed 

discriminators (e.g., Clemens 2001) for deciphering restitic versus magmatic 

mineralogy— an issue central to the interpretations of S-type granite (e.g.. White et al., 

1986a, 1986b; Ugidos and Recio 1993). This control on the magmatic budgets of the 

above elements at conditions o f the cordierite stability field arises from the unique 

capacity o f the cordierite crystal structure to accommodate a diverse range of ions, from 

those requiring the smallest (Be) to the largest (Cs, U) coordination polyhedra.
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Table 3-1. STARTING MATERIALS

A

ADDED MINERALS
Mineral" albite orthociase quartz muscovite" biotite garnet-1 garnet-2

Alm4<Pyp42Gro,3Sp8, Alm4oPyp44Gro4Sps6
No. of analyses 5 20 6 1-3 96 20 20

oxide wtV*
SiOz 68.82 (0.16) 64.95 (0.36) 99.99 (0.03) 51.91 - 38.83 (0.29) 39.71 (0.26) 39.53 (0.22)
TIOz nd nd nd 0.22 - 2.05 (0.11) 0,04 (0.02) 0.01 (0.01)
AlzOz 19.76 (0.05) 18.76 (0.14) nd 28.02 - 11.26 (0 .12) 23.20 (0.16) 23.14 (0.13)
FezOj - - - 3.53 - - - -
FeO nd nd nd 0.82' - 18.47 (0.25) 21.26 (0.14) 22.05 (0.17)
MnO nd nd nd 0.08 - 0.83 (0.04) 0.46 (0,02) 3.11 (0.09)
ZnO nd nd nd nd 0.14 (0.04) nd nd
MgO nd nd nd 1.00 - 14.08 (0.21) 11.46 (0.05) 11.89 (0.08)
CaO 0.07 (0.01) 0.01 (0 .02) nd 0.30 - 0.00 (0 .01) 5.07 (0.04) 1.45 (0.02)
BaO 0.06 (0.05) 0.32 (0.04) nd 0.09" - 0.10 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02)
NazO 11.59 (0.04) 1.21 (0.07) nd 1.27 - 0.56 (0.14) 0.00 0.00
KzO 0.23 (0.02) 14.84 (0.07) nd 8.90 - 9.01 (0.14) 0.00 0.00
RbzO (ppmw) nd nd nd 895“ . nd nd nd
CszO (ppmw) nd nd nd 23“ . nd nd nd
P2O5 nd nd nd nd nd 0.04 (0.01) 0.07 (0.02)
F nd nd nd nd 3.67 (0.14) 0.02 (0.03) 0.01 (0.02)
Cl nd nd nd nd 0.05 (0.02) 0.01 (0.01) 0.00
HzO nd nd nd nd 2 .02“ (0,08) nd nd
LOI - - - 3.87 - - - -

0=F -1.54 -0.01 0.00
0=C1 -0.01 0.00 0.00

Total 100.53 (0.18) 100.09 (0.40) 99.99 (0.03) 100.10 ( 0 . 16) 99.52 (0.53) 101.28 (0.35) 101.28 (0.29)

“ albite, Copelinha, Minas Gerlas, Brazil; orthociase, St. Gotthard, Switzerland; quartz, uitrahigh purity, Feldspar Corp., Spruce Pine, NO, 
USA; muscovite. Spruce Pine, NO, USA; biotite, Ontario, Canada; garnet-1, Gore Mountain, NY, USA; garnet-2, laboratory standard. 

'’Analysed at Activation Laboratories Ltd. (Lancaster, Ontario, Canada) by X-Ray fluorescence (fusion) unless otherwise specified. 
'Analysed by titration.
"Analysed by instrumental neutron activation analysis.

All other values are from quantitative electron probe mlcroanaiysis (with total iron as FeO).
Numbers in parentheses represent 1 standard deviation of the mean.
Propagated precision is shown for total values; the italicized value represents estimated precision.



Tabla 3»2a. Coftiterite « Glasi Pairs from Fotwad Experiments

structural caHons/160

Run B.P-58 BaP40 BaP.57 BaP-5* BaP^«* BaP-105
Mixture SP-Cnf-1 SPCnH SP-Crd-1 SPCnM SPCnM SP.Ctd2
Prec. Path/Owrebon (d)
Pnal Patft/Duratton (d) 700-F(26) 700-F(26) 750-F(26) 80(FF(14) 80O.F(17) 850^F(8)
Crystalline Products Cal,BlMt.Otz,Pt Crd,Bt,Mt,Qtz.PI Cid.Bt.Mt CnI.Bt.Mt Crd.Bt,Mt Cid.Bt,Mt
Analysis of Crd glass Crd glass Crd glass Crd glass Crd glass Crd glass
No, analyses. OEPMA 7 11 20 10 10 11 10 11 16 10 10 12
No. analyses. SIMS 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 1

wt% sd sd sa sd sa sd sa sd ta sd
SK), 48.47 (0.28) 70.95 (0.60) 48.42 (0.33) 70.83 (1.04) 48.25 (0.38) 70.57 (0.63) 48.25 (0.22) 70.01 (0.53) 48.27 (0.16) 70.79 (0.69) 49.14 (0.39) 69.23 (0.70)
TIO, 0.02 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.12 (0.02) 0.01 (0.01) 0.09 (0.02) 0.01 (0.01) 0.10 (0.02)
BA(PI«nw)' 3(0) 93(2) 3(1) 100 (1) 2(0) 79(0) 2(0) 60(0) 2(0) 85(1) 17 . 86 •
A IA 34.66 (0.18) 12.80 (0.25) 33.78 (0.14) 12.12 (0.18) 34.73 (0.16) 12.85 (0.12) 33.93 (0.13) 13.12 (0.25) 34.28 (0.11) 13.10 (0.12) 33 65 (0.29) 13.44 (0.18)
FeO 8.79 (0.17) 0.82 (0.05) 3.13 (0.09) 0.36 (0.03) 2.77 (0.09) 0.56 (0.05) 2.94 (0.02) 0.61 (005) 3.77 (0.08) 0.99 (0.17) 3.59 (0.20) 1.32 (0.07)
MnO 0.69 (0.04) 009 (0.01) 0.76 (0.03) 0.10 (0.01) 0.47 (0.02) 0.10 (0.02) 0.33 (0.02) 0.11 (0.01) 0.37 (0.02) 0.12 (0.01) 0.50 (0.03) 0.26 (0.02)
MgO 9.24 (0.16) 0.21 (0.01) 10.94 (0.11) 0.15 (0.02) 11.98 (0.07) 0.27 (0.01) 12.05 (0.05) 0.52 (0.01) 11.42 (0.07) 0.47 (0.01) 11.26 (0.21) 0.84 (0.02)
NK) 0.00 nd 001 (0.01) nd 0.00 nd 0.00 nd 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.01) nd
ZnO nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.02 (0.02) nd 0.02 (0.02) nd
BeO(pprnw)' 290.60 (16.21) 1.45 (0.07) 121.20 (19.41) 0.60 (0.05) 191.20 (11.20) 1.15 (0.03) 157.10 (9.80) 5.00 (0.20) 173.40 (16 20) 4.40 (0.56) 61.00 . 9.10-
CaO 0.20 (0.03) 0.85 (0.04) 0.17 (0.01) 0.61 (0.09) 0.17 (0.01) 1.07 (0.07) 0.16 (0.02) 1.06 (0.09) 0.18 (0.02) 0.92 (0.08) 0.05 (0.01) 0.28 (0.06)
BaO 0.01 (0.01) 0.06 (0.03) 0.02 (0,02) nd 0.01 (0.01) 0.05 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.05 (0.03) nd 0.04 (0.03) nd 0.07 (0.05)
Ll/) (ppmw)' 160 (22) 452 (9) 181 (12) 409 (8) 137 (1) 399 (7) 92(12) 434 (3) 98(2) 369 (18) 29 . 255 -
Na/) 0.48 (0.05) 3.21 (0.10) 0.52 (0.04) 3.04 (0.11) 0.41 (0.06) 3.27 (0.10) 0.38 (0.02) 3.14 (0.12) 0.38 (0.01) 3.32 (0.13) 0.49 (0.03) 3.35 (0.08)
KjO 0.06 (0.01) 3.31 (0.10) 0.10 (0.02) 3.61 (0.10) 0.08 (0.01) 3.37 (0.08) 0.12 (0.01) 3.36 (0.15) 0.11 (0.02) 3.19 (0.06) 0.32 (0.05) 3.49 (0.06)
RbiO(ppmw)' 5(2) 104 (3) 8(1) 134(5) 7(0) 110(1) 8(0) 110 (t) 8(0) 102(4) 23 . 119-
CsjO (ppmw)' 2(0) 9(0) 2(0) 11 (2) 2(1) 14 (3) 4 (0) 12 (2) 5(1) 7(0) 4 . 7 -
P fi, nd 0.12 (0.05) nd 0.04 (0.03) nd 0.11 (0.04) nd 0.12 (0.03) nd 0.06 (0.02) nd 0.03 (0.03)
F 0.03 (0.03) 0.18 (0.04) 0.04 (0.04) 0.21 (0.05) 0.01 (0.01) 0.18 (0.07) 0.01 (0.01) 0.19 (0.07) 0.04 (0.03) 0.29 (0.09) 0.04 (0.04) 0.22 (0.07)Cl nd 0.01 (0.00) 0.00 0.00 nd 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.00
0=F •0.01 .0.08 ■0.02 •0.09 0.00 ■0.08 ■0.01 ■0.08 ■0.02 ■0.12 -0.02 -0.09
0=CI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
total 98.60 (0.40) 92.43 (0.63) 97.91 (0.39) 91.03 (1.19) 98.92 (0.41) 92.39 (0.69) 98.22 (0.28) 92.58 (0.64) 98.85 (0.31) 93.31 (0.69) 99.05 (0.38) 92.57 (0.81)
H/>bydll( 1.31 7.57 2.09 8.97 1.08 7.61 1.78 7.42 1.15 6.69 0.05 7.43
ASI 1.21 (0 03) 1.20 (0.03) 1,16 (0.03) 1.21 (0.05) 1.23 (0.02) 1.38 (0 02)Ma* 687 (1.7) 833 12.41 688 12 81 88.8 10.61 83.1 11.81 83.0 (4 61

D-a CrdMElT 0.03 (0.00) 0.03 (0.01) 0.03 (0.00) 0,02 (0.00) 0,02 (0.00) 0.20
D-NnCidAIElT 7,67 (0.96) 7,60 (0.82) 4,70 (0.96) 3,00 (0.33) 3.0* (0.31) 1,92 (0.19)
0-8* Crd/MELT 200,41 (14.78) 202.00 (36.47) 1662* (10.66) 31,42 (2.33) 39,41 (6.23) 6,70
D-C* CidmiELT 024 (0.04) 026 (0.04) 0,16 (0.01) 0,15 (0.02) 020 (0.03) 0,1* (0,05)
0-U Crd/MELT 0,40 (0.05) 0,44 (0.03) 0,54 (0.01) 021 (0.03) 0,26 (0.01) 0,12
M b  CidWELT 0,05 (0.02) 0,06 (0.01) 0,0* (0.00) 0,07 (0.00) 0,0* (0.00) 020
D-Ct CidAtELT 0.19 (0.00) 0.21 (0.041 0,13 (0.08) 0,39 (0.08) 0.63 (0.141 0,52

SI
Al
Be

(dial 7 sitos

4.77 (0.03) 
4.20 (0.03) 
0.01 (0.00) 

8.08 (0.041

4.92 (0.04) 
4.05 (0.02) 
0.00 

8.97 (0.05)

4.85 (0.04) 
4.11 (0.03) 
0.00 

8.96 10.05)

4.68 (0.03) 
4.04 (0.02) 
0.00 

8.92 (0.03)

4.87 (0.02) 
4.07 (0.02) 
0.00 

8.94 10.03)

4.94 (0.04) 
3.99 (0.04) 
0.00 

8.93 (0.061
II 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
Mg 1.42 (0.03) 1.68 (0.02) 1.79 (0.01) 1.82 (0.01) 1.72 (0.01) 1.69 (0.03)
Fa" 0.58 (0.01) 0.27 (0.01) 0.23 (0.01) 0.25 (0.00) 0.32 (0.01) 0.30 (0.02)
Mn 0.06 (0.00) 0.07 (0.00) 0.04 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00) 0.04 (0.00)

(dial M s/l* 2.07 10.031 201 10.021 207 10.021 2.10 (061) 2.07 10.01) 203 10.04)
total 11.05 (0.051 10.98 (0.051 11.03 (0.05) 11.02 (0.03) 11.01 (003) 10.96 (0.07)

ctrarwot occupants/t B Q 
Ca
Na
K
HK)

0.02 (0 ,00) 
0.10 (0 .01) 
0.01 (0 .00) 

0.B5 (0.00)
total 0.98 (0.011

0.02 (0 .00) 
0.10 (0 .01) 
001  (0 .00) 

1.34 (0.01)
1.47 10.011

0.02 (0 .00) 
0.08 (0.01) 
0.01 (0.00) 
0.80 (0.00)
0.80 (0.011

0.02 (0 .00) 
0.07 (0.00) 
0.02 (0 .00) 

1.14 (0.00)
1 25 10.011

0.02 (0 .00) 

0.07 (0.00) 
001  (0 .00) 

0.73 (0.00)
0.83 lO OOl

0.01 (0 .00 ) 

0.10  (0 .01 ) 

0.04 (0.01) 
0.60 (0.00)
0 75 10011



Table Mb, ConPerite » Glass Pair» fi
Run BeP45 8aP46 BaP'19 B«P47
Mixture SP-Crd-2 SP-Crd-2 SP-Crd-l SP-Cid-2
Prec. PaWDuralion (d) 850-F(6) 650f (6) 650-F(6) 650-F(6)
Final Patfr/Durallon (d) 700Tt (34) 75044(21) 800R(I6) 80041(14)
Crvslalline Products Ctd,BlMI Crd.Bt,Mt Crd.BI.MI Crd.BLMI
Analysis of Crd Crd glass cm Crd glass Crd Crd glass Crd Crd glass

cores rims cores rims cores rims cores rims
No. analyses, OEPMA e 14 10 11 12 12 10 6 10 11 17 12
No. analyses, SIMS 1 2 2 5 1 1 2 1 3

wt% se se sd se se sd so se sd se se sd
SIO, 49.01 (023) 49.04 (0.11) 72.03 (0.62) 47.88 (0.41) 47.96 (0.32) 70.89 (0.77) 48.54 (0.26) 49.73 (0.19) 70.61 (0.38) 47.49 (0.41) 49.10 (0.32) 71.30 (0.63)
TIG, 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.03 (0.02) 0.01 (0,02) 0,01 (001) 0.05 (0.02) 002 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.08 (0.01) 0.02 (0.02) 0.01 (0.01) 0.10 (0.02)
B A  (ppmw)' nd 7 - 124 (3) nd 3(0) 83(4) 6 • 13 . 133 (10) nd 10 • 98(4)
W A 3321 (O.U) 33.54 (0.10) 12,05 (0.00) 33.79 (0.32) 33.16 (0.20) 12 24 (0.12) 33.63 (0.26) 32.88 (0.14) 12.97 (0.12) 34.39 (0.13) 34.18 (0.20) 12.65 (0.09)
FeO 4.78 (0.35) 3.86 (0.22) 0.39 (0.04) 5.72 (0.14) 6.03 (0,11) 0.76 (0.03) 2.68 (0.07) 2.48 (0.18) 0.76 (0.04) 6.02 (0.16) 2.88 (0.10) 0.61 (0.03)
MnO 0.98 (0.07) 1.21 (0.06) 0.16 (0.02) 0.63 (0.05) 1.06 (0.04) 0.20 (0.01) 0.27 (0.04) 0.34 (0.02) 0.10 (0.01) 0.70 (0.03) 0.72 (0.03) 0.20 (0.01)
MflO 9.73 (0.24) 10.26 (0.32) 0.17 (0.01) 9.41 (0.26) 6.45 (0.13) 0.21 (0.01) 12.74 (0.06) 12.38 (0.14) 0.46 (0.02) 10.26 (0.17) 11.66 (0.11) 0.36 (0.01)
NK) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.03 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01) nd
ZnO 0 02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) nd 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) nd nd 0.02 (0,02) 002 (0.02) ltd
BeO(ppmw)' nd 162.00 . 1.00 (0.16) nd 195.80 (3.15) 1.40 (0.19) 16.00 • 201.00 . 6.55 (0.15) nd 123.60 - 3.20 (0.29)
CaO 0.07 (0,02) 0.05 (0.01) OZO (0.05) 0.09 (0.02) 0.07 (0.02) 023 (0.06) 0.14 (0.02) 0.17 (0.02) 0.92 (0.06) 0.09 (0.08) 0.06 (0.02) 0.20 (0.05)
BaO nd nd 0.06 (0.03) nd nd 006 (0.04) 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.02) 0.05 (0.03) ltd nd 0.05 (0.03)
LljO (ppm)' nd 125 . 383 (5) nd 80(7) 267 (16) 56 . 68 . 444 (8) nd 60 . 267 (16)
Na/) 0.66 (0.04) 0.54 (0.09) 3.66 (0.13) 0,65 (0.06) 0.69 (006) 3.62 (0.06) 0.37 (0.06) 0.33 (0.03) 3.21 (0.10) 0.54 (0.06) 0.46 (0.03) 3.44 (0.09)
K,0 0.16 (0.02) 0.12 (0.02) 3.84 (0.10) 0.35 (0.03) 0.16 (0.01) 3.41 (0.10) 0.12 (0.03) 022 (0.03) 3.33 (0.08) 0.18 (0.04) 0.20 (0.03) 3.73 (0.10)
ROjO (ppmw)' nd 9 - 102 (0) nd 12 (1) 111 (4) 10 . 11 • 127 (1) nd 18 - 126 (4)
CsjO (ppmw)' nd 3 . 11 (1) nd 4 (0) 11 (0) 3 - 8 . 15(0) nd 2 ■ 7(0)
P A nd nd 0.03 (0.02) nd ltd 0.03 (0.02) nd nd 0.06 (0.02) nd nd 0.03 (0.02)
F 0.02 (0.02) 0.05 (0,05) 0.23 (0.06) 0.04 (0.04) 0.02 (0.02) 0.18 (0.05) 0.03 (0.03) 0.02 (0.03) 0.24 (0.09) 0.02 (0.03) 0.04 (0.04) 0,20 (0.05)
Cl 0.01 (0.01) 0 0.01 (0.00) 0 0 0.01 (0.01) nd nd 0.01 (0.00) 0 001 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00)
0«F -0.01 •0,02 4 1 0 4.02 4.01 4.08 4.01 4.10 4.01 4.02 4.06
o = a 000 0 0 0.00 0.00 0 000 0.00
total 88.65 (0.38) 88.68 (0.43) 92.60 (0.67) 96.79 (0,61) 99.64 (0.42) 91.67 (0.64) 98.54 (0.40) 96.68 (0.33) 92.62 (0.44) 98.76 (0.60) 99.27 (0.41) 92.83 (0.66)
HyObydllt 1.46 1.32 7.60 0.46 8.33 1.46 1.44 7,46 1.25 0.73 7.17
ASI 1,16 (0.03) 1.23 (0.03) 1.21 (0.02) 1.25 (0.03)
Md# 76.0 (6.5) 78.2 (4.5) 71.9 (1.6) 62.3 10.91 66.6 (2.3) 66.7 (6.6) 76.2 (2.7) 65.1 (30)

Ofl CrdlMElT 0,06 0,04 (0.00) 0,10 0,16
MtnCnUMELT 7.66 (1.02) 6,30 (0.33) 3,40 (0.39) 3,60 (0.23)
D « t CitWdELT 162.00 139,16 (16.92) 30,69 38,63
O-Ca Crd/MELT 0.25 (0.08) 0,30 (0,12) 0,11 (0.02) 0,30 (0.13)
tWJ CnWdELT 0.33 0.30 (0.03) 0,13 0,31
O^tb CnHdELT 0.09 0,11 (0.01) 0,09 0.13
tVCs CldAIELT 0.28 0.35 (0.001 0,39 0.34

stAiCtural cations/160
SI
AI
Be

total T sites

4.99 (0,03) 
3.98 (0.02)

8.07 f0.04l

4.96 (0.02) 
4.00 (0.02) 
0.00 

8.90 fO.031

4,89 (0.05) 
4.07 (0.05)

8.98 (0.07)

4.90 (0.04) 
4.07 (0,03) 
0.00 

8.97 (0.05)

4.89 (0.03) 
3.99 (0.03) 
0.00 

888 (0.05)

6.00 (0.03) 
3.89 (0.02) 
0.00

8.89 (0.03)

4.64 (0.05) 
4.13 (0.03)

8.97 (0.00)

4.92 (0.04) 
4.03 (0.03) 
0.00

8.93 (0.05)
U 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MO, 1.48 (0.04) 1.55 (0,05) 1.43 (0.04) 1.44 (0.02) 1.91 (0,01) 1.85 (0.02) 1.56 (0.03) 1.73 (0.02)
Fe** 0.41 (0.03) 0.33 (0.02) 0.49 (0.01) 0.47 (0.01) 0.23 (0.01) 0.21 (002) 0 43 (0.02) 0.24 (0.01)
Mn 0.08 (0.01) 0.10 (0.00) 0.07 (0,00) 0.09 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00) 0.06 (0.00) 0.06 (0.00)

total M site 1.07 fO.05) 1.98 (0.05) 1.00 (0.05) 2.00 (0.02) 2.10 (0.01) 2.09 (0.03) 2.05 (0.03) 2.03 (0.02)
total 10 94 m.oo) 10.94 (0,06) 10,95 (0 08) 10,97 (0.05) 11.04 (0.05) 10,08 (0.04) 11.02 (0.06) 10 98 (0.05)

channel occupanta/IB O
Ca 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00)
Na 0.11 (0.01) 0.11 (0.02) 0.13 (0.01) 0.12 (0.01) 0.07 (0.01) 0.06 (0.01) 0.11 (0.01) 0.09 (0.01)
K 0.02 (0.00) 0,02 (0,00) 0.05 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.02 (0.01) 0.03 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00)
HtO 0,84 (0.00) 0.70 (0.00) 0.91 (0.00) 0.46 (0.00)
total 0.14 (0.01) 0 88 (0,02) 0,19 (001) 0,85 (0.01) 0.11 (0.01) 1.02 (0.01) 0.14 (0 01) 0 59 (0 01)



Table 3-3. Regressions o f  elemental partitioning between cordierite and granitic melt 
as a function o f  temperature.

D Ratio Linear F it value
compatible

Crd/MELT 0  = 1181.93-1.41(1) 0.9087
r» Crd / MELT ^Mn D = 35.46-0.04(T) 0.9712

incompatible
*j^^Crd / MELT D = -0.42 + 6.38e-^(T) 0.3660
Q^Crd / MELT 0  = 1 .6 1 -  1.733e-^(T) 0.7301

Crd/MELT 0  = 0.60-4.88e"*(T) 0.2006
jj^^Crd / MELT 0  = -0.34 + 5.70e-^(T) 0.5015
r. Crd / MELT L>Cs 0  = -1 .28+2.12e'^m 0.5466

T-independent
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Table 3 4 .  Reported Be contents of granitic rocks and their association to cordler1te*bearing source rocks

Granitic sample Crd'bearing rock Beryt'bearfng
pegmatites?

Be (ppmw)
M range mean

Cs (ppmw) 
se range

MnO (wt%) 
ae range N

Granite Body Location Reference

leucosome restite, leucosome 1.20 0.10 0,37.2.04 1.54 0.06 0.93-2.01 0.02 000 0.01.0.02 8 Pena Negra Complex Central Spain Bee el at.. 1994b
main granlle rostite, leucosome, granite 0.4 . . . . . 0.00 . - 1 Antraglgues leucogranlte Massif Central, France Berbeyelel. 1999
main granite restite, leucosome, granite 1.1 . . . . - 0.03 - - 1 Le Roux granité Massif Central, France Barbey el at., 1999
main qranlte oranite <1 2.1 0.21 1.7-2.8 0.01 0.00 O .N 'O O t 5 Ghost Lake bathotlth Ontario. Canada Breaks and Moore 1993
upper granite no Crd Brt pegmatites 3 1 2 - 4 7.7 . . 0.02 0.00 . 2 Ghost Lake batliollth Ontario, Canada Breaks and Moore 1993
upper fades no Crd 4.3 0.3 3 7 . 4.5 23.5 4.7 17.7-32.8 0.02 001 0.01.0.03 11 Pedroberanlo pluton Central Spain Boa el St., 1994a
middle fades no Crd 4.0 0.2 3 5 . 4.4 9.9 0.5 8.8-11.1 0.03 0.00 0.02 ■ 0.03 12 Pedroberardo pluton Central Spain Bea el at.. 1994a
lower fades no Crd 4.1 0.5 2 9 . 4.8 9.7 1.2 0.7 . 12.5 0.02 0.00 • 14 Pedroberardo pluton Central Spain Beaelal.. 1994a
central granite no Crd Bri pegmatites 4.0 0.3 3 .6.4.3 11.0 3.1 7.9-14 0.07 0.00 0.00 .007 2 Port Mouton pluton S. Nova Scotia. Canada Cunteelal.. 1998
central granite no Crd Bri pegmatites 4.1 0.3 3 .0 .5 1 6.1 1.0 4.2-0.8 0.05 0.01 0.02-0.07 4 Shelburne plulon S. Nova Scotia. Canada Cunte el at.. 1998
granite fades no Crd Brt pegmatites 5 1 4 - 7 0.02 0.00 0.02 - 0 03 32 Sparrow granite NWT. Canada Kreteetal., 1989
central granite no Crd 12 1 4 - 3 3 40 3 9.1.61.5 0.039 0.001 0.024 • 0.074 10 Tin-rich granites NW Bohemia Brelter et at.. 1991
main granite no Crd Bri pegmatites 6 • • Harney Peak granite South Dakota. USA Notion and Redden 1990
upper fades no Crd Bri pegmatites 11.4 . 5.7 .1 7 32 . 14.50 0.09 . 0.03-0,14 Elkhom. Hamey Peak granite South Dakota, USA Shearer el at., 1987
evolved fades no Crd Bri pegmatites 64.0 - 28.0.100 17 • 1 0 -2 3 0.14 . 0.05-0.22 Sky Lode, Hamey Peak granite South Dakota. USA Shearer et at.. 1988
major fades no Crd 6.1 0.3 3 6 .6 .0 23.5 1.1 11.1 . 45.2 0.61 0.03 0.10-0.89 10 dalmala pluton Central Spain Ramirez and Gnmdvtg 2000
evolved fades no Crd 11.0 3.0 8.0 • 16.95 44.2 2.5 39.4 . 53.0 0.21 0.01 0.18-0.25 3 Jalmala pluton Central Spain Ramirez and Grundvtg 2000
epical granite no Crd Bri pegmatites 11 2 9 - 1 2 14 2 1 2 -1 5 005 0.00 0.05-0.08 3 Leinster granite SE Ireland Luecke 1981, Kennan 2001
evolved fades no Crd Bri pegmatites 11 5 6 - 2 5 47 33 13-145 0.06 0.01 0.06-0.10 4 Leinster granite SE Ireland Luecke 1981, Kennan 2001
evotved microoranlte rx)Cfd Accessory Bri 130 31 3 4 .3 8 5 224 14 6 0 -3 5 0 0.05 0.00 0.04 - 0.08 10 Argemela granite Central Portugal Charoy and fioronha 1098
evolved fadds no Crd Be*ohosohatea 123 13.2 5.7.494 305 38.1 32.6-1471 0.044 0.003 0.014-0.108 95 Beauvoir oranite Massif Central. France ITalmbault et at.. 1905

Average Be content of granite with early Crd 0.9 0.3 0.4-1.20 1.54 0.02 0.01 0.00-0.03
Average Be content of granite with late Crd 0.7 0.2 < 1 1 1 2.1 • • 0.01 0.01 0.00 - 0.03
Average Be content of Crd*bearing granite (at any stage) 0,0 0,2 <1.1.20 1.8 0,3 1.54-2,1 0.01 0.01 0.00-0.03

Average Be content of Crd«free main granite 0 1.7 3 - 1 2 18 3,6 6 .1-40 0,09 0,05 0.02-0.81
Average Be content of granite with associated Bri pegmatites 14 8.4 3 - 6 4 15 4.7 6.1-32 0.06 0.02 0.02-0.14
Average Be content of evotved granite fades 68 25.9 11-130 127 58 17-224 0.10 0.03 0.05-0.21

w
00

llatlcized entries represent median values.



Table 3-5. Reported Be contents of migmatlte system s

Pena Negra Complex, central Spain (Bea et al., 1994b)

Be (ppmw) Cs (ppmw) MnO (wt%)
MIgmatite facies Crd-bearing? mean se range mean se range mean se range N

mesosome yes 2.34 0.65 1.13-4.75 5.69 0.35 4.89 - 6.58 0.07 0.01 0.05-0.11 5
melansome yes 6.04 1.35 3.51 -8.10 13.47 1.04 11.6-15.2 0.13 0.01 0.10-0.15 3
leucosome yes 1.20 0.10 0.37-2.04 1.54 0.06 0.93 - 2.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 - 0.02 6



Table 3-6. Cordierite-Bearing Normative Calculations of Melt a t 700°C

U)o

‘input Conditions 
for Iteration

Limiting Crd 
Component Norm

Ab Or Qtz Cor Mus Bt Mt Crd

0 % Cor, Bt, Mus Ai 17.5 13.7 64.6 0 0 0 0.3 4.0

5%  Bt Mg 19.1 12.1 60.6 2.3 0 4.9 0.7 0.3

5 % Mus Mg 17.5 9.9 65.0 1.0 4.8 0.6 0.2 1.0

8 % Mus Mg 17.5 7.4 65.0 0 8.4 0.5 0.3 1.0

10% Mus AI 17.5 6.2 65.4 0 9.6 1.0 0.2 0.1

‘Following the Initial conditions, the remainder of the mode was caicuiated by aiiocating moies of Mg 
equaiiy between Bt and Crd using the stoichiometry of their recaicuiated formuiae (Tabie 2).



Figure Captions

Figure 3-1. Working curve for the analysis o f beryllium by SIMS. A total o f  33 data 

points are shown using standard glasses and natural beryllian cordierite, analysed 

between three different sessions. The linear fit verifies that no significant matrix effect is 

seen for Be between rhyoUtic glass and cordierite. Glass standards were previously 

characterized by aqua regia ICP-AES and QEPMA (Evensen 1997); cordierite was 

previously verified by AA (“Sponda 454” o f Armbruster and fiouschek 1983) and by 

QEPMA.

Figure 3-2. Backscattered electron micrographs o f experimental products and 

assemblages. Image scale is shown in micrometers. Labeled phase abbreviations include: 

Crd=cordierite, Bt=biotite, Mt=magnetite, Pl=plagioclase, Qtz=quartz, and gl=glass. (a) 

Cordierite crystals showing successful synthesis via reaction [1]. Needle-like white mica 

and magnetite are also shown, (b) Forward Experiment BeP-56: This assemblage 

contains Qtz and PI in addition to Crd+Bt (also in vapor cavities) +Mt+vapor +melt. (c) 

Reversed Experiment BeP-95: At temperatures > 750°C, the crystalline assemblage 

yields Crd+Mt+Bt in melt. Both the Crd crystals and glass pools show typical targets 

amenable to analysis, (d) Forward Experiment BeP-58: A characteristic large Crd crystal 

is shown, stable with Mt, Bt (not pictured), vapor and melt, (e) Reversed Experiment 

BeP-62 (not analysed for Be): Early Mg-richer Crd cores (Mg# = 73.1)grew during the 

preconditioning step at 800°C, whereas an Fe-richer rims and new Crd crystals (Mg# = 

63.8) formed at the 750°C lower T step. This pattern was commonly produced in reversed
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runs, (e) Magnified image o f a Crd crystal in the same experiment as (d) showing early 

magnesian high-T core (Crd I) and an intermediate Fe-Mg rim (Crd II) as a fimction of 

thermal pathway.

Figure 3-3. Partitioning o f Be between cordierite and melt at 200 MPa. Ten data points 

are shown. Closed circles mark forward experiments; open circles designate reversed 

experiments. Error bars signify 1-sigma propagated precision.

Figure 3-4. Partitioning o f Li, Rb, Cs, B, Ca, and Mn between cordierite and melt at 

200 MPa. X-axes are constant, but note scale changes among Y axes. Of the elements 

shown, only Mn is compatible. D-ratios of Mn and Li steadily decrease with T, while 

those o f Rb and Cs increase; partitioning ratios of B and Ca do not appear to vary 

significantly with temperature. Ten data points are displayed in each plot.
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Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-4.
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL CALIBRATION OF THE BERYLLIUM 

CYCLE FROM MIGMATITE TO PEGMATITE 

INTRODUCTION

Rock-forming minerals contain negligibly low contents o f beryllium. The scarcity 

o f Be (see Table 4-1) arises from a combination o f crystal-chemical factors that include: 

1) its small ionic radius (0.27*̂ '*̂  Â: Shannon, 1976), 2) mixed electron orbital 

configurations (e.g., Bader et al., 1967) that give rise to appreciable covalency, and 3) a 

charge density between that o f  A1 and Si but a valence state (2+) that hinders direct 

substitution for these elements. Together, these characteristics make for a poor fit for Be 

in most structures. Numerous petrological applications have taken advantage of the fact 

that Be is strongly incompatible (and thus a reference for other chemical tracers: e.g., 

Ryan et al., 1996); but at the same time, its incompatibility raises the question, where 

does Be reside? Answering that question entails systematic study o f  the compatibility of 

Be in minerals, melts and fluids, in combination with a detailed survey o f  the natural 

abundances of Be.

Beryllium is dispersed over large-scale crustal (e.g., Wuensch & Hdrmann 1978; 

Cemy 1991b; Stix & Layne, 1996) and subduction environments (e.g., Ryan &

Langmuir, 1988; Morris et al., 1990). At smaller scales in the continental crust. Be 

becomes mobile and shows transport (e.g., Bebout et al., 1993; Domanik et al., 1993; 

Webster et al., 1996) and enrichment by fractionation in silicic magmas (Beus, 1966). On 

earth, beryllium is most enriched in the felsic continental crust. Pathways that contribute
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to the crustal cycle o f  Be (potential buffers, sinks and sources o f  Be) and control the 

systematics o f such enrichment, however, remain unclear.

Where Does Beryllium Go?

Several mineralogical controls for Be have been suggested in the crustal 

environment. Beus (1966) noted the capacity of white mica to host Be. At the crustal 

scale, however, he predicted plagioclase to be the chief carrier o f beryllium. Kosals and 

Mazurov (1968) found the whole-rock contents of Be to correlate with oligoclase (Anzs) 

and biotite throughout a granitoid suite. But currently, it is widely held that white mica is 

the primary rock-forming mineral that houses Be (e.g., Bebout et al., 1993; Domanik et 

al., 1993; Grew 1998). It has recently been shown that the presence or absence of 

cordierite (MgzAUSisOig, Crd) correlates with the whole-rock contents o f Be in S-type 

granites worldwide (Evensen and London 2001a, in review)— a trend that matches 

experimental calibrations and ultimately stems from the complete solid solution between 

cordierite and beryl (BesAlzSieOig, Bri) in melt (Evensen and London 2001b, in review).

Following from laboratory synthesis (Toth et al., 1974), beryllium fluoride is 

commonly cited as a probable complex for transporting Be in melt, ultimately resulting in 

enrichment in evolved facies (e.g.. Grew et al., 2000; Burt & Sheridan, 1987; Kosals et 

al., 1973; Kovalenko et al., 1977). Whereas the spéciation o f Be with F in hydrothermal 

systems has been documented on field, experimental and theoretical grounds (Wood 

1992), direct evidence for magmatic complexation has never been reported (nor assessed 

by relevant experiment). Numerous studies on elemental affinities in granitic systems 

(e.g., Cemy, 1991a; Lyakhovich, 1977; Webster and Duffield, 1991; Webster et al.,

1996) report no correlation between Be and F in melt. Lines o f evidence like these
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suggest that complexation by F cannot be primarily responsible for the Be signatures in 

felsic rocks. Low preference for distribution of Be into vapor over melt (London et al., 

1988; Webster et al., 1989) further suggest that crystal-melt equilibria is far more 

relevant to the geochemistry o f beryllium.

Importance of the Crystal Chemistry of Be

Controls on the distribution o f  Be by rock-forming minerals have been debated, 

typically requiring empirical evidence to evaluate (e.g., in basic melts: Brenan et al., 

1998a). The criterion o f structural similarity between common minerals and those that 

contain essential Be offer a preview o f the relative influences o f crystallography on Be 

equilibria among fluid, mineral and vapor assemblages. Over 90 beryllium minerals are 

known. Among these, beryl is clearly the most common. In beryl. Be occupies linking 

tetrahedral sites {Tl) to form skewed polyhedra (e.g., Aurisicchio et al., 1988) whose 

narrower TOT geometries favor Be occupancy (over that o f Si: Downs and Gibbs 1981). 

The similarities o f tetrahedral geometries within rock-forming minerals to the 77 site in 

beryl should reflect their capacity to host (or yield) Be.

The majority of predictions toward crystalline controls on the chemical budget of 

Be have stemmed from its natural abundances in minerals and rock types as shown in 

Tables 4-1 and 4-2. Here, white mica, plagioclase and cordierite stand out as major 

carriers o f Be. In previous considerations, cordierite has been notably absent from this 

list.

This Study

This study focuses on the budget o f Be from the onset of crustal anatexis to the 

emplacement of evolved magmas at shallow levels, up to the point of beryl saturation in
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granitic pegmatites and Be metasomatism in contact aureoles. Beryllium contents o f melt 

needed to achieve beryl saturation (± phenakite, Be2Si0 4 ; chrysoberyl, BeAlz0 4 ) have 

already been reported (Evensen et al., 1999). These values provide model limits for the 

final stages of granite-pegmatite petrogenesis.

Here we follow the partitioning o f Be between silicic melt and quartz, alkali and 

plagioclase feldspars, and dark and white micas at low (trace concentrations) and high 

activities o f  beryllium in melt (buffered by saturation in beryl, chrysoberyl, or phenakite). 

At 200 MPa H2O and from 650° to 900°C, equilibrium is evaluated using forward and 

reverse-direction experiments (thermally prograde and retrograde, respectively). Together 

with reported data on cordierite, garnet, and whole-rock compositions o f silicic systems, 

we track the accumulation o f  Be in melt by igneous crystal fractionation.

EXPERIMENTAL M ETHODS

Starting M aterials. Powders were formulated by combining mineral components 

(Table 4-3) with either a base fraction o f a pelite mineral mixture (“SP-”; Table 4-4), or a 

haplogranite mineral mixture (“HG-”; Table 4-4) or glass (synthesized by Coming to 

1800°C at the 200 MPa minimum melt composition with an ASI = 1.02). Nine Be-poor 

and seven Be-rich starting mixtures (Table 4-4) containing mineral and synthetic 

components were used. Starting mixture abbreviations denote the base mineral mixtures 

(e.g., “SP-”)j the major phase o f  interest (e.g., “Mus”), the variation on that mixture (as 

an integer, e.g., “Mus3”), and the low (“-C”) or high (“-Be”) beryllium content in the 

system , e.g., “SP-Mus3-Be”. In Be-poor mixtures, beryllium was not added explicitly, 

but by way o f trace quantities in added white mica.
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Regions o f gem-quality crystals were selected for crushing. Crystal fragments were 

microscopically hand-sorted to remove impurities before grinding. Starting mixtures were 

ground in agate under ethanol to a mean grain size o f  15 pm and dried in air at 140°C. 

Powdered components were combined, ground together, dried (140°C), and homogenized 

overnight in a tumbling mill.

Preparation o f  Charges. Gold capsules (3 x 20 mm) were cleaned by soaking 

overnight in bromopropane (25°C) then by boiling for several hours in nitric acid. 

Afterwards, a few capsules still contained remnants o f the extrusion lubricants used in the 

fabrication o f the tubing; these remnants were removed with polyurethane foam swabs.

Water, followed by powder mixes, were loaded into the central 5 x 3  mm portion of 

the capsules, and sealed by DC-plasma arc welding. Ail charges contained a slight excess 

o f doubly distilled deionized water needed to slightly oversaturate a melt at 200 MPa and 

the T  range investigated (—10 wt% H2O). Capsules were weighed before and after 

welding, and again after storage in a drying oven (140°C) to check for leaks. The heating 

step further allowed for homogenization o f water contents throughout the powder prior to 

the experimental run.

Equipment. Experiments were pressurized cold in R-41® and NIMONIC-105® 

cold-seal reaction vessels using water plus a trace of Immunol® as the pressure medium. 

Pressure was measured with a factory-calibrated Heise bourdon tube gauge; fluctuations 

o f < 3 MPa occurred over the course o f experiments, with a total estimated uncertainty o f 

± 10 MPa. Experiment durations varied from —1 to 6  weeks. Temperature was monitored 

by internal Chromel-AJumel thermocouples with estimated maximum error of ± 5°C. 

Experiments were quenched isobarically using compressed air je t (5° to 15°C/s). The
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fugacity o f oxygen within capsules was regulated by diffusion o f H2 across the metal 

capsule, and the JO2 is estimated to be sHghtly below NNO (Huebner, 1971) at run 

conditions. Following quench, capsules were weighed to check for leaks, punctured and 

the presence of free water was recorded. Capsules were heated in a drying oven and 

reweighed to verify loss of free water (~ 25% of total added water). All capsules gain 

minor weight during experiments by difiusion of Ni-metal (from vessels and filler rods) 

into precious metal capsule walls; although, none o f  the experimental products reported 

here—including biotite—suffered detectable contamination by Ni.

R un Pathways and Experim ental Strategy. Forward-direction experiments 

(prograde to run temperatures o f 700° to 850°C, designated a s ‘T ” in Tables 4-5 to 4-7) 

promoted concurrent melting and new crystal growth. Reverse-direction experiments 

(designated as “R” in Table 4-5 to 4-7) were preconditioned by melting at 50° to 150°C 

above the final T o f the experiment, followed by isobaric quench to room temperature, 

then forward run up to final temperatures in the range o f 700° to 800°C. This pathway 

utilized glass to increase reaction rates upon the reversed step to avoid metastable 

persistence of granitic melt upon direct cooling. These reverse-direction experiments 

induced crystal growth from melts that were substantially supersaturated in the 

components o f the crystalline phases at the final run T.

Variants of the first three mixtures (Table 4-4: HG-Or-, HG-Ab-, and HG-Qtz-) 

change in proportion of Qtz, Or, or Ab with temperature to be within the respective 

feldspar or quartz liquidus stability field at 200 MPa (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958). New 

quartz was crystallized in reversed experiments. Growth of K-rich alkali feldspar was 

achieved in reversed experiments and by the muscovite breakdown reaction,
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KAIsSbOioCOH): + S1O2 = KAlSisOg + AlzSiO; + H2O [1]

muscovite + quartz (m) = K-feldspar + aluminosilicate (m) + water 

in forward experiments. Albite was precipitated in reversed experiments, whereas 

andesine was grown via the reaction o f the grossular component o f garnet in melt, 

C a3A l2S i30 i2  +  A l2 S i0 5  +  S i0 2  =  C aA l2S i208  [2 ]

grossular + aluminosilicate (m) + quartz =  anorthite 

Dark mica was grown in reversed experiments and by the breakdown o f garnet in 

melt with or without biotite seeds (added coarse biotite) in forward experiments, 

(Mg,Fe)3Al2Si30i2 + KAlSi30s+H20 = K(Mg,Fe)3AlSi30io(OH)2 + A^SiOs + 2SiOz [3] 

garnet + orthociase + water = biotite + aluminosilicate + quartz 

and by decomposition o f a ferroan component in the starting white mica (Mus-2; Table 4- 

4) into melt. White mica was grown in reversed experiments and by the decomposition of 

a garnet component in potassic, peraluminous melt with or without muscovite seeds,

2 (M gFe)3A l2S i30i2  + 3 K A lS i3 0 g  + 3 H 2O  = [4]

garnet + orthociase + water

KAl3Si3 0 io(OH)2 + 2  K(Mg,Fe)3AlSi3 0 io(OH)2 + Al2SiOs + 5 S 1O 2 

muscovite + biotite + aluminosilicate + quartz 

In Be-rich experiments two reactions were utilized to buffer the activity of Be in 

melt. Saturation in beryl was achieved using the phenakite decomposition reaction,

3 B c2S i04  +  2  AhSiOs +  7  S i0 2  -»  2  B c3A l2S i60ig  [5]

phenakite + aluminosilicate (m) + quartz beryl 

In strongly peraluminous melts, saturation in chrysoberyl was achieved by reaction of 

beryl.
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BeaAlzSiôOis + 2  KAlsSisOmCOH)! -» 3 BeAIzO# + 2  KAISigOg + 6  SiOz + HzO [6 ] 

béryl +  muscovite chrysoberyl + K-feldspar +  quartz (m) +  water 

Each starting mixture successfully produced the crystalline phase(s) o f  interest with 

crystals amendable to analysis (see Figure 4-2).

ANALYTICAL METHODS 

Quantitative Electron Probe M icroanalysis (QEPMA). All m ajor and minor 

element oxide constituents o f  mineral and glass products, except H, Li, Be, B, Rb and Cs, 

were analyzed using wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy on a Cameca SX-50 electron 

microprobe at the University o f Oklahoma. QEPMA utilized crystalline and glass 

standards with TAP, PET, LIP, and layered composite (PCI) diffraction devices. 

Operating conditions for hydrous glass analyses used a two-beam condition (2 nA and 20 

nA regulated currents method) with a 20 pm spot size, in which Na and Al were analyzed 

first (and concurrently) to inhibit beam-induced migration effects (Morgan and London, 

1996). Analyses o f minerals were conducted at 20 nA, 20 kV and a spot size o f 3 to 5 

pm. Counting times for all elements varied between 20 and 30 seconds. Data were 

reduced using the PAP (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1985) matrix correction procedure. 

Detection levels, taken at 3cj above mean background, were < 500 ppmw for most 

elements. Analyses o f similar Be-rich experiments indicate that Be is not lost to the 

capsule metal (Evensen and Meeker 1997).

Images were acquired using backscattered and secondary electron signals as 1024 

X 1024 pixelized data. Micrographs were processed (following Russ, 1999) using low- 

pass or median filtering for reduction of noise.
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Secondary Io n  M ass Spectrometry (SIM S). Samples were analysed by SIMS 

using a Cameca Instruments IMS 3 f at the Arizona State University at Tempe, AZ. An 

mass filtered primary beam was accelerated through a potential o f 12.5 kV, with a 

beam current o f 1.0 nA. The focused spot size varied from 15 to 5 pm. Targets were 

mapped in advance and verified by imaging a combination o f  ̂ Li, ^ e ,  ^ ^ a , ^*^g, ^^Al, 

and ^ ^ e  before analysis.

Sputtered secondary ions were accelerated through a potential of 4.5 kV. The 

interference of^^Al^^ (8.99384 amu) on ^Be (9.01219 amu) is the most important concern 

in SIMS microanalysis o f  Be (R. Hervig 2001, in press). The yield o f  ̂ Be is substantially 

greater than the ^̂ Al̂ "̂  species when Be contents are high (e.g., Evensen and London 

2 0 0 1b, in review)— the interference becomes negligible and no correction is required. 

However, when Be contents are less than —30 ppmw, it has been observed (Grew et al., 

1998) that trivalent A l affects the analysis. Therefore, prior to and after each analysis, 

mass collecting position was distinguished from ^^Al^  ̂and aligned to the ^Be peak. 

Individual analyses consisted o f collecting intensities on the following sequence of 

isotopes: ^°Si, ^Li, ^Be, ' ‘B, *^Rb, '^^Cs, ^°Si. Integration times were sufficiently long to 

achieve a counting statistical precision o f at least 3%. The count rates were normalized to 

that for Si and then to the silica abundance in the sample (derived from QEPMA).

A standard working curve for SIMS was calibrated for the analysis o f Li, Be, B, 

Rb and Cs using glass standards and one crystalline standard. Three synthetic granitic 

glasses doped with Be (0.57, 1.11, or 3.33 wt% BeO by aqua regia ICP-AES, QEPMA, 

and SIMS; Evensen, 1997) were used as standards for the analysis o f experimental 

products. The glasses contained appreciable B, Li, Rb, and Cs (at concentrations far
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above those estimated for each element in unknowns) and therefore served as standards 

for the suite o f elements in question. All trace elements were further calibrated against 

the NIST 610 glass, containing nominally —500 ppmw o f the elements above (Pearce et 

al., 1997). Beryllian cordierite (“Sponda 454” ; Armbruster and Irouschek, 1983) was 

used to assess the convergence of ̂ e  yields between crystalline and vitreous materials. 

These tests showed similar results to previous studies (e.g., Ottolini et al., 1993) with 

marked convergence between crystalline and vitreous materials along the working curve. 

Calibration factors derived from the standards above allowed the normalized count rates 

to be converted to absolute concentrations. Total internal and external precision (IGF) of 

BeO analyses o f crystals and glass was < 3.9%. Data were acquired in three sessions over 

a 2 year period. Between these sessions, the working calibration (Figure 4-1) and SIMS 

results were highly reproducible (± 0.4 to 2.2 %).

EXPERIMENTAL PARTITIONING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Potassic and Sodic Alkali Feldspars

Potassic alkali feldspar (Figure 4-2A-a,b) forms large euhedral and blocky 

crystals (relatively megacrystic) ranging in length from 25 to 325 pm, and occurring as 

either isolated crystals, glomerocrysts, or in crystal networks, hi experiments that 

included added K-feldspar, crystalline fragments that did not melt completely at the 

preconditioning T  are often preserved as cores that facilitated nucléation of overgrowths 

at the final T. Between the relict core (showing resorption textures) and thick new growth 

is occasionally a thin zone (2-7 pm) o f a Ba-rich component (originating from added Kfs: 

Tables 4-3 and 4-4) that was stabilized at the preconditioning T. Small melt pools are
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sometimes found within Afs as well as inclusions o f Mus, Cor, Bt, Mag, Phn, Crd, or 

chrysoberyl (Cbr).

Sodic alkali feldspar (Figure 4-2A-c,d) forms euhedral and blocky crystals (10 to 

60 pm in length) that rarely contain melt pools, but commonly contain inclusions o f Phn. 

A very small fraction o f crystals exhibit cores composed o f  a more albitic component that 

survived melting at the preconditioning step and, thus, served as nucléation sites for 

growth of Na-Afs.

Partitioning o f  Be. Partitioning coefficients (Table 4-5a,b) show scatter but 

average around 0.18 in Be-poor systems with no apparent correlation with T. D-values 

change from 0.18 to 0.14 with increasing T  in systems saturated in a Be-mineral. Values 

o f Dse^* taken from experiments at 700°C vary from 0.28 to 0.14 for Be-poor and 

Be-rich melts, respectively. Though similar in absolute value. Be appears to be slightly 

more compatible in sodic vs. potassic alkali feldspar. Unlike K-rich feldspar, sodic Afs 

shows a 2-fold decrease in Be compatibility upon beryl saturation.

Plagioclase Feldspars

Albite forms euhedral, blocky crystals, ranging from 10 to 525 pm in length, 

though most crystals are ~ 30 pm long. Albite in Be-rich melts often contains inclusions 

o f anhedral (partially resorbed) Phn. In experiments that contained grossular, andesine (~ 

Ansi; Table 4-5c) forms euhedral crystals with some skeletal character (Figure 4-2A-e,f). 

Crystals range from 10 to 125 pm in length. Some cores o f relict albite exist from melting 

in forward experiments. These fragments are always completely armored by new 

andesine, which typically is free o f inclusions.
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Partitioning o f  Be. In reversed experiments at 750°C, values o f Dbc'̂ *’ ' range 

from 0.10 to 0.67 for Be-poor and phenakite-saturated melts, respectively (Table 4-5c). 

Partition coefBcients for andesine at 700°C vary betw een an average o f 1.84 (se = ±  0.05) 

for Be-poor melts and 0.89 for beryl-saturated melts. Andesine is therefore the only 

feldspar in this study in which Be is compatible. This suggests that Ca facilitates the 

coordination environment that accommodates Be, supporting the exchange, 

CaBeNa_iALi, in plagioclase.

Quartz

In the beryl-saturated experiments o f  Evensen et al. (1999), which were analysed 

here for partitioning relations, the crystalline assemblage consists o f  Qtz + Brl + Cbr. In 

the Be-poor systems utilized in this study, quartz forms nearly equant, euhedral, solid 

crystals that range from 2 to 50 pm in length. In these melts, quartz crystals occur in 

distinct networks that transect large areas o f  crystal-free melt. In beryl-saturated runs, 

quartz forms larger crystals (10 to 75 pm) o f similar character that coexist with euhedral 

beryl and chrysoberyl (Figure 4-2B-a,b).

Partitioning o f  Be. fri reversed experiments to 800“C in Be-poor melts, the 

partition coefficient is 0.24, whereas in beryl-saturated melts it varies from 0.17 to 0.07 

from 750 to 800°C (Table 4-6). These values follow trends similar to other crystalline 

phases (decreasing with increasing T  and with increasing activity o f  Be). Theoretically,

Be should be accormnodated by the structures of the silica polymorphs.

Dark Mica

Biotite occurs as both relict and new crystals clusters in most run products (Figure

4-2B-c,d). New biotite is characterized by euhedral, solid crystals ranging from 5 to 75
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nm in length (commonly < 10 |xm wide). These crystals may contain inclusions of 

magnetite. New crystals are recognized by growth in [100] and by more magnesian 

compositions than the starting dark mica (cf. Tables 4-3 and 4-7). Relict dark mica is 

distinguished by coarse crystal size, conspicuous pitting, partly recrystallized crystal 

rims, and deformed crystal shapes.

Partitioning o f  Be. Partition coefScients between biotite and melts with trace 

contents o f Be vary from 0.42 to 0.77 (mean = 0.50, se = ± 0.04) with no apparent 

correlation to T  (650 to 800°C; Table 4-7a). In beryl-saturated melts, these ratios vary 

from 0.08 to 0.41 (mean = 0.22, se = ±  0.10) again, with no correlation to T  (675 to 

800°C).

White Mica

Muscovite occurs in crystal clusters comprised of numerous, small crystals—so 

numerous that finding Mus-free glass pools for analysis was at times difficult. Muscovite 

exhibits elongate, sometimes curved, solid crystals that are 1 to ~ 60 pm long. Most 

crystals are «  10 pm wide; although, there are notable exceptions (Figure 4-2B-e,f).

Partitioning o f  Be. Partition coefficients for Be between muscovite and melt 

(Table 4-7b) are 1.35 and 0.93 for Be-poor and beryl-saturated liquids, respectively. 

Cordierite

Evensen and London (2001b, in review) show that Be is extremely compatible in 

cordierite grown from melts o f synthetic metapelite composition that contain trace 

abundances o f Be. Partition coefficients range from 202.0 to 6.70 as T  increases from 700 

to 850°C. As the activity of Be in melt increases, partition coefficients decrease from
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26.59 to —15.14 going from 675 to 850°C. However, in the latter case. Be represents a 

major structural component o f cordierite (containing up to 4.4 wt% BeO).

Experimental and Natural Partition CoefBcients

M ineral/M elt and M ineral/M ineral Partition Coefficients. The mineral/melt 

data o f this study are summarized in Table 4-8 as a function of T. Mineral/mineral values 

obtained from the same experiments are compared with reported mineral/melt and 

mineral/mineral partitioning coefficients for natural systems in Table 4-9. Overall, the 

ratios from the majority o f these systems closely match the experimental Dbc values, 

including those representing evolved, beryl-saturated liquids (Kovalenko et al., 1977). 

Deviations from the experimental calibration are seen in mineraVmineral values 

containing plutonic quartz. Because the compositions o f  coexisting minerals with quartz 

seem to otherwise converge with experimental partition coefficients, this disparity may 

possibly reflect some degree o f recrystallization o f plutonic quartz.

Vapor/melt Partition Coefficients and Vapor Transport Relevant 

experimentation on F- and Cl-rich evolved silicic compositions (London et al., 1988; 

Webster et al., 1989) shows that vapor/melt partition coefficients for Be are generally < 1 

over a range o f fluid compositions, salinities, temperatures, and pressures. Solubilities o f 

Be complexes in equilibrium with Be-minerals are generally far lower (< 1 ppmw) in 

aqueous systems (Wood 1992) than in silicate melts, which are capable o f dissolving 

hundreds to thousands o f ppmw o f Be (Evensen et al., 1999). fri regard to the overall 

budget o f Be, silicate melts appear to be more effective agents o f transfer than are 

aqueous fluids. While hydrothermal fluid may still be important in the movement of Be 

through the crust (e.g., Tatsumi and Isoyama, 1988; Morris et al., 1990; Bebout et al..
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1993; Leeman, 1996; Brenan et al., 1998b) it appears that it is less effective than silicate 

melt on an equal-volnme basis.

BERYLLIUM SYSTEMATICS IN NATURAL SYSTEMS 

Natural Abundances in Rock-Forming Minerals

As a basis for understanding the behavior of beryllium in rock-forming minerals 

typically found in granites and their crustal source rocks, we begin by briefly reviewing 

the means by which Be is incorporated into the rock-forming minerals pertinent to this 

study, and we summarize the typical abundances o f Be in these minerals.

Quartz

Beryllium-stuffed structures of the silica polymorphs are well known, particularly 

for cristobalite (e.g.. Palmer, 1994), in which Na-Be coupling is frequently observed for 

the incorporation o f Be.

Quartz in intrusive rocks shows a low mean content o f 1.2 ppmw Be (Table 4-1). 

However, pervasive recrystallization of igneous quartz may be a common phenomenon 

(e.g., London 1985), so that the Be contents o f  quartz phenocrysts quenched in volcanic 

rocks might give the best indications of the concentrations o f Be at magmatic conditions. 

Unfortunately, a database for Be contents in volcanic phenocrysts of quartz is non

existent and the disparity between experimental and plutonic quartz cannot be reconciled 

at the present time.

Plagioclase

The incorporation o f  Be in plagioclase is probably coupled with Ca, as the 

exchange operator CaBeNa.iALi. Robert et al. (1995) suggested a similar coupling of Ca
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and Be for the Ca-Be white mica, bityite, and ~ 60% o f all Be minerals also contain 

essential Ca.

Bens (1966) predicted that plagioclase is the chief carrier of beryllium in most 

crustal rocks. Kosals et al. (1973) found that the mean Be contents o f plagioclase in 

granitic rocks, which varied from Ano to Anso, peak at a maximum of ~ 11 ppmw in 

calcic oligoclase compositions (~ Ajisq). Beryllium decreases in abundance on both sides 

o f ~ An25, although albitic compositions contain more Be than very calcic compositions. 

Solodov (1959) noted that beryl-free portions o f cleavlandite-rich and aplitic units 

contain from ~  2.0 to 4.5 times the Be content o f albite in average beryl-bearing 

pegmatites.

A lka li feldspar

BerylUum likely substitutes into the feldspar structure at tetrahedral A1 sites, 

maintaining charge balance by coupled substitution with alkaline earths: e.g., via 

CaBe '̂^^a.iALi*-'*  ̂in plagioclase (Kosals et al., 1973) and possibly BaBe '̂^^K.iAl.i '̂*  ̂in 

alkali feldspars.

Table 4-1 shows that potassic feldspar typically contains 3.1 ppmw Be, and 

increases in Be content with fractionation to reach values o f 7 ppmw Be in pegmatitic 

feldspar. Smeds (1992) found that among pegmatites, the most Be-rich K-feldspar (20 

ppmw) was found in beryl-undersaturated rocks, while intermediate values (near 10 

ppmw Be) were characteristic o f beryl-bearing pegmatites.

Biotite

Divalent tetrahedral cations are known to enter the mica structure at Al̂ '*̂  sites by 

coupled incorporation of charge-balancing excess hydroxyl (Ginzburg, 1957). This
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mechanism, documented in brittle micas, allows for the protonation o f apical oxygen o f 

Be0 4  tetrahedra to compensate underbonding at that site (Robert et al., 1995).

With a mean value o f 5 ppmw Be in granitic rocks, biotite likely carries more Be 

than Kfs, less Be than white mica, and about an equivalent amount as sodic plagioclase 

(Table 4-1). This observation fits with measurements of whole-rock contents o f  Be in 

granitoid systems (Kosals and Mazurov, 1968): variations are attributed to the presence 

o f biotite and plagioclase. Beryllium compositions o f pegmatitic biotite have not been 

reported. If  plagioclase more calcic than albite is absent, dark micas should be important 

reservoirs o f Be.

M uscovite

In general. Be appears to be accommodated by white mica via 

CaLî ^̂ Bê '̂  ̂Na.iSi '̂^Li (Grew et al., 1986). Going fi-om the brittle mica, margarite, the 

exchange operator Lî ^̂ Bê '̂ ^Al̂ '̂ li leads to the beryllian end-member, bityite 

[CaLiAlgBeSizO io(OH)2]. However, another vector firom margarite, HBê '̂ ^Al̂ '̂ .̂i, appears 

to also be important.

Next to cordierite (and for example, rarer amphiboles in some alkaline systems), 

white mica contains the highest Be contents among the rock-forming minerals. Mean 

contents are ~ 40 ppmw Be (Table 4-1), though the database is skewed toward pegmatite 

samples that contain abnormally high contents of Be. White mica in granitic rocks carries 

a representative mean content of ~ 25 ppmw Be. Muscovite displays higher Be contents 

in beryl-absent versus beryl-bearing pegmatites (e.g., Smeds 1992).
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Cordierite

In cordierite. Be is accommodated in linking tetrahedral sites o f A1 by the aUcali- 

coupled exchange, NaBeALi (Cemy and Povondra 1966) and by the excess silicon

exchange, BeSiALz (e.g., Holscher and Schreyer 1989; Baba et al., 2000). These 

mechanisms vary inversely with temperature: NaBeALi at T < 750°C, and BeSiALz at T 

> 750°C (Evensen and London 2001b, in review).

The database is sparse for Be contents of cordierite in silicic rocks, particularly 

for cordierite-bearing granites (Table 4-1). Available data, however, indicate that 

cordierite commonly contains more Be than most other rock-forming minerals. Cordierite 

from ordinary metamorphic rocks contains ~ 20 ppmw Be. Much higher Be contents have 

been reported from cordieritites (e.g., Gordillo, 1979; Schreyer et al., 1979), which 

probably represent restites from prior partial melting. Cordierite in S-type volcanics from 

the peraluminous Morococala volcanic suite, Bolivia, contains -3 3 7  ppmw Be (G. 

Morgan and D. London, unpublished data), hi pegmatites (and their equivalent in 

granulite facies assemblages: e.g.. Baba et al., 2000; Grew et al., 2000), Be contents of 

cordierite reach weight percent levels. In some cases, pegmatitic Crd may have 

crystallized at conditions o f  beryl saturation (Evensen and London 2001b, in review).

A survey of S-type granite compositions (Evensen and London, 2001a, in review) 

shows two distinct populations by Be content: Crd-free granites enriched in Be (mean = 6 

ppmw Be) and Crd-bearing granites depleted in Be (mean = 0.8 ppmw Be). The whole 

rock Be content of S-type granite appears to distinguish melts that originated from 

cordierite-bearing sources (with a depletion in Be) from those in deeper environments, in 

the stability field o f aluminosilicate + garnet.
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Influence of Rock-Forming Minerals on Be Systematics

Distribution coefficients indicate that the compatibility o f Be (at normally trace 

levels) in crystalline phases decreases in the order:

cordierite » calcic oligoclase > white mica > dark mica > albite s  alkali feldspar = quartz 

Hence, the first three or four phases in this sequence control the distribution o f  Be 

between restite or crystalline magmatic phases, and melt. Among these minerals. Be is 

compatible in cordierite, calcic oligoclase, and white mica. The positioning o f plagioclase 

in this sequence depends on its composition. From estimates, it appears that garnet 

resides approximately near albite in this sequence (Bea et al., 1994a).

When cordierite is present, it substantially reduces the Be contents of melt—a 

trend that is seen in whole-rock values. On the other hand, cordierite is the least abundant 

o f these phases. Where cordierite is absent, micas and plagioclase monitor the contents o f 

Be in melt.

The partitioning o f Be between minerals and melt becomes non-Henri an in 

behavior as the melt composition approaches beryl saturation. For most minerals studied, 

partition coefficients at beryl saturation are far lower than at trace levels o f Be, indicating 

that these rock-forming minerals (except cordierite) saturate in Be at values in the range 

o f a few tens or hundreds o f ppmw.

Mineraiogical Controls during Anatexis

Metapelites at Shallow  Crustal Levels: The Role o f Cordierite

WTien present (e.g., Vielzeuf and Holloway, 1988, Mukhopadhyay and Holdaway, 

1993) cordierite controls the Be contents o f melts derived from metapelite somces at 

shallow depths. Cordierite becomes or remains a liquidas phase in many S-type granite
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magmas (e.g., Ahmed-Said and Leake, 1990; Ugigos and Recio, 1993; Pereira and Bea, 

1994; Bea et al., 1994b), and hence the crystallization o f even small quantities of 

cordierite drives the Be content o f melts down to values mostly near 1 ppmw.

Example 1: Hercynian M igmatites o f  Spain. Table 4-10 summarizes whole rock 

contents o f  Be in leucosomes, melanosomes, and mesosomes reported by Bea et al. 

(1994a). Though the starting mesosomes contain typical quantities o f Be (2 ppmw), the 

melanosomes clearly show enrichment in cordierite-rich restite (6 ppmw Be) after melt 

has been extracted. This leaves the derivative partial melts, as represented by leucosomes, 

Be-poor (1 ppmw Be).

Example 2: Topaz Rhyolite at Honeycomb Hills, Utah, USA. This rhyolite was 

emplaced overlying metaluminous rhyolite and granite (Lindsey 1977). Here, the lack of 

compatibility of Be in minerals o f the host rocks combined with a substantial source of 

enrichment allowed for Be contents in fluid to increase until reaching saturation by 

interaction with reactive siliceous wallrock, forming bertrandite [Be4Siz0 7 (OH)2] (e.g.. 

Wood 1992). Hydrothermally altered rhyolite in this area reaches exceedingly Be-rich 

levels as high as 267 ppmw (Congdon and Nash 1991). Because Be most frequently 

substitutes for tetrahedral A1 in minerals, in the absence of aluminous host rock, enough 

Be may be enriched in hydrothermal solution to produce bertrandite or other Be-minerals 

at ore-grade levels.

Previously Depleted M etapelitic Sources: Cordieritites

At equilibrium with cordierite, hydrous granitic melt contains between 0 and 4 

normative % cordierite component to temperatures of 850°C at 200 MPa (Evensen and
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London, 2001a, in review). When the mode o f  Crd becomes greater than a few percent, it 

likely represents a component o f restite.

Cordierite-rich restite, or cordieritites (up to 90% Crd in the mode), have been 

described in several studies (e.g., Gordillo, 1979; Ugidos, 1988; Ugidos and Recio, 1993) 

and some occurrences contain beryllian cordierite (Schreyer et al., 1979). Owing to the 

very high compatibihty o f Be in cordierite (far higher than for any other major or trace 

element: Evensen and London 2001a, in review), restitic cordierite should change 

composition continuously during advancing metamorphic reaction to conserve the most 

compatible elements. Refractory beryllian cordierite is thus formed by reaction with melt,

Crd = BeCrd + melt or other mafic phases [7]

This depletion pathway, which is probably very common in shallow crustal 

migmatites, illustrates an important concept for the Be budget of melt: anatexis can 

separate a low-Be melt from a Be-enriched cordierite residuum, but the cordierite restite 

in turn represents a potential source o f Be for the derivation of granulite-facies products 

(e.g.. Grew, 1998; Baba et al., 2000; Grew et al., 2000).

M etapelites at Deeper Crustal Levels: The Roles o f  W hite Mica and Plagioclase

Terminal reactions o f  white mica (Mus = Kfs +  Cor + H2O; Mus + Qtz = Kfs + 

Als + H2O) are likely to contribute substantial Be to melt, thereby raising Be contents 

early in the histories of S-type magmas from deeper sources. Because gamet/biotite + 

aluminosilicate (+ quartz) are stable instead o f cordierite, the only notable sink for Be is 

calcic oligoclase, or biotite to a lesser degree. As long as melting takes place a pressures 

beyond the stability field o f cordierite, then the anatexis o f typical metapelites containing
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white and dark micas, oligoclase-andesine, and garnet (in the place o f cordierite) will 

normally produce melts with the highest initial Be content.

Other Quartzo-Feldspathic Sources: Roles o f Plagioclase and D ark M ica

Melts from A-type or I-type sources commonly undergo fractional crystallization 

with plagioclase and biotite on the liquidas (e.g., Clemens et al., 1986), and these 

magmas lack (early) muscovite or cordierite. Thus, the accumulation o f  Be in melt 

depends primarily on the evolving composition of plagioclase, and on the modal amount 

o f biotite crystallizing from the melt. Once the An content o f  plagioclase falls and restitic 

biotite is removed, the Be content o f I- or A-type magmas can increase. Cemy (1991a,b) 

has noted that granites with I- or A-type affinities can produce important Be deposits 

(beryl in the I-types, beryl or gadolinite in the A-types).

Controls During Fractionation 

Crystallization o f  Plagioclase

Overall, plagioclase is the most common crystalline phase in which Be is 

compatible. Therefore it monitors the Be contents o f voluminous granitic magmas until 

the anorthite component diminishes. From a combination o f  the compatible partition 

coefficient ~ 2) and compositions reported by Kosals et al. (1973), it is clear

that the compatibility o f Be in plagioclase decreases significantly at compositions more 

sodic than middle oligoclase. Thus, the control by plagioclase on Be will decrease as 

saturation in albitic compositions is achieved. Once albite is stable, the Be contents of 

melt will no longer be moderated; Be should increase with fractionation until white mica 

crystallizes.
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Crystallization o f  White Mica

Saturation in muscovite is normally achieved late among magmatic facies (e.g., 

Bea et al., 1994a). With moderate compatibihty by Be in muscovite = 1.35),

Be contents o f  melt are likely reduced to a shght degree in its presence. High contents of 

Be observed in white mica reflect formerly high contents o f Be in melt. Though, 

muscovite clearly only monitors Be; continued fractionation o f magma will result in even 

higher concentrations o f Be.

Be Contents o f Silicic Igneous Rocks Worldwide

Table 4-1 hsts reported contents o f Be in sihcic rocks using 200 mean 

compositions o f  granites and porphyries and 1100 compositions o f rhyohtes for every 

continent with the exception of Antarctica. Among these, the contents o f  Be in ppmw 

vary around distinct values of: 1 in cordierite-bearing sihcic rocks; 4 in the mean all 

sihcic rocks; 6 in S-type sihcic rocks without cordierite; and >15, evolved facies o f 

sihcic melts. S-type magmas show an enrichment in relatively unfractionated melts (6 

ppmw Be) and evolved melts (20 ppmw Be) that is slightly greater though roughly 

similar to those seen in A-type rocks (4 and 15 ppmw Be, respectively). I-type granitoids 

from convergent settings have lower Be contents (3 ppmw Be). Clearly, the most 

dramatic feature in this survey is the effect of cordierite on whole rock abimdances of Be. 

Beryl-Bearing Pegmatites

Beryl is the most common Be-saturating phase in pegmatitic liquids derived from 

parental magmas o f  all crustal signatures (S, I, A). Depending on the magnitude of 

cooling at which crystalhzation takes place, sihcic melts may become saturated in beryl
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with as little as ~ 70 ppmw Be (Evensen et al., 1999). Table 4-11 illustrates the 

distribution o f Be in a schematic pegmatite dike of roughly mean Be content (140 ppmw) 

as it is subjected to differential degrees o f cooling prior to crystallization. At 700°C, 

nearly all the Be in melt (96%) is housed by rock-forming minerals upon crystallization. 

These conditions correspond to muscovite class of granitic pegmatites (Cemy 1991a)

which are commonly barren and proximal to their parental granite. Upon cooling beryl 

saturation is rapidly reached, and this immediately results in abundant quantities o f beryl 

for crystallization. Here, nearly 80 % o f the total amount o f Be is accounted for by beryl 

alone. This distribution nicely corresponds to the next distal class of pegmatites, the 

beryl-type, which contain abundant beryl (Trueman and Cemy, 1982). At even cooler

conditions corresponding to distal rare-element pegmatite formation, beryl houses the 

majority of available Be, with the remainder dispersed, mostly between muscovite and 

albite. In conclusion, temperature represents the largest control on the distribution o f Be 

between rock-forming minerals and beryl and melt at the pegmatite stage.

Average Contents o f  Beryllium

Where the Be contents o f  pegmatites have been estimated, these range from ~ 35 

to as much as ~ 575 ppmw Be (Table 4-12). Beryl is present in most o f the pegmatites 

that contain greater than ~ 100 ppmw Be, and an average Be content for beryl-rich 

pegmatites hes near 230 ppmw Be (with considerable scatter; sd = ± 139). Within a 

pegmatite, zonation in Be content often occurs as a primary function o f two different 

episodes of beryl saturation as shown in Figure 4-3. The behavior stems from the 

saturation surfaces and differentiation mechanisms o f pegmatite solidification (Evensen 

et al., 1999). Cooling results in early beryl at the margins o f the pegmatite melt, and
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progressive enrichment at the crystallization front during solidification (e.g., Morgan and 

London 1999) increases to achieved late beryl saturation in internal pegmatite zones. The 

latter type results in the common “beryl fiinge” that occurs adjacent to a centralized 

quartz core.

Wallrock Alteration around Pegmatites

Because of the inward solidification process that gives rise to pegmatites, two 

types o f wallrock alteration are commonly generated: (1) a localized bulk melt-wallrock 

interaction upon emplacement, and (2) typically far more significant alteration zones that 

mirror the internal abundances o f chemically related mineralogy in the pegmatite (e.g., 

Morgan and London, 1987). While the former alteration style is volumetrically 

insignificant for most pegmatites, the latter category may result in “blowouts” that expel 

highly reactive fluids from pegmatites into wallrock. In this scenario, metasomatic mica 

generated in the wallrocks should at least partially consume Be carried by pegmatite- 

derived fluids. Cordierite could be an effective sink as well.

Example 1: the H arding Pegmatite, New M exico, USA. Wallrock alteration 

around the large Li- and Be-rich Harding pegmatite generated assemblages containing 

tourmaline, holmquistite, and epidote in host amphibolites and spessartine, tourmaline, 

biotite, muscovite, and “beryllian margarite” in altered schists (London, 1986; Jahns and 

Ewing, 1977). The beryllian margarite contains 3.31 wt% BeO, while coexisting minerals 

contain from 0 to 10s ppmw Be (Table 4-13).

Example 2: Topaz Rhyolite at Honeycomb Hills, Utah, USA. This rhyolite was 

emplaced overlying metaluminous rhyolite and granite (Lindsey 1977). Here, the lack of 

compatibility of Be in minerals of the host rocks combined with a substantial source of
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enrichment allowed for Be contents in fluid to increase until reaching saturation by 

interaction with reactive siliceous wallrock, forming bertrandite [Be4Si207(0 H)2] (e.g.. 

Wood 1992). Hydrothermally altered rhyolite in this area reaches exceedingly Be-rich 

levels as high as 267 ppmw (Congdon and Nash 1991). Because Be most frequently 

substitutes for tetrahedral A1 in minerals, in the absence of aluminous host rock, enough 

Be may be enriched in hydrothermal solution to produce bertrandite or other Be-minerals 

at ore-grade levels.

THE BERYLLHJM CYCLE IN FELSIC MAGMAS

Crystalline controls on Be geochemistry show that its magmatic cycle becomes a 

function of three different influences: (1), the abundance of quartz, alkali feldspars, and 

dark mica, which do little to moderate the Be content o f granitic melts, (2), the 

composition o f  plagioclase, and specifically the presence of either calcic plagioclase or 

white mica or both, which constitute important sources or sinks for Be, and (3), the 

presence of cordierite, in which Be is so compatible that solid solutions exist all the way 

to beryl at high temperature.

In the presence o f a crystallizing assemblage o f quartz, alkali feldspars, albite and 

dark mica. Be behaves as an incompatible element and its abundance increases rapidly 

with crystal fractionation. Calcic oligoclase may drop bulk distribution coefficients for 

Be to near 1. The same is true for white mica (especially a combination o f the two). 

Because muscovite typically constitutes a smaller modal fraction (— 10%) than 

plagioclase and crystallization normally commences in late granite facies, the role of 

white mica in depleting Be contents o f melt tends to be comparatively lesser than
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plagioclase. Normally, cordierite behaves a refractory phase during the anatexis of 

metapelites, and hence it effectively sequesters Be from coexisting partial melts.

Using the experimental database, bulk distribution coefBcients are calculated for a 

model metapelite and model haplogranite system in Table 4-14. These values are then 

used in the estimate o f  Be contents during magmatic evolution from metapelitic to 

depleted crustal sources, respectively.

Because metamorphic rocks usually arrive at anatectic conditions carrying from 0 

to 5 ppmw Be (e.g., E. Grew, 2001, in press) in their whole rock values, the anatectic 

pathway for politic to quartzo-feldspathic rocks begins at an average value o f  3 ppmw Be. 

In the absence o f cordierite at higher pressures (~ > 500 MPa: e.g., Vielzeuf and 

Holloway 1988, Mukhopadhyay and Holdaway 1993), garnet-bearing restitic 

assemblages will likely exert little influence on the Be contents o f  melt during anatexis. 

With a bulk distribution coefficient < 1, early partial melts to become slightly enriched in 

Be as the early mica-rich assemblage begins melting. Thus leaves the a derived melt with 

4 ppmw Be.

Raleigh fractional crystallization (RFC) calculations show that for a melt initially 

containing 4 ppmw Be, crystallization of 80% of the melt yields a concentration of ~ 15 

to 18 ppmw Be in melt. This value is similar to the reported Be contents o f small cupolas 

and dikes o f evolved melt (e.g., Lueke, 1981; Kennen, 2001; Shearer et al., 1987; Breiter 

et al., 1991; see Table 4-2). When this smaller volume o f melt has reached ~ 80 % 

solidification, then the remaining liquid could possibly achieve beryl saturation assuming 

that it could be efficiently extracted to produce pegmatites. Figure 4-4 illustrates the 3- 

stage process. Kosals and Mazurov (1968) documented variations in Be content
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throughout a vertical section of a stacked plutonic sequence (primitive to evolved facies 

to pegmatites) in Baykalia. They report mean values o f  7 ppmw Be in main facies, 10 

ppmw Be in a slightly enriched facies, and 21 ppmw Be in apical apophyses—values that 

closely parallel the model above.

Three Principle Pathways 

S-Type Magmas with Cordierite

If  cordierite is present, most o f the available Be in the source will be retained in 

restite, leaving derivative melts highly depleted in Be. This pathway is shown in Figure

4-5a. Beginning with a whole-rock value of 3 ppmw Be, anatexis produces melt 

containing some < 1 ppmw Be (Breaks and Moore, 1992; Bea et al., 1994a; Barbey et al., 

1999; see Table 4-2). Be-enriched restite left at the source may later be modified by 

metamorphism to form higher-grade assemblages (e.g., surinamite, Mg3Al4BeSi3 0 i5; 

taaffeite, Mg3AlgBeOi6; Be-rich sapphirine; Grew 1998) firom reaction o f beryllian 

cordierite. Cordierite is likely to persist as a liquidus phase, although, it may decline in 

abundance or go out as the muscovite or tourmaline consumes the negligible femic 

components of present in evolved, low-temperature melts. In evolved melt, the largest 

fi*action o f Be will be tied up white mica, and approximately 3 ppmw Be is likely to occur 

in melt (or whole-rocks). Pegmatites associated with the evolved melts likely contain ~

25 ppmw Be in their bulk melts, and Be resides mainly in white micas and plagioclase.

As noted above, these micas are likely to contain high contents o f Be, higher than in 

micas o f beryl-saturated pegmatites. Pegmatites derived fi"om cordierite-bearing granites 

are not likely to contain Be minerals, nor will metasomatic aureoles contain elevated Be.

5-type Magmas with Garnet
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Figure 4-5b begins from pelitic source rocks containing 3 ppmw Be. Anatexis 

results in about a two-fold enrichment o f Be in melt (6 ppmw Be). Among restitic phases, 

plagioclase should house the greatest abundance o f  Be. Fractionation then progresses to 

evolved magmas forming apical plutons. These melts should contain substantial contents 

o f Be. Commonly, 10s up to rarely 100s o f ppmw Be are observed in whole-rock values 

o f evolved S-type leucogranites (Charoy and Noronha, 1996; Ramirez and Grundvig, 

2000; Shearer et al., 1987; Raimbault et al., 1995; Zaraisky et al., 1997; see Table 4-2).

As the Ca content o f  plagioclase falls with fractionation, white mica becomes the 

principal sink for Be.

Pegmatites derived from these apical stocks and plutons are predicted to contain ~ 

70 ppmw Be in their melts, and thus will probably achieve beryl saturation upon 

undercooling (see Evensen et al., 1999). Pegmatitic melts may also reach saturation in 

chrysoberyl, Be-phosphates, beryllian cordierite, and other Be-minerals, and phenakite 

may result in pocket assemblages. Within a localized aureole (commonly, millimeter to 

decimeter in scale), metasomatic emerald and bityite or beryllian margarite may form in 

the wallrock alteration assemblage.

I-  and A-type M agmas

Figure 4-5c shows the Be systematics using the model haplogranite bulk 

distribution coefficient relevant to I- and A-type petrogeneses. Sources for these melts 

likely begin with slightly lower or equivalent contents o f  Be in whole rocks (3 ppmw Be). 

Emichment upon melting occurs, though to lesser a degree than in garnet-bearing 

metapelitic source rocks because o f an absence o f micas (mainly white mica) in these 

systems. Still, fractionation leading to the melt stage is likely to be significant with ~ 5
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ppmw Be in melt. Here, oligoclase-andesine houses the greatest fiaction o f Be among the 

rock-forming minerals. In evolved melts, increasing sodic plagioclase and dark mica 

house the majority o f  Be in melts that show substantial enrichment o f beryllium (—15 

ppmw Be).

Pegmatites associated with these hquids probably contain adequate Be to reach 

beryl saturation. For instance, in Be-enriched apophyses o f some o f evolved A-type 

melts, saturation o f beryl is achieved upon solidification o f what is likely to be firactions 

o f 1 % (rather than the model 20 %) o f  residual melt (e.g., “beryl clots” o f Mt. Antero, 

Colorado, USA; see Jacobson 1993). Although such occurrences may have also been 

subject to significant cooling to reach beryl saturation (which is highly T-dependent: 

Evensen et al., 1999), these rocks support the idea that pegmatite-forming melts o f this 

type are likely to be undersaturated (perhaps significantly) with respect to beryl upon 

emplacement. The styles o f mineralization are thus different among these (NYF) 

pegmatites and those originating from S-type magmas. In summary, beryl may or may 

not crystallize in these pegmatites, along with several typical Be-minerals (e.g., 

gadolinite group, bazzite, behoite). Because the modal proportion o f Be-minerals tends to 

be small in these systems, a significant reservoir o f Be ends up in albite whether or not 

saturation in Be-minerals is reached. Significant Be may be available for late 

hydrothermal alteration, and if aluminous phases are absent in wallrock assemblages, 

these solutions may be quite rich in Be (— 100 ppmw Be) with, for example, the capacity 

to precipitate bertrandite.
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CONCLUSIONS

Beryllium partition coefBcients can be used to determine the budget of Be at any 

stage in a magmatic cycle o f the felsic crust, going from anatexis to late hydrothermal 

mineralization o f  pegmatites. Enrichment o f Be will only be achieved in magmas that 

neither contained cordierite in their source rocks nor large modal proportions of calcic 

oligoclase as a liquidus phase. Where present, enrichment likely owes to either (1) a 

contribution o f white mica at the source or (2) the absence o f middle plagioclase ± white 

mica throughout the crystallization interval so that Be fractionates in residual liquid. 

Extended fractionation beyond — 95 % total solidification by at least a 3-step process is 

required to achieve beryl saturation in granite magmas.
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Table 4-1. Average beryllium contents of rock-forming minerals in silicic system s 
(granitoid rocks to pegmatites)

Mineral Mean Be (ppmw) Range N Data Source
K-feldspar 3.1 (0.4) 0.85 to 10 >55 1.2,3
K-alkali feldspar (pegmatitic) 7 (6) 3 to 20 >15 1.4
Na-alkaii feldspar 13 (4) 9 to 16 4 2,3

plagioclase 6.7 (1.2) 1.8 to 20 >30 1.2
albite 10.3 (1.6) 4  to 20 >13 1
albite (pegmatitic) 18.1 (2.8) 9 to 40 >10 1.2
oligoclase 10.7 (0.4) <1 ro 40 260 5
andesine 4.8 (1.1) 0.4 to 24 >40 5

quartz 1.2 (0.3) 0.1 to 7.2 >30 1
quartz (pegmatitic) 2.2 (0.0) 0.5 to 7.35 >25 1

muscovite 14 (1.9) 11 to 17 >5 2,3
muscovite (evolved magmatic) 39 (4.2) 31 to 50 >4 1
muscovite (pegmatitic) 36 (5.8) 12 to 120 106 1.2,4
lepidolite (pegmatitic) 63 (15.0) 48 to 78 >2 1

biotite 5.2 (0.8) 0.5 to 11.8 1.2,3

cordierite (migmatitic) 12.0 (4.31) 7.69 to 16.3 2 6
cordierite (restite) 7.3 - - 1 6
cordierite (evolved magmatic) 7213 (1418) 110 to 10300 7 7,8
cordierite (pegmatitic) 4724 (1758) 10 to 17700 17 9 -1 4
cordierite (metamorptiic) 35 (9.4) 1 to 257 34 15,16
cordierite (metamorphic, leucocratic) 6775 (464.4) 6000 to 8100 4 17

garnet 11.5 (2.4) 6 to 20 >5 1
gam et (pegmatitic) 14.1 (4.3) 0.0 to 50.4 >12 1,18,19

hornblende 8.6 (1.4) 3.6 to 13.4 1
alkali amphibole 
orthopyroxene

13.0 - - » 1 1

Precision represents reported standard deviation or calculated standard error of the means.
Data sources Include: 1, Wuensch and Hormann 1974; 2, Kretz et al., 1989; 3. Luecke 1981; 4, Smeds 1992; 5,
Kosals et al., 1973; 6. Bea et al., 1994a; 7. Schreyer et al., 1979; 8, Gordillo et al. 1985; 9, Cemy et al., 1997;
10, Cemy and Povandra 1966; 11, Povondra and Cech 1978; 12, Povondra et al.. 1984; 13. Newrton 1966; 14, Grew 2000; 
15, Kalt et al., 1998; 16, Visser et al., 1994; 17; Armbruster and Irouschek 1983; 18, Gresens 1966; 19, this study.
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Table 4-2. Average beryllium contents of crustal rock systems

Mineral Mean Be 
(ppmw)

Range N Data
Sourct

magmatic rocks
gabbrodiorite 1(1) 1
diorite 2(0) 2 to 2.8 >5 1.2
granitic rocks 5(0) 3 to 6.5 >75 2

S-type granites
Crd-bearing 0.08(0.2) <1 to 1.20 13 4
Crd-absent 5.5 (1.7) 3 to 12 >110 1.3.4
with associated  pegmatites 14.0(8.4) 3 to 64 >50 4
evolved facies 68.0 (25.9) 11 to 130 >102 4

S-type rfiyoirtes 14.1 (4.8) 4.3 to 37 42 4
A-type granites 6.0 4
A-type rfiyoiites 14-18(7.5) 1.8 to 32 101 4
l-type granodiorites 2.9 (0.7) 0.4 to 12.2 >25 1.2
l-type rfiyoiites 2.6 1.3 to 5.5 4

metamorphic rocks
pelitic schist 4(0.9) >10 2.5
quartzofeldspathic gneiss 3.6 (0.6) >22 2.6
amphibolite 2.2 (0.6) >3 2

Data sources:
1, Kozlov 1969
2, Wuensch and Hermann 1974
3, Lyakhovich 1977
4, Evensen and London 2001b, in review, and references therein
5, Lueke 1981
6, Grew 2000
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Table 4-3. STARTING MATERIALS

ADDED MINERALS & GLASS

00w

Mineral"

Abbreviation 
No. of analyses

albite

Ab
5

sd

adularia orthociase

Or-A Or-B 
20 166

sd se

quartz

Qtz
6

sd

muscovite-A

Mus-A
1-3

muscovite-B

Mus-B

se

biotite garnet
Alm«Pyp42GtO|jSps, 

Bt Gt 
96 20

Sd sd

phenaklte

Phn
5

sd

beryl haplogranlte glass

Bri HG-glass 
7 41 

sd sd
wt%

SIOj 68.82 (0.16) 64.95 (0.36) 64.05 (0.04) 99.99 (0.03) 51.91 - 38.83 (0.29) 38.83 (0.29) 39.71 (0.26) 54.34 (0.32) 66.00 (0.20) 77.63 (0.59)
TiOj nd nd nd nd 0.22 - 2.05 (0.11) 2.05 (0.11) 0.04 (0.02) 0.00 0.06 (0,02) 0.01 (0 .01)
AI2O3 19.76 (0.05) 18.76 (0.14) 18.67 (0.02) nd 28.02 - 11.26 (0.12) 11.26 (0.12) 23.20 (0.16) 0.00 19.24 (0.10) 13.03 (0.16)
FejOa - - 0.08 (0.00) - 3.53 - - - - - - -

FeO nd nd - nd 0.82‘ - 18.47 (0.25) 18.47 (0.25) 21.26 (0.14) 0.03 (0.02) 0.48 (0.13) 0.02 (0.01)
MnO nd nd nd nd 0.08 - 0.83 (0.04) 0.83 (0.04) 0.46 (0.02) 0.00 0.00 0.00
ZnO nd nd nd nd nd 0.14 (0.04) 0.14 (0.04) nd nd nd nd
Be0‘ nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 46.17 (0.99) 13.97 (0.05) nd
MgO nd nd nd nd 1.00 - 14.08 (0.21) 14.08 (0.21) 11.46 (0.05) 0.00 0.00 0.01 (0 .00)
CaO 0.07 (0.01) 0.01 (0.02) 0.15 (0 .00) nd 0.30 - 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 5,07 (0.04) 0.00 0.00 0,01 (0.01)
BaO 0.06 (0.05) 0.32 (0.04) 0.65 (0.01) nd 0.09* - 0.10 (0.02) 0.10 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.14 (0.01) 0.03 (0.03) 0.01 (0.01)
NajO 11.59 (0.04) 1.21 (0.07) 0.71 (0.01) nd 1.27 - 0.56 (0.14) 0.56 (0.14) 0.00 0.00 0.08 (0.01) 4.61 (0.11)
K2O 0,23 (0,02) 14.84 (0,07) 15.41 (0.02) nd 8.90 - 9.01 (0.14) 9.01 (0.14) 0.00 0.00 0.03 (0.03) 4.79 (0.09)
Rb2 0  (ppm) nd nd nd nd 895* . nd nd nd nd 151* (5) nd

CsjO (ppm) nd nd nd nd 23* . nd nd nd nd 2021* (20) nd
P2O5 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.04 (0.01) nd nd 0.01 (0.01)
F nd nd nd nd nd 3.67 (0.14) 3.67 (0.14) 0.02 (0.03) nd nd 0.03 (0.03)
Cl nd nd nd nd nd 0.05 (0.02) 0.05 (0.02) 0.01 (0.01) nd nd 0.01 (0.01)
H2O nd nd nd nd nd 2.02° (0.08) 2.02* (0,08) nd nd nd nd
LOI - - - - 3.87 - - - - . - -
0=F -1.54 -1.54 -0.01 -0.01
0=CI ■0.01 -0.01 0.00

Total 100.53 (0.16) 100.09 (0.40) 99.72 (0.12) 99.99 (0.03) 100.10 (0.16) 99.52 (0.53) 99.52 (0.53) 101.28 (0.35) 100.68 (1.04) 100.11 (0.26) 100.18 (0.63)

* albite, Copellntia, Minas Gerias, Brazil; adularia, St. Gothard, Switzeriand; orttioclase, Betroka, Madagascar; quartz, ultratilgti purity, Feidspar Corp., Spruce Pine, NC, USA;
muscovite-A, Spruce Pine, NC, USA; muscovite-B, Minas Gerias, Brazil; blotlte, Ontario, Canada; gamet. Gore Mountain, NY, USA; ptienakite, Espirlto Santo, Minas Gerais, 
Brazil; beryl, Volodarsk, Ukraine; tiapiogranite glass, 200 MPa minimum anhydrous composition. Coming Glassworks, NY, USA.

'’Analysed at Activation Laboratories Ltd. (Lancaster, Ontario, Canada) by X-Ray fluorescence (fusion) unless otherwise specified.
‘ Analysed by titration.
‘ Analysed by secondary ion mass spectrometry.
* Analysed by instrumental neutron activation analysis.

Ail other values are from quantitative electron probe microanaiysis (with total iron as FeO, except for the orthociase analysis).
Numbers in parentheses either represent 1 standard deviation (sd) or the standard error (se) of the mean as shown in the header.
Propagated precision is shown for total values; the italicized value represents estimated precision,



Table 4-4. STARTING MIXTURES

%

Mixture Experiment Type Constituents (wt%)
Ab Or-A Or-B Qtz Mus Mus Bt Gt Ai20a Phn Bri HG glass

HG-0r1-C powder 24.3 23.5 21.5 23.6 7.1
HG-0r2-C powder 17.3 15.4 43.0 16.8 7.5
HG-0r2-Be powder 27.0 23.9 17.5 26.2 5.4
HG-Ab1-C powder 50.6 20.0 22.0 7.4
HG-Ab2-C powder 62.8 14.4 15.8 7.0
HG-Abl-Be powder 53.8 19.9 21.8 4.5
HG-Ab2-Be powder 66.9 14.2 15.6 3.3
HG-Qtz3-C powder 23.3 20.6 49.4 6.7
SP-Crd1-C powder 22.7 9.6 26.6 13.1 12.3 15.7
SP-Crd1-Be powder 22.7 9.5 26.5 13.1 12.0 15.1 1.1
SP-Bt2-C coarse Bt 27.1 11.4 31.8 15.7 11.9 2.1
SP-Bt2-Be coarse Bt 22.6 9.4 26.5 12.9 22.1 3.5 3.0
SP-Mus2-C coarse l^us 26.7 11.2 31.2 15.4 12.5 3.0
SP-Mus2-Be coarse Mus 21.8 9.2 25.6 25.9 11.9 2.7 2.9
SP-Mus3-C coarse Mus 50.0 50.0
SP-Mus3-Be "sandstone" 49.0 1.5 49.5

"SP-" and "HG-" In mineral abbreviations denote the base starting composition of "synthetic peiite" or hapiogranite, respectively. The designation "-Be" 
marks Be-rich mixtures, whereas "-C" marks Be-poor (control) compositions In which no Be-minerai was added,

Experiment Type consisted of either 100% powdered constituents, powders + coarse mica (circular fragments, 2 mm in diameter), or "sandstone" 
textures comprised of 100% coarse sand-size grains (~ 1 mm in diameter).

Analyses of these constituents and definition of their abbreviations are given In Table 1. Dehydrated reagent-grade gibbslte was used for a source 
of activated AI203.



Tabla 4-Sa. K-alkali feldspar -  glass composllional pairs 

[ tow Be Contents

00
LA

Run
Mixture
Prec, Palh/Ouralion (d) 
Final Palti/Durallon (d) 
Crvslalllne Products

BeP-4«
SP-MusZ-C 
730-F (21)
675-R (38)

Kfs.Mus.Als.Cor,Bt.Mt

BeP.64
SP-Mus3-C

740-F(1)
680-R(31)
Kfs.(Mus)

direct
syn

BeP-47
SP-MUS2-C 
730-F (21) 
700-R(28) 

Kfs.MusAIS.Cor.Bt.Mt

BeP-30
HG-Or-C 

600-F(14) 
750-R (21) 

Kfs

BeP-31
HG-Or-C 
850-F (5) 

B00-R(15) 
Kfs

Analysis of K-Afs glass K-AfS glass K-Afs glass K-Afs glass K-Afs glass
No. analyses, QEF>MA 10 11 a 10 0 8 11 10 12 10
No. analyses, SIMS 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 5 1 1
Measure of precision sd sd se Sd sd sd SB sd se sd
w t%
blUj 64.24 (0.67) 69.45 (0.84) 64 63 (0.68) 72.23 (Û.87) 63.29 (0.39) 69.12 (0.72) 64.95 (Û.4S) 70.21 (0.63) 64,83 (0.11) 68.83 (1.27)
n o , 0.01 (0,01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 0.03 (0.02)
B ,0 , (ppm)' 19.50 - 203.12 - 28.20 • 74.69 (46.22) 6.89 - 164.24 - 13.66- 47.99 (3.50) 18.07 - 55.79 -
A IA 18.99 (0.37) 13.45 (0.39) 19.65 (0.27) 12.86 (0.39) 19.47 (0.46) 13.76 (0.30) 18.59 (0.29) 12.98 (0.32) 18.48 (0.09) 14.51 (0.27)
FeO 0.10 (0.02) 0.34 (0.03) 0.07 (0.02) 0.21 (0.02) 0.09 (0.02) 0.37 (0.02) 0.08 (0.01) 0.33 (0.02) 0.09 (0.01) 0.35 (0.02)
MnO 0.01 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01)
MgO 0.01 (0.00) 0.18 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.03 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.19 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00) 0.08 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.09 (0.01)
NO 0.01 (0.00) nd 0.00 (0.00) nd 0.00 (0.00) nd 0.01 (0.00) nd 0.00 0.00) nd
ZnO nd nd 0.01 (0.00) nd nd nd nd nd nd nd
BeO (ppm)' 1.22 - 17.14 . 1.73 - 4.55 (0.39) 0.24- 13.76 - 1.35- 527 (0.19) 1.00- 5 .18-
CaO 0.02 (0.01) 0.36 (0.10) 0,03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.03) 0.02 (0.01) 0.24 (0.03) 0.01 (0.00) 0.15 (0.02) 0.03 (0.00) 0.28 (0.05)
BaO 0.49 (0.04) 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.01) 0.84 (0.16) 0.02 (0.02) 1.20 (0.02) 0 02 (0.02) 0.88 (0.05) 0.03 (0.04)
Ll,0 (ppm)' 127.20 . 428.64 - 59.75 ■ 497.66 (32.24) 28.90- 326.59 - 29.03 - 78.34 (4.67) 14.19 - 78.74 •
N a/) 2.47 (0.08) 3.11 (0.13) 3.93 (0.11) 3.74 (0.18) 2.15 (0 07) 3.18 (0.11) 1.98 (0.02) 3.25 (0.14) 1.37 (0.01) 2.76 (0.09)
K/> 12.70 (0.08) 4.82 (0.08) 10.79 (0.18) 4.00 (0.09) 13.01 (0.16) 5.18 (0.20) 13.31 (0.02) 5.79 (0.14) 14.11 (0.18) 7 O  (0.12)
tib /3  (ppm)' 262.07 - 279.80 - 83.26 • 105.24 (3.29) 227.28 - 243.58 - 184.29 - 228.09 (5.78) 274.73 - 355.86 -
C s /)  (ppm)' 3.26 - 9.86 . 1.48 - 3.73 (2.47) 1.59- 9.04 - 3.30 - 8.91 (1.05) 0.65 - 9.36 -
P A nd 0.10 (0.03) nd 0.04 (0.02) nd 0.06 (0.04) nd 0.08 (0.01) nd 0.06 (0.04)
F 0.03 (0.03) 0.11 (0.04) 0.03 (0.01) 0.15 (0.07) 0.05 (0.04) 0.08 (0.07) 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.05 (0.02) 0.02 (0.03)
Cl 0.01 (000) 0.00 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) nd 001 (0.00) nd 0.01 (0.00)
0=F •0.01 (0.01) -0.04 (0.02) •0.01 (0.01) •0.08 (003) -0.02 (0.02) -0.03 (0.03) -0.01 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01) -0.02 (0.01) -0.01 (0.01)
0=CI 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0,00)
total 99.11 (0.35) 91.64 (0.68) 99.19 (0.64) 93.32 (0.66) 98.95 (0.84) 92.33 (0.51) 100.16 (0.64) 92.96 (0.81) 99.69 (0.84) 94.49 (1.44)
H /)bydiff 8.16 6.68 7.87 7.04 5.51
ASI 1.23 (0.02) 1.20 (0.03) 1.21 (0.03) 1.09 (0.03) 1.10 (0.03)
D-B CrtWdELT 0.10 0.38 0.04 0.28 0.32
D-Mn CrdAfELT . . .
D-Be Crd/MELT 0,07 0,38 0,02 0,26 0,19
0-Ca CrdAdELT 0.05 (0.02) • 0.07 (0.04) 0.08 (0.02) 0.10 (0.02)
D-U CrdMELT 0.30 0.12 0.08 0.38 0.18
D-Rb CrdWELT 0.94 0.79 0.93 0.82 0.77
DOS CrdrtdELT 0.33 0.40 0.18 0.37 0.07
structural cations/180
SI 2.97 (0.03) 2.96 (0.04) 2.94 (0.03) 2.99 (0.03) 2.99 (0.02)
Ai 1.04 (0.02) 1.06 (0.02) 1.07 (0.03) 1.01 (0,02) 1.01 (0.01)
LI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Na 0.22 (0.01) 0.35 (0.01) 0.19 (0.01) 0.18 (0 00) 0.12 (0.00)
K 0.75 (0.01) 0.63 (0.01) 0.77 (0.01) 0.76 (001) 083 (0 01)
Rb 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ca 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ba 0.01 (0.00) nd 0.02 (0.00) 0 02 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00)
total 4.99 10.041 5.00 10.04) 4.99 (0.04) 4.98 (0 03) 4.97 (0.02)
m ois An 0.08 (0.00) 0.14 (0.00) 0.08 (0.00) 0.04 (0.00) 0.14 (0.00)
m ois Ab 22.56 (0.93) 35.58 (1.37) 19.71 (0.81) 17.09 (0 49) 12.87 (0.34)
m ois Or 78.37 (1.92) 64.25 (1.92) 78.58 (2.20) 79.71 (1 99) 85.84 (2.41)
m ots Cisn 0.91 (0081 nd 1.56 (0.30) 2 21 (0 07) 1.28 (0.10)



Table 4-5b. K- and Na-alkall leldspar-glass connposlllonal paire (conbnued)

Run BeP.78
K-alkall feldspar, berypsaluraled

BeP-12
]  ha-alkall feldspar, Trace Be Conlentj j Na-alkall feldspar. beryt-5aluraled~l

00
ON

Mixture SP-Mus3-Be direct HG-Or-Be
Prec. Patti/Ouralion (d) 740-F (1) syn 600-F (6)
Final Palti/Duration (d) 680-R(31) 750-R (30)
Crvstalline l^oducts Kfs.COf.BI.MI.(Mus).(Phn) Kfs. (Phn)
Analysis o( K-Afs glass K-Afs glass
No. analyses, QEPMA 11 10 19 12
No. analysos, SIMS 1 1 1 3
Measure of precision se sd se Sd
wt%
S O , 64.57 (0.28) 70.89 (0.81) 62.40 (0.09) 68.90 (1.33)
TO, 0.01 (0.00) 0.02 (0.02) 0.01 (0.00) 001 (0.01)
B ,0 , (ppm)' 619.36 • 78.15 - 8.10 - 24.93 (0.96)
Al,0, 19.26 (0.09) 13.02 (0.25) 19.45 (0.06) 12.27 (0.35)
FeO 0.08 (0,01) 0.23 (0,02) 0.02 (0.00) 0.03 (001)
MnO 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 0.01 (0.01)
MgO 0.01 (0.00) 0.06 (0.01) 0.00 0.00
NO 0.00 nd 0.00 nd
ZnO 0.01 (0.00) nd nd nd
BeO (ppm)' 67.48 . 383.95 - 274.42 - 2002.88 (45.25)
CaO 0.01 (0.00) 0.02 (0.03) 0.00 0.05 (0.02)
BaO nd 0.01 (0.01) 3.33 (0.08) 0.15 (0.04)
LiO (ppm)' 45.77 • 727.38 - 2.07 - 12.98 (1.25)
N a,0 3.31 (0.05) 3.58 (0.11) 1.89 (0.01) 3.39 (0.10)
K,0 11.83 (0.05) 4.25 (0.06) 12.55 (0.05) 5.72 (0.13)
R b,0 (ppm)' 1197.39 - 213.78 . 117.94 - 162.34 (0.30)
C s,0  (ppm)' 24.51 - 8.08 - 2.91 ■ 11.68 (0.79)
PA nd 0.05 (0.03) nd 0.02 (0.01)
F 0.05 (0.02) 0.18 (0 05) 0.02 (0.01) 0.05 (0.04)
Cl 0.00 0.00 nd 0.01 (0.00)
0=F -0.02 -0.07 4)01 -0.02
0=CI 0.00 0.00 0.00
lolal 99.32 (0.26) 92.37 (0.58) 99.72 (0.20) 90.80 (1.68)
HjObydifl 7.63 920
ASI 1.21 (0.03) 1.03 (0.03)
D-B Afs/MELT 7.92 0.32
D-Mn Afs/MELT
D-Be Afs/MELT 0.18 0.14
D-Ca Afs/MELT 0.40 0.59
D-U Afs/MELT 0.06 0.16
D-Rb Afs/MELT 5.60 0.73
D-Cs Afs/MELT 3.04 0.25
slniclural calions/180
Si 2.96 (0.02) 2.93 (0.01)
Al 1.04 (0.01) 1.08 (0.00)
Li 0.00 0.00
Na 0 29 (0.00) 0.17 (0 00)
K 0.69 (0 00) 0 75 (0.00)
Rb 0.00 0,00
Ca 000 0.00
Ba nd 0.06 (0.00)
lolal 4.99 (0.02) 4.99 (0.01)
mol%/)n 0.04 (0.00) 002 (0.00)
mol%/U) 29.75 (0.25) 17.46 (0.08)
m oiSOr 69 85 (0.58) 78.27 (0.35)
mol% Cisn - 621 (0151

BeP-95 BeP-32
HG-Ab-C 

750-F(21) 
70O-R (28) 

Ab-/Ws

HG-Ab-Be 
760-F(21) 
700-R(28) 

Ab-Afs. (FTin)
Na-Afs glass Na-Afs glass

13 10 17 10
1 1 1 3

se sd se sd

67.84 (0.25) 70.76 (1.11) 67.01 (0.10) 72.10 (0.53)
0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)

18.912 - 54.752 - 2.705 - 46.00 (0.26)
19.49 (0.18) 13.00 (0.32) 20.06 (0.23) 12.63 (0.33)
0.06 (0.01) 0.28 (0.03) 0.01 (0.00) 0.02 (0.01)
0.00 0.00 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01)
0.00 0,05 (0.01) 0.00 0.00
0.00 nd 0.01 (0.00) nd

nd nd nd nd
5.971 - 21.358 - 190.113 - m m  mmm
0.13 (0.01) 0.16 (0.03) 0.11 (0.01) 0.17 (0.05)
0.24 (0.07) 0.00 (0.01) 0.33 (0.03) 0.02 (0.03)

41,930 - m um  - 6.415 - 44.28 (0.05)
9.03 (0.11) 4.31 (0.06) 9.43 (0.10) 4.68 (0.14)
3.37 (0.12) 3.77 (0.12) 2.24 (0.15) 382 (0.11)

42.969 - mmm - 4.396 - 84.11 (2.20)
7.505 - 10.296 - 3.340 - 3545 (0.47)

nd 0.11 (003) nd 0.09 (0.03)
0.03 (0.01) 0.05 (0.03) 0.04 (0.02) 0.01 (0.02)

nd 0.01 (0.00) nd 001 (0.01)
-0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01

0.00 0.00
100.01 (0.60) 92.54 (1.25) 99.25 (0.64) 93.42 (0.73)

7.46 8.58
1.13 (0.03) 1.07 (0.04)

0.35 0.06

0.28 0.14
0.78 (0.14) 0.64 (0.19)
0.33 0,14
0.37 0.05
0.73 0.09

2.99 (0.02) 2,97 (0.02)
1.02 (0.01) 1.05 (0.01)
0.00 0.00
0.77 (0 01) 0.81 (0.01)
0.19 (0 01) 0.13 (0.01)
0.00 0.00
0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00)
0.00 (000) 0.01 (0.00)
4.98 (0.03) 4.97 (0.03)
0.61 (001) 0.53 (0.01)

79.43 (1.08) 85 49 (1.36)
19.52 (0 27) 13 38 (0 21)
0.43 (0 13) 0.60 (006)



S3

Table 4 5c. Alblle-glass and andesine-glass composlUonal pairs 

I alMie, Low Ba Conlents | |
Run BaP-3«

albite, beryt-saturaled
BeP-33

] [
tvtlxture
Prec. Patli/Duration (d) 
Final Patti/Duiation (d) 
Crvstatline Products

HG-Ab-C
800-F(13)
760-R(21)

Ab

HG-Ab-Be 
800-F(13) 
750-R (21) 

Ab, (Phn)
Composition of Ab glass Ab glass
No. analyses, QEPMA 14 10 10 10
No. analyses, SIMS 2 1 1 3
Measure of precision sd sd se sd
turtM
SIO, 67.12 (0,40) 66.67 (0.89) 67,70 (0.20) 67.07 (1.07)
TiO, 0.01 (0,01) 0.02 (0.02) 0.01 (0.00) 0.00 (0.01)
BjOj (ppm)' 1.659 (0.26) 77.001 - 46.630 - 43.64 -
A IA 19.05 (0.27) 16.26 (0.44) 20.18 (0.13) 14.69 (0.32)
FeO 0.08 (0,01) 0.26 (0.02) 0.01 (0.00) 0.03 (0.01)
MnO 0.00 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01)
M ac 0.00 0.05 (0.00) 0.00 0.00
NIC 0.01 (0.00) nd 0.01 (0.00) nd
BeO (ppm)' 1.108 (0.01) 10.939 - 1249.08 - tmm-
CaO 0.30 (0.03) 0.16 (0.02) 0.18 (0.02) 0.10 (0.03)
BaO 0.30 (0.06) 0.04 (0.03) 0.14 (0.03) 0.04 (0.03)
Ll,0 (ppm)' 12.316 (0.31) tmm - 40.090 - 42.10 -
N a,0 10.60 (0.10) 6.37 (0.13) 10.63 (0.04) 6.63 (0.16)
K,0 1.11 (0.07) 2,97 (0.06) 0.73 (0.04) 2.39 (0.07)
RbjO (ppm)' 2.924 (0.01) 80.920 - 41.130 - 48.76 -
CsjO (ppm)' 0.000 - 17.466 - 19.100 - 27.69 -
P A nd 0.10 (0.02) nd 0.12 (0.08)
F 0.02 (0.01) 0 02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.01) 0.06 (0.04)
Cl nd 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0.00)
0=F -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02
0=CI -0.002 0.00 0.00
total 09.37 (0.67) 01.13 (1.29) 99.74 (0.64) 91.37 (1.26)
HjObydW 8.87 8.63
ASI 1.09 (0.031 1.07 (0.04)
D-B Ab/MELT 0.02 1.05
D-IAt Ab/MELT .
D-Be Ab/MELT 0,10 0,37
D-Ca Ab/MELT 2.00 (0.37) 1.60 (0.68)
D-U Ab/MELT 0.11 0.95
D-Rb Ab/MELT 0.04 0.83
D-Cs Ab/MELT 0.00 0.69
structural catlons/160
SI 2.97 (0.02) 2.71 (0.02)
Al 1.04 (0.02) 0.96 (0.01)
U 0.00 0.00
Na 0.90 (0.01) 0.83 (0.01)
K 0,06 (0.00) 0.04 (0.00)
Rb 0.00 0.00
Ca 0,01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.00)
Ba 0.01 (0.00) 0.00
total 4.09 (0 03) 4.64 (0.02)
mol%An 1.43 (0.03) 0.69 (0.01)
moIX Ab 01.69 (2.27) 94.59 (1.16)
rndX O r 6.36 (0.11) 4 27 (0.06)
molXCIsn 0.62 (0.10) 0.26 (0 00)

andesine, Lew Be Conlents
B iP-M BeP40

" l l andesine, beryl-saturated

SP-Crdl-C SP-Crdl-C SP-Crdl-Ba

700-F(27) 700-F(27) 700-F(27)
Crd.PI.Mt.BLQtz Crd,Qtz,PI,Bt.Mt C(d,PI.BI,Bri,Mt,Qtz

An32 glass An31 glass An31 glass
9 11 19 10 9 11
2 2 3 3 2 2

se  sd se  sd se  sd

69.11 (032) 70.95 (0.60) 61.13 (0.66) 70.83 (1.04) 61.60 (0.40) 71.45 (0.56)
0.01 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0,01 (0.01) 0.06 (0.02)

78.99 (1.48) 92.68 (2.42) 14.32 (0.70) 09.83 (0.77) 92,16 (2.64) 96.32 (0.68)
24.99 (0.10) 12.60 (0.26) 24.38 (0.49) 12.12 (0,18) 24.45 (0.14) 12.14 (0.13)

0.20 (0.02) 0.62 (0.05) 0.21 (0.02) 0.36 (0.03) 0.29 (0.03) 0.57 (0.03)
0.02 (0.01) 0.09 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.10 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.06 (0.01)
0.00 0.21 (0.01) 0.02 (0.01) 0,15 (0.02) 0,00 0.15 (0.01)
0.01 (0.01) nd 0.00 nd 0.00 nd
2.45 (0.67) 1.46 (0.07) 1.19 (0.29) 0.60 (0.05) 889.28 (2.87) # # # ( 1 1 ,1 0 )
8.30 (0.10) 0.65 (0.04) 6.26 (0.23) 0.61 (0.09) 6.04 (0.06) 0.92 (0.08)
0.01 (0.01) 0.06 (0.03) 0.03 (0.02) nd 0.03 (0.04) 0.04 (0.03)

379.30 (1.14) 451,82 (9.00) 116.08 (4.70) 408.56 (8.00) 331.64 ##### 435.90 (1.31)
7.36 (0.06) 3.21 (0.10) 7.49 (0.20) 3.04 (0.11) 7,65 (0.02) 3.27 (0.15)
0.35 (0.02) 3.31 (0.10) 0.53 (0.07) 3.61 (0.10) 0.48 (0.04) 3.60 (0.15)

00.31 (1.13) 104.33 (3.01) 7.66 (0.01) 134.08 (6.00) 96.00 (2.20) 114.46 (0.69)
7.91 (2.47) 8.75 (0,00) 1.88 - 10.60 (2.00) 10.89 (0.69) 8.43 (0.39)

nd 0.12 (0.06) nd 0.04 (0.03) nd 0.11 (0.07)
0.02 (0.02) 0.18 (0 04) 0.02 (0.01) 0.21 (0.06) 0.00 0.22 (0.07)

nd 0.01 (0.00) 0.00 0.00 nd 0.01 (0.01)
-0.01 -0.08 -0.01 -0.09 0.00 -0.09

0.00 0.00 0,00
98.42 (0.34) 92.45 (0.63) 100.12 (0.40) 91,06 (1,18) 100.62 (0.58) 82.65 (0.64)

7.55 6.84 7.35
1.21 (0.03) 1.19 (0.03) 1.10 (0.03)

0.66 (0.03) 0.14 (0.01) 0,87
0 26 (0.09) 0.35 (0.08) 0.21 (0.14)
1,69 (0.47) 1,99 (0.51) 0,89
7.41 (0.37) 10.26 (1.66) 6.67 (0.67)
0.84 (0.02) 0.28 (0.01) 0.76
0.87 (0.03) 0.06 (0 00) 0.84
0.90 (0.28) 0.18 1.29

2.67 (0.02) 2.72 (0.03) 2.72 (0.02)
1.33 (0.01) 1.28 (0.03) 1.27 (0.01)
0.01 0.00 0.01
0.64 (001) 0.66 (0.02) 0.65 (0 00)
0.02 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00) 0.03 (0.00)
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.31 (0,01) 0.30 (0.01) 0.29 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
4.98 (0.02) 4.97 (0.04) 4.86 (0.03)

31.47 (0.29) 3069 (0.77) 29.77 (0.39)
66.40 (0.61) 66.26 (1.66) 67.36 (0.88)
2.09 (0.02) 3.11 (0.08) 2.79 (0.04)
0 02 (0.01) 0 06 (0 03) 0 06 10.06)



Table 4  6 , Qua(tz-glass pairs 

[ Low Be Contents

00
00

Run BeP-40
][

Mixture
Prec, Patti/Duration (d) 
Final Path/Duration (d) 
Crystalline Products

HG-Qtz-C 
850-F (6 ) 

800-R(14) 
Qtz

Analysis of Qtz glass
No. analyses, QEPMA 10 10

No, analyses, SIMS 1 1

Measure of precision se sd
wtV.
SIO; 98,80 (0,34) 77,68 (0,78)
TIO; 0,01 (0 ,0 0 ) 0 ,0 2  (0 ,0 2 )
B;Oj (ppm)' 6,31 - 23,35 -
AI;Oj 0.08 (0 ,0 1 ) 9,88 (0,24)
FeO 0,01  (0 ,0 1 ) 0,26 (0 ,0 1 )
MnO 0,01  (0 ,0 0 ) 0 ,01  (0 ,0 1 )
MgO 0 ,00 0,06 (0 ,0 1 )
NIO 0,01  (0 .0 0 ) nd (0,04)
ZnO 0 ,0 2  (0 ,0 2 ) nd
BeO (ppm)' 0,96 - 3.95 -
CaO 0,01 (0 ,0 0 ) 0,17 (0,04)
BaO 0,01  (0 .0 0 ) 0,08 (0,04)
Ll;0 (ppm)' 6,16 67,74 -
Na;0 0,01  (0 .0 0 ) 2,76 (0,11)
K;0 0,01  (0 ,0 0 ) 3.68(0,11)
Rb;0(ppm)' 17,39 - 72,22 -
Cs;0 (ppm)' 0 ,6 6  - 7,06 -
P2O5 nd 0,10 (0,04)
F 0,05 (0,02) 0,06 (0,04)
Cl 0 .00 0,01  (0 ,0 0 )
0=F -0 ,0 2 -0,03
0=CI 0 ,00 0 ,0 0

total 99,00 (0.30) 94,51 (0,58)
H;Obydlff 5,49
ASI 1,09 (0,03)
D-B Qtz/MELT 0,27
D-Mn Qtz/MELT 0,85 (1,12)
D-Be Qtz/MELT 0,24
D-Ca Qtz/MELT 0,04 (0.02)
D-LI Qtz/MELT 0,09
D-Rb Qtz/MELT 0.24
D Cs Qtz/MELT 0,09

1 High Be Contents (beryl-saturated)
Be-71* Be-75*

800-F (6) 850-F (21)
750-R (30) 800-R (36)

Qtz, Bri. Cbr Qtz. Bri. Cbr
Qtz glass" Qtz glass"
11 12 10 12
2 3 1 2

se sd se sd

99,31 (0,38) 74,73 (0,43) 99,51 (0,23) 75,86 (0,42)
0,00 (0,00) nd 0.01 (0,00) nd
4,73 - nd 2,13 - nd
0,18 (0,01) 11,69 (0,18) 0,07 (0,03) 10.81 (0,10)
0,00 nd 0,00 nd
0,00 nd 0,00 nd
0,00 nd 0,00 nd
0,00 nd 0,01 (0,00) nd

nd nd nd nd
78.90 - 452 (13) 70,59 - 982 (6)
0,00 0,03 (0,01) 0 ,00 0,02 (0,02)
0.01 (0,01) nd 0 ,0 2  (0 ,0 1 ) nd
0,77 nd 1,83 - nd
0.01 (0,01) 3,16 (0,12) 0,02 (0.01) 2,78 (0,07)
0,01 (0,00) 3,56 (0,12) 0,01 (0,00) 3,11 (0,08)
1,72 - nd 3,93 - nd
1,90 - nd 3,63 - nd

nd nd nd nd
0,07 (0,05) nd 0.03 (0.01) nd
0,00 nd 0,01 (0,00) nd

-0,03 -0,01
0,00 0,00

99,57 (0,37) 93,19 (1,66) 99,67 (0,21) 92,67 (0.68)
6,81 7.33
1,28 (0,03) 1,35 (0,02)

0.17 0,07

* from Evensen et al„ 1999
" major element glass chemistry taken from Evensen et at., 1999



Table 4*7». Oart( m ica-o lm  pair»

Low Be Content»

00
VO

Ron
Mtiduro
Prec. Path/Duration (d) 
Final PadVDuradon (d) 
Crvslalllne Products

BeP-W
SP-Crd-1

700-F(26) 
Crd.Bl.MI.Otz PI

Run 8*8

700-F

BeP-58
SP^Crdl

800^F(14)
Crd.Bt.Ml

Run 8*1 f

750-F(21) 
650̂ R (38)

BeP-47
SP-MusZ-C 
730-F (22) 
700-R(29) 

Krs.Cor.MusAls.Bt.Mt

BeP-20
SP-CrdIC 

850-F (6) 
700-R (28) 

Crd.BtMl
Analysbof 81 Qlass 81 glass' Bl glass Bt glass' Bt glass Bt glass
No. analyses. QEPMA 8 10 8 7 19 11 11 20 8 8 9 8
No. analyses, SMS 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2
Measure of oredsbn sd se sd se sd sd sd Sd Sd

SO« 40,42 1.60 70,83 (1.04) 355 150 62 00 (1 23) 6240 (0 09) 70.01 (053) 82 54 (0 35) 63.94 (030) 41.12 2,61 69.12 (0.72) 83 03 (038) 70.82 0.63
TÏO, 2.01 0.16 0.01 (0.01) 1.9 0.10 001 (0 01) 001 (000) 0.12 (0,02) 002 (8 12) 0.09 (0.01) 0.51 0.05 0.03 (0.01) 0 01 (000) 0.04 001
B A  (ppm)' 41.708 (8.88) 99,83 (0.77) 110.3 (8.37) 231.08 (1.00) 3.70 • 79.54 (0.32) 131.80 (5.70) 298,25 (738) 60,86 (10.08) 164.24 • 54 49 • 123.80 (1.93)
AIA 12.09 0.37 12.12 (0.16) 225 0.55 16 00 (0 35) 1945 (0 06) 13.12 (0Z5) 18 77 (0 27) 15,84 (0) 20.69 0,49 13.76 (0.30) 18.47 (Oil) 12.47 0.18
FeO 13.47 1.98 (0.03) 15.7 0,74 0.68 (001) 0.02 (0.00) 0.81 (0,05) 0.12 (0.00) 0.74 (0.06) 9.48 0.70 0,37 (0.02) 009 (oor; 0.67 0.13
MnO 0 53 0.13 0.10 (0,01) 0.3 0.02 0.01 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00) 0.11 (0,01) 001 (000) 0.07 (0.00) 0,09 0.01 0.04 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00) 009 001
MflO 18.40 1.20 0.15 (0,02) 6.7 0.41 0 00 (0 00) 000 (000) 0.52 (0,01) 001 (000) 0.18 (0.02) 12.47 1.00 0.19 (0.01) 0 01 (000) 032 001
NO 0.01 0.02 nd 0.6 0.12 M 000 (0.00) nd 0.01 (0.00) 0.04 (0,03) 0,47 0.06 nd 001 (000) nd
ZnO 0.020 (0.02) nd nd nd nd nd nd 0.01 (001) nd nd nd
BeO (ppm)’ 0Z79 (0.02) 0.60 (0.03) 22.5 (0,88) 53.41 (230) 2.33 • 5.00 (030) 28.73 (1.05) 66.70 (0350) 6.82 030 13.76 • 2.82 • 3 390 (0.138)
CaO 0.03 0.02 0.81 (0.09) 0.0 0.04 005 (0.02) 000 (0.00) 1.06 (0.09) 0 02 (0 00) 0.83 (0.01) 0.02 0 01 034 (0.03) 002 (0.00) 0.96 0,05
BaO 0.10 0.04 nd 3.3 0,33 027 (0.041 3.33 (0.08) 0.05 (0,03) 082 (001) 037 (0.03) 035 0,03 0.02 (0.02) 0.94 (0.10) 0.05 0,05
11,0 (ppm)’ 188.189 {22b) 408.58 (8.03) 3153.3 (139) 4720.40 (158.02) 72.35 • 434.39 333 5088.59 (10.03) 7182.40 (31) 194.05 (8.12) 326.59 . 121.84 . 38337 (2,02)
H9fi 027 0.03 3 04 (0.11) 0.4 0,04 220 (0.10) 1.89 (0.01) 3.14 (0.12) 2.30 (004) 1.95 (0,02) 0.51 0.11 3.18 (0.11) 2 /8 (0.05) 3.30 0.09
K fi 9.07 02b 3.61 (0.10) 7.8 0.31 3.30 (0,13) 12.65 (0.05) 3.38 (0.15) 1291 (006) 338 (0.040) 7,95 0,39 5.18 (030) 12.00 (0,10) 2.77 0,08
RbjO (ppm)' 331.589 (455) 134.08 (4,60) 3214.1 (498) 3120.61 (10.02) 35858 • 109.69 (0.55) 2608.85 (459.98) 4166,39 (12.96) 293.59 (14.6) 243.56 . 37839 . 101.95 (0 00)
CiiO (ppm)’ 10.803 (2.80) 10.60 (2.12) 2309.4 (61) 4032.61 (100.88) 4.06 • 11.82 (2.00) 447036 (161.09) 7777.36 (184) 5.40 (0.83) 9.04 • 4823 • 10.70 (1.31)
P A nd 0,04 (0.03) nd 0.02 (001) nd 0.12 (0.03) nd nd nd 0.06 (0,04) nd 0,04 0.02
F 2.83 Oj8 021 (005) 2.7 0.12 0 05 (0 04) 0 02 (0 01) 0.19 (0.07) 0 04 (0.02) 1.74 (0 04) 0,88 0.10 0,08 (0,07) 0 05 (0 03) 0,18 0.07
Cl 0.05 0.01 0,00 0.0 0.00 0.01 (0.00) nd 0.01 (001) nd nd 0,01 0.00 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 0.01
0»F •1.19 0.12 •0,09 •1.1 0.05 •002 (0.02) •0.01 •0.08 •002 (001) •0.04 •0.37 0.04 •0.03 (0 03) •0.02 (0 01) •0.07 003
0*CI •0.01 0.00 0.00 0.0 0,00 0 00 (0 00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (0,00) 0,00 0,00
total 98.171 (0,37) 90.805 (1.19) 97.1 0.960 85 99 (1,66) 9972 (0.20) 92.58 (0,64) 08 40 (060) 60.85 (1) 94.34 (0.78) 92.33 (0.51) 97,81 (064) 91 605 (1)
HPbydfl 3.629 9.30 2.9 028 7.42 154 9.15 5.66 7.67 2.10 8,395
ASI 1.19 (0 03) 1.78 (0.09) 131 (0 05) 1.45 (0.02) 131 (0.03) 131 (0.02)
Mo# 67.6 I1.2J 42 7 12 2) 20 5 (0 6) U b 10 61 69.9 n.4) 13 8 (0 81
0-B 81/MELT 0.42 (0.07) 0,48 (0.04) 0.05 0 44 (0 02) 0.37 044
O-MoBI/MELT 3 64 (0.97) 78.30 (75.78) 0.01 (0.00) 0,04 (0,01) 0,47 (0.13) 0.01 (0.01)
D4e 81/MELT 0,47 (0,05) 0.42 (0.02) 0.47 0.42 (0,02) 0.50 0,77
D ^a Bt/MELT 0,04 (0 04) 0.45 (0.78) 0,00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 0.10 (0.05) 0 02 (000)
04J Bt/MELT 0,46 (0.01) 0.67 (0.04) 0.17 0.71 (0.00) 0.59 0.32
D-Rb Bt/MELT 2.47 (0.09) 1.03 (0.16) 327 0.63 (0.11) 131 3,69
D-Cs Bt/MELT 1.02 to 321 057 (0,02) 0.34 0 57 (0 021 0.60 4.51
Structural cations/12 0
81 2,84 (0,11) 2.81 (0.12) 2.73 (0,01) 2 90 (0.02) 2.91 (0.19) 2 60 (0,02)
T) 0.11 (0.01) 0.11 (0.01) 0 to (0,02) 0 06 (40.64) 0.03 (0,00) 0 07 (0,02)
At 1.00 (0,03) 1.08 (0.03) 1.17 (0.00) 002 (0,01) 1.08 (0.03) 1 23 (0,01)

Mtotal 3.94 (0.11) 4.00 (0.13) 4 00 (0,02) 3 00 (40.64) 4.00 (0.19) 4 00 (003)
At 0.00 0.00 0 14 0 12 0.68 (0,01) 003
Fe 0.79 (0.12) 1.04 (0.05) 0,72 (0.06) 0 57 (0,02) 0.58 (0,04) 0 48 (0.03)
Mn 0.03 (0.01) 0.02 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00) 002 (001) 0,01 (0.00) 0 02 (0.01)
Mo 1.72 (0.13) 0.79 (0.05) 148 (0.14) 1 74 (0,24) 1.32 (0.11) 183 (0.19)
U 0,01 0.10 002 001 001 001•*1 total 2.55 (0.17) 1.95 (0,07) 238 (0.15) 2 46 (034) 2.87 (0.11) 2 36 (0.19)
Ba 0,00 (0,00) 0.10 (0.01) 001 (0.00) 0 00 (000) 0.01 (0,00) 001 (0.00)
Na 0.04 (0.00) 0,06 (0.01) 0 07 (0.00) 006 (0.00) 0.07 (0.01) 0 09 (000)
K 0.81 (0.02) 0.79 (0,03) 080 (0.00) 0 67 (001) 0.72 (0 04) 0.76 (0.01)
Rb 0.00 f 0.02 000 000 0.00 000
Cs 000 0.01 0001") total 0.85 (0.02) 0.97 (003) 087 (0,00) 074 (0.01) 0.80 (0.04) 086 (0.01)

total cation# 0.85 (021) 8.92 (0.15) 726 (0.15) 7,18 (40,65) 7.36 (032) 732 (030)
F 0,83 10,08) 0.669 (0.31) 0 67 (2.76) 0 57 13 58) 0.20 1085) 0 79 15.101
* from Icenhower and London 1995



Tab(6 4'7a (continued). Oarit mic»iil8s» pairs

low Be Contents

VOO

Run
Mixture
Prec. PattVDuration (d) 
Final PaUiTDuration (d) 
CrvstalUrw Products

BeP-45
SP-Bt2-C 

800-F (15) 
750-R (23) 
Crd.Bt.Mt

B#P46
SP-Bt2-C 
850-F (6) 

600-R(14) 
Bt.Mt

Analysis of Bt glass Gt glass
No. analyses. QEPMA 10 10 12 10
No. analyses. SIMS 1 1 1 1
Measure of oredslon sd sd
wt%
SIO, 40.14 (0 05) 70.56 (0.65) 45,79 (1.69) 69 54 (0.80)
TK), I.W (0.09) 0,07 (0.02) 1.29 (0 06) 0.17 (0.03)
BjOihipm)' 64.44 • 149,42 . 74.26 • 99,21 •
A IA 16.15 (0 68) 13,62 (0.20) 15,91 (0,46) 13.78 (0.21)
FeO 8,73 (0.26) 0.57 (0.04) 6,89 (0.50) 0.79 (0 04)
MnO 0.29 (0 01) 0.15 (0.01) 0 27 (0 01) 0.17 (0.02)
MgO 17.87 (023) 0.35 (0.01) 15,93 (0 71) 0.42 (0,01)
NK3 0 09 (0.02) nd 0.10 (0,02) nd
ZnO nd nd nd nd
BeO (ppm)' 4.87 • 12.10 . 7.14 . 12.77 -
CaO 0.00 (0.00) 0.19 (0.03) 0,02 (0.00) 020 (0.07)
BaO 0 24 (0 04) 0.02 (0,02) 0,26 (0,04) 0.04 (0.02)
U,0(ppm)' 371.56 . 628.70 . 520,34 • 650.42 -
Na/) 0.50 (0,04) 3.29 (0.16) 0.74 (0.03) 3.31 (0.12)
K/> 8,92 (0.11) 4.14 (0.11) 7.83 (0.23) 4.31 (0.11)
Rb,0 (ppm)' 168,73 - 162.88 . 109.76 • 151.00 -
CSjO (ppm)' 6.08 . 12.86- 13,74 • 6,65 -
P A nd 0.09 (0,02) nd 0.10 (0,04)
F 3.44 (0.17) 0.47 (0.07) 3 25 (0.13) 0,54 (0 05)
Cl nd 0.01 (0,01) nd 0.02 (0,01)
0=F •1.45 (0 07) •0.20 (0.03) •1.37 (0,08) •0 23 (0,02)0:CI 0.00 (0.00) 000 (0,00)
total 96,72 (0,18) 93.64 (0,81) 96.09 (0.37) 93.25 (0,95)
HiObydlff 3.28 3.01
ASt 1.32 (0.03) 1.26 (0.04)
Mo# 77.9 (0 61 79.9 (0 7)
D-B Bt/MELT 0.43 0.75
D-Mn Bt/MELT 1.91 (0.13) 1.59 (0.21)
0 ^  Bt/MELT 0.39 0.56
OCa Bt/MELT 0.01 (001) 0,10 (004)
0-U Bt/MELT 0.50 061
D-Rb Bt/MELT 0.92 1,26
D-Cs Bt/MELT 0.63 1,59
structural cations/12 0
SI 2.71 (0.06) 3 00 (0.11)
Tl 0,06 (0,00) 0,06 (0,00)
Al 1.21 (0,07) 0,03 (0,02)
Be 0,00 0.001*1 total 4,00 (0.00) 4,00 (0.11)
Al 0 08 (0.00) 0.30 (0 00)
Fe 0.40 (0.01) 0.38 (0,03)
Mn 0.02 (0 00) 0 02 (0,00)
Mg 1.80 (002) 1.56 (0.07)
U 0,01 0.01

M total 2.40 (0.03) 2.26 (008)
Ba 0.01 (000) 001 (000)
Na 0 08 (0.01) 0.09 (0.00)
K 0.77 (0.01) 0 66 (002)
Rb 0.00 0.00

total 085 (0.01) 0.76 (002)
total cations 7.25 (0.10) 7,02 (014)

F 0.74 (0.04) 0 67 (0 03)

BePm
SP-Bl2-Be 
750-F(21) 
700-R (28) 

Crd.6f.Bl.Mt

• .«M. ; .M# iww. r .  vn.aM ai.wwf

BeP-54
>P-Cn11-Be

750-F (27)
CfdBrt.BtMl

BeP-43 
SP-Bt2-Be 
850-F (6) 

800-R (14) 
Crd.6r1.BtMt

Bt glass Bt glass Bt glass
14 11 19 12 19 101 2 1 2 1 1

sd sd sd

38.99 (0,52) 6892 (0.49) 43.93 (1,67) 70.32 (0.41) 4067 (0,91) 70,04 (0,33)
1.98 (0.04) 0 08 (0.02) 1.57 (0.19) 0.03 (0.02) 1.48 (0 05) 0.16 (0 03)

213.05 - 98.05 (1.77) 70.97 - 88,55 (3 00) 138 24 • 131.70-
15.89 (1.32) 13.35 (0.07) 12,97 (0 83) 12.73 (0.14) 16.10 (0.13) 13,99 (0,24)
12.26 (0,62) 0.44 (0.03) 10.03 (1.98) 0 57 (0,04) 8.58 (0 35) 0.78 (0.04)
0.36 (0.02) 0.07 (0.02) 0,30 (0,03) 0 09 (0.02) 0 28 (0 01) 0.13 (0,01)

14.19 (0.69) 0,10 (0.01) 17.19 (1.10) 0 23 (0,01) 18.51 (0 36) 0.33 (0.01)
0,27 (0.24) nd 0,01 (0,00) nd 0.20 (0.06) nd

nd nd nd nd nd nd
90,03 . 511.10 (2.87) 621.17 - 1523,02 (9.80) 147.33 . 1890.58 -0.01 (0,00) 0.16 (0.09) 0.14 (0.06) 1.04 (0.10) 0 00 (0 00) 0,24 (0.08)
0 33 (0.06) 0.05 (0.05) 0.11 (0.03) 0 OS (0,03) 0.40 (0 03) 0.08 (0.04)

628.06- 613.05 (22.39) 233.12 • 405.33 (11.41) 45889 . 602,09 -
0.49 (0,09) 3.19 (0.07) 0.47 (0 08) 3,25 (0.12) 0.68 (002) 3 24 (0.14)
8,92 (0.20) 4,60 (0.09) 7.73 (0.71) 3.72 (0.12) 9.02 (0.06) 4.80 (0.14)

410.13 - 153,21 (3.65) 159.48 - 125,65 (12.22) 441.87 - 165,89 •
41.26 - 34.99 (2,00) 14.13 - 9.17 (2.62) 59.49 - 38.42 -

nd 0.08 (0.03) nd 0,00 (0.03) nd 0.08 (0.02)
3,05 (0.20) 0.50 (0.02) 2.65 (0,23) 0,26 (0 07) 3,79 (0.16) 0.66 (0.05)0.01 (0.01) 0.03 (0 01) 0.01 (0.01) nd 0.01 (0,01)

-1.28 (0,08) •0.21 •1.12 •0.12 •159 (0.16) -0,28 (0.02)0,00 •0,01 0,00 0.00 (0,00)
95.59 (0,34) 91.46 (0.63) 06,14 (069) 92,51 (0,47) 96 33 (0 28) 94,56 (0,53)
4,41 6,54 3.66 7.49 187

1.24 (0.03) 1.12 (0 03) 1.24 (0.04)66 7 (0,5) 74 8 f14 8) 78 6 ro 6)
2.17 0,80 1.05
5.14 (1.49) 3.36 (0.84) 2.12 (0.23)
0.18 0.41 0.06
0,05 (0.03) 0.14 (0,06) 002 (0.01)1.02 0.56 057
2.73 1.27 2.36
1.16 1.54 1.55

2 73 (0,04) 2 09 (0.13) 2 69 (0 06)0.10 (0.00) 0,08 (0 01) 0.07 (0 00)
1.17 (0,00) 0,92 (0 05) 1 23 (0,01)0.00 0,01 000

4.00 (0.10) 400 (0,14) 4,00 (0.06)
0.14 (0.01) 0.12 (0 01) 0,03 (000)
0,72 (0,04) 0,57 (O il) 0,46 (0 02)0,02 (0.00) 0 02 (0 00) 0.02 (0 00)
1.48 (0 07) 1.74 (0.11) 1.83 (0 04)0.02 0,01 0.01

2.38 (0.08) 2.46 (0.16) 2.36 (0 04)001 (0.00) 0 00 (000) 0.01 (000)
0,07 (0 01) 0 08 (0.01) 0.09 (000)0 80 (0 02) 0 67 (0 06) 0.76 (001)000 000 0,00

0.87 (0.02) 0.74 (0.06) 0 86 (001)
7.26 (013) 7.19 (0 22) 722 (000)

0 67 (0.04) 0 57 (0051 0 79 (0 03)



Table 4-7b. White mica-glass pairs

Low Be Contents
Run BeP-47
Mixture SP-M us2-C
Prec. Path/Duration (d) 730-F (21)
Final Path/Duration (d) 700-R (31)
Crystalline Products Kfs,Mus
Analysis of Mus glass

sd sd
No. analyses, QEPMA 8 10
No. analyses. SIMS 1 3
wt%
SiOz 64.63(1.35) 72.23 (0.87)
TiOz 0 .0 2 (0 .01) 0.01 (0 .01)

B2O3 (ppm)’ 533.07 - 171.63-
AIzOs 19.65(1) 12.8 6 (0)
FeO 0.07 (0.05) 0.21 (0 .02)
MnO 0.01 (0 .01) 0.01 (0.01)
MgO 0.01 (0 .01) 0.03(0.01)
NiO 0 .0 0 (0 .00) nd
ZnO 0.01 (0 .01) nd
BeO (ppm)’ 19.43 - 14.38-
CaO 0.03 (0.03) 0.02 (0.03)
BaO nd 0.01 (0 .01)
LizO (ppm)’ 444.98 341.29-
N azO 3.93 (0.230) 3.74(0.18)
KzO 10.79(0.35) 4.00 (0.090)
R bzO  (ppm)’ 224.95 - 254.51 -
C szO  (ppm)’ 7.45 - 9 .45-

P 2O5 nd 0.04 (0.02)
F 0.03(0.03) 0.15(0.07)
Cl 0.01 (0) 0.01 (0)
0=F -0.01 (0 .01) -0.06 (0.03)
o = c i 0.00 (0 .00) 0.00 (0 .00)
total 99.30(0.18) 93.33 (1)
H z O b y d if f 0.70
ASI 1.21 (0.03)
D-B Crd/MELT 3.11
D-Mn Crd/MELT
D-Be Crd/MELT 1.35
D-Ca Crd/MELT
D-Li Crd/MELT 1.30
D-Rb Crd/MELT 0.88

High Be Contents (Brl-saturated)
BeP-52

SP-Mus2-Be 
750-F (21)
700-R (28) 

Kfs,Mus,AIs,Cor,Bt,Mt
Mus glass

se sd
9 8
1 1

63.03 (0.36) 69.12(0.72)
0.01 (0 .00) 0.03(0.01)

204.71 - 250.40 -
18.47(0) 13.76(0)
0.09(0.01) 0.37(0.02)
0.00 (0 .00) 0.04(0.01)
0.01 (0 .00) 0.19(0.01)
0.01 (0 .00) nd

nd nd
755.02 - 869.44-

0.02 (0 .00) 0.24(0.03)
0.94(0.10) 0 .0 2 (0.02)

385.18 - 353.75-
2.16(0.051) 3.18(0.11)

12.98(0.10) 5.18(0.202)
316.84 - 359.96-

35.20 - 42.70-
nd 0.06(0.04)

0.05 (0.03) 0.08(0.07)
nd 0.01 (0)

-0 .0 2 (0 ) -0.03 (0.03)
0.00 (0.00)

97.92(0.18) 92.44(1)
2.08

1.21 (0.03)
0.82

0.87
0.09 (0.01)
1.09
0.88
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b-C s Crd/MELT 0.79 0.82
structural cations 712 0
Si
B
Be

Al
Fe
Li

Na
K
Rb
Cs

[41

[6]

total

total

[12] total
total cations

mol% Mus 
mol% Pa

4.06 (0.09) 
0.01 
0.00 

4.06 (0.09)
1.45(0.04) 
0.00 
0.01 

1.46 (0.04)
0.45(0.03) 
0.87(0.03) 
0.00 
0.00 

1.32 (0.04)
6.83 (0.10)

0.01 (0 .00)
64.36 (4.32) 
35.64(2.39)

4.08 (0.02) 
0.00 
0.01 

4.08 (0.02)
1.41 (0.01) 
0.01 
0.01 

1.42 (0.01)
0.27(0.01) 
1.07(0.01) 
0.00 
0.00 

1.34 (0.01)
6.85 (0.03)

0.01 (0 .01 )
79.79 (5.35) 
20.21 (1.35)
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Table 4*8a. Experimentally calibrated partition coefficients of Be between rock-forming minerals and silicic melt 
and their T-dependence.

ÎS

trace Be contents
Mineral T (“C)

650 675 680 700 750 800 850
K-rich alkali feldspar 
Na-rich alkali feldspar 
albite

0.07 - 0.38- 0 .02-
0 .28-

0.26 - 

0.10 -

0.19 - 0.19 -

oligoclase-andesine 
quartz 
dark mica 
white mica

0.42 (0.02)

1.84 (0.05)

0.54 (0.08) 
1.35 -

0.39 -
0.24 - 
0.52 (0.02)

cordierite’ 201.21 (0.28) 153.06 (4.67) 35.04 (2.31) 6.70-

beryl saturation

K-rich alkali feldspar 0.18 - 0.14 -
Na-rich alkali feldspar 0.14-
albite 0.37 -
oiigoclase-andesine 0.89 -
quartz 0.17 - 0.07 -
dark mica 0.18 - 0.41 - 0.08 -
white mica 0.87 -
cordierite’ 26.59 (0.43) 19.50 (0.62) 15.11 (0.22) 13.99 (0.45) 15.14 (0.48)



Table 4-8b. Experiementai mineral/mineral partitioning coefficients 
for

D x/x
Be in granitic melts

trace Be beryl-saturated
T C O  700 675 700 750 800

Mus/Kfs 80.96
Bt/Kfs 29.98
Ansz/Bt 4.27 15.18
Mus/Bt 2.70
Crd/Bt 17 .77-196 .9 255.2 38.59 67.42
Crd/Kfs 767.0
Crd/An32 118.6 28.19
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Table 4-9. Partition coefficients for Be from natural systems

Source
Phases

D[Be] 
Avg (s.d.)

Reference

phenocryst/groundmass 
of ongonite, Mongolia

K-feldspar/groundmass 0.53(0.19)
albite/groundmass 1.56(1.46)
Li-"mica7groundmass 6.11(2.76)
K-feldspar/albite 0.34
Li-"mica"/K-feldspar 11.53
Li-"mica7albite 3.92

Kovalenko e t al. (1977)

restite/leucosome 
Pena Negra, Spain

K-feldspar/leucosome 3.05(0.3)
plagioclase/leucosome 3.13(0.4)
biotite/leucosome 15.5(0.9)
gam et/leucosom e 3.23(0.25)
cordierite/leucosome 29.1(2.1)

quartz monzonite
K-feldspar/plagioclase 0.25
K-feldspar/quartz 2.86
K-feldspar/biotite 2.00
biotite/quartz 1.43
biotite/plagioclase 0.13

coarse-grained biotite granite
K-feldspar/plagioclase 2.5
K-feldspar/quartz 25
K-feldspar/biotite 0.5
biotite/quartz 50
biotite/plagioclase 5

Bea e ta l. (1994)

Beus (1966)

Beus (1966)

muscovite granite
muscovite/plagioclase 5
muscovite/quartz 250
plagioclase/quartz 50

Beus (1966)

coarse-grained "albitized" granite
muscovite/feldspar 2.45

Beus (1966)
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muscovite/quartz
feldspar/quartz

49
20

coarse-grained "greisenized" 
muscovite granite

muscovite/feldspar 2
muscovite/quartz 31
feldspar/quartz 16

Beus (1966)

evolved rhyolitic dike
muscovfte/groundmass

Raimbault and Bumol (1998)
0.24

evolved rhyolitic series G.Morgan and D.London,
muscovite/biotite 2.10 unpublished data (2001 )
cordierite/biotite 200.1 - 514.4
andalusite/biotite 0.08
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Table 4-10. Reported Be contents of migmatite systems

Pena Negra Complex, central Spain 
Data from Bea e t al. (1994b)

Be (ppmw)
Migmatite facies Crd-bearing? m ean se  range N

mesosome yes 2.34 0.65 1 .13-4 .75 5
melansome yes 6.04 1.35 3.51 -8 .10 3
leucosome yes 1.20 0.10 0 .37-2 .04 6
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Table 4-11. Beryllium reservoirs in a schematic pegmatite dike

Temoerature 700 600 500 400
Be content of melt (ppmw) 140 60 50 40

Mineral and Mode
K-feldspar (20%) 27 10 8 6
plagioclase (40%) 258(An3i) 14(Ani) 12 9
quartz (30%) 34 7 6 5
muscovite (10%) 189 52 44 34

Total Be in RFM: 137 25 12 8
Be in beryl (% total Be) 1% 75% 76% 80%

Pegmatite Class: muscovite beryl rare-element

NO
BERYL BERYL SATURATED
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Table 4-12. Average BeO content of granitic pegmatites

Location Pegmatite Type 
(where known)

average 
Be ppmw

Source

Tanco
Manitoba, Canada

complex Li 
petalite

163 Stilling (1998)

Sparrow Pluton 
Yellowknife, NWT, Canada

beryl 260 Kretz et al. (1989)

Helen Beryl
Black Hills, SD USA

beryl 92 Staatz et al. (1963)

Tin Mountain
Black Hills, SD USA

complex Li 
spodumene

223 Staatz et al. (1963)

Souchon
Kamativi mine, Zimbabwe

complex Li 
lepidolite

202 Gallagher (1975)
Rijks and van der Veen (1972)

Augustus
near Salisbury, Zimbabwe

complex Li 
lepidolite

202 Gallagher (1975) 
Ackerman etal. (1968)

Mistress
near Salisbury, Zimbabwe

complex Li 
lepidolite

432 Gallagher (1975) 
Ackerman et al. (1968)

Benson 1
Mtoko district, Zimbabwe

complex Li 
lepidolite

577 Gallagher (1975) 
Ackerman et al. (1968)

Benson 4
Mtoko district, Zimbabwe

complex Li 
lepidolite

76 Gallagher (1975) 
Ackerman et al. (1968)

Benson 2
Mtoko district, Zimbabwe

complex Li 
lepidolite

36 Gallagher (1975) 
Ackerman et al. (1968)

AI Hayat
Bikita district, Zimbabwe

complex Li 
spodumene

126 Gallagher (1975) 
Ackerman et al. (1968)

Bikita Main
Bikita district, Zimbabwe

complex Li 
petalite

180 Gallagher (1975) 
Ackerman et al. (1968)

Gobi Field
East Gobi, Mongolia

complex Li 
lepidolite

155 Rossovskiy and Matrosov (1974)

Beryl Rose
Darwin district, Zimbabwe

151 Gallagher (1975)
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Table 4-13. Compositions of the beryiiian waiirock alteration assem blage from 
Pegmatite, NM, USA

Analysis of "Be-margarite" biotite tourmaline
No. crystals analysed 5 4 2 
No. analyses, QEPMA 11 11 10 
No. analyses, SIMS 2 2 2 
w t % sd sd sd

the Harding

spessartlne
2

11
2

sd

S iO z 31.14(0.15) 42.23 ##### 35.81 (0.23) 36.13 (0.04)
TiOz 0.08 (0.02) 0.74##### 0.49 (0.05) 0.04 (0.02)
BzOa (ppm)®'“^ 434 (24) 18(3) 91260 (24) 7 (4)
AlzOz 44.87 (0.49) 18.58##### 32.23 (0.23) 20.95 (0.04)
FeO 0.16 (0.02) 11.04##### 9.17(0.15) 8.22 (0.19)
MnO 0.02 (0.01) 0.44##### 0.20 (0.04) 32.13 (0.19)
MgO 0.03 (0.00) 9.40##### 5.62 (0.36) 0.13 (0.01)
NiO 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 ##### 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)
Beo^'Ms = ppmw Be) 3.3072 (0.0482) *16.8 (0.3) '11 .3  (0.6) '0.0
CaO 12.76 (0.17) 0.00 1.42 (0.18) 2.20 (0.29)
BaO 0.01 (0.01) 0.05##### 0.03 (0.03) 0.01 (0.01)
LizO®'“ ® (® = ppmw) 1.2293####### 1.99##### '4 7 3 .6 # # # # # '3 9 .6  (19.4)
N azO 0.77 (0.10) 0.18##### 1.95 (0.05) 0.00
KzO 0.00 9.17##### 0.03 (0.01) 0.00
RbzO  (ppm)^'"^ 2 (0 ) 8474 (278) 6 (1 ) 19(2)
CszO (ppm)®'“® 3(0) 2549 (148) nd nd
F 1.60 (0.08) 4.72##### 0.96 (0.07) 0.15 (0.07)
Cl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0=F -0.67 -1.99 -0.40 -0.06
total without H20 95.36 (0.69) 97.67 (0.77) 96.69 (0.50) 99.92 (0.38)
HzO by SIMS 4.76 (0.25) 3.48 (0.37) 3.70 (0.10) 0.40 (0.04)
HzO by diff 4.64 2.33 3.31 0.08
total by SIMS 100.12(0.73) 101.15(0.85) 100.39(0.51) 100.32(0.38)
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Table 4-14. Bulk distribution coefficients for Be

Phase Normative 

wt fraction

Proportionate
r.r mineral/melt 
l \8 e

haoloaranite minimum at 2 0 0  MPa H , 0

Qtz 0.24 0.34 0.08

PI 0.19 0.38 0.07

Kf 0.15 0.28 0.04
1^  eutectic assemblage r\Be 0 . 2 0

muscovite-saturated aranite minimum at 2 0 0  MPa H , 0

Qtz 0.0012 0.33 0.00

PI 0.14 0.37 0.05

Kf 0.03 0.10 0.00

Ms 1.35 0.20 0.27
1 ^ ^  eutectic assemblage

0 . 3 3
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Figure Captions

Figure 4-1. Working curve for the analysis o f Be by SIMS. Analytical techniques are 

indicated with labels o f axes. Nearly 30 data points are shown (most plot on top of each 

other) from 3 SIMS sessions over a 2 year period. Propagated internal and external 

precision is shown with error bars.

Figure 4-2. Backscattered electron micrographs o f representative experimental products 

and assemblages. Image scale is shown in micrometers. Phase abbreviations include: 

Kfs=K-feldspar, K-Afs=potassic alkali feldspar, Mus=muscovite, Phn=phenakite, 

Ab=albite, Crd=cordierite, Bt=biotite, Mt=magnetite, Pl=plagjoclase, Qtz=quartz, 

Brl=beryl, Cbr=chrysoberyl, and gl=glass. [A] (a) Reversed Experiment BeP-64: K- 

feldspar crystals grown by reaction [1] from reUct Mus in granitic melt that contained 

trace contents of Be. (b) Reversed Experiment BeP-12: K-rich alkali feldspar grown at 

750 °C from granitic melt saturated in phenakite. (c) Reversed Experiment BeP-35: Na- 

rich alkali feldspar grown at 750 °C in Be-poor granitic melt, (d) Reversed Experiment 

BeP-32: Na-rich alkali feldspar grown at 750 °C in granitic melt saturated in phenakite. 

(e) Forward Experiment BeP-56: Andesine (PI) grown by the decomposition of starting 

grossular in granitic melt containing trace contents o f Be. It occurs with the crystalline 

assemblage Crd + Bt -t- M t + Qtz. (f) Forward Experiment BeP-53: Andesine grown in a 

similar assemblage in Be-rich granitic melt, with beryl as a liquidus phase. Beryl shows 

new growth at low T  with residual cores from the preconditioning T. [B] (a) Reversed 

Experiment BeP-40: New quartz grown at 800 °C in granitic melt with trace contents o f
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Be. (b) Reversed Experiment Be-75: New quartz grown under beryl-saturated conditions 

at 800 °C. The assemblage contains Qtz + BrI +  Cbr in hydrous granitic melt, (c) 

Reversed Experiment BeP-20: New biotite grown at 700 °C by reaction [3] in Be-poor 

granitic melt, (d) Reversed Experiment BeP-41: Biotite grown at 700 °C in equilibrium 

with beryl. The assemblage contains Crd + Bt + Mt -i- Brl in granitic melt, (e) Reversed 

Experiment BeP-47: Coarse muscovite intergrowths with biotite in silicic melt containing 

Kfs + Mus + Als + Cor + Bt + Mt. Numerous, small crystals o f new muscovite are 

present at lower left, (f) Reversed Experiment BeP-52: Abundant muscovite crystals 

grown in melt saturated with beryl and chrysoberyl; otherwise this charge contains a 

similar assemblage as (e).

Figure 4-3. Distribution of Be within a granitic pegmatite showing characteristic 

crystallization events of beryl. Modified firom Solodov (1959).

Figure 4-4. Schematic representation o f the key stages o f fi-actionation for the evolution 

of the Be budget in crustal magmas.

Figure 4-5. Three geochemical pathways (a,b,c) for Be during the evolution o f granitic 

magmas. The magmatic budget o f Be, the crystalline controls on Be contents o f melt, and 

the common products in solidified rock are given for successive stages.
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Figure 4-2a.
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Figure 4-2b.
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Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-5a.
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Figure 4-5b.
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Figure 4-5c.
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CHAPTER 5. KINETICS OF CRYSTALLIZATION IN UNDERCOOLED 

GRANITIC MELTS (Ab-Or-Qtz-HzO): SUPERLIQUIDUS, SUBLIQUIDUS AND

STARTING MATERIAL EFFECTS

INTRODUCTION

Unlike low-silica, basic or alkaline magmas that tend to track a condition of 

equilibrium between crystals and melt upon a liquidus line o f descent, comparable 

crystal-melt reactions in silicic melts are sluggish and may not necessarily track the 

equilibrium liquidus closely. Such kinetic barriers are highly relevant to shallowly 

emplaced granitic liquids that cool rapidly. Petrologists have long recognized that 

metastable behavior is more prevalent in high silica magmatic systems (e.g., as reflected 

in the timescales required for experiments to equilibrate: e.g., Tuttle and Bowen 1958; 

Dingwell et al., 1996). Field studies (e.g., Bea 1996; Morgan and London 1999) and 

experimental assessments (e.g., Penn 1986; Dingwell et al., 1996) increasingly point 

toward the need for a more comprehensive calibration o f the response o f  silicic melt to 

cooling. While numerous aspects of the broad topic of crystallization relevant to 

undercooled granite melts have been investigated (e.g., melt spéciation and structure: 

Mysen 1988, Hess 1995, McMillan and W olf 1995, Stebbins 1995; melt viscosity: 

Dingwell 1993, Webb and Dingwell 1995; relaxation in melt/glass: Dingwell 1995, 

Moynihan 1995; diffusion: Chakraborty 1995), our purpose here is only to extract 

reaction rates as a function o f thermal and structural histories relevant to silicic magmas.

M acroscopic Properties o f  Melt, While numerous studies have focused on 

microscopic properties of melts, the data base for macroscopic properties as a function of
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P-T pathway is weak. Here we begin with a study o f the effects o f macroscopic properties 

o f melt on crystallization, which fundamentally includes the presence o f  liquid, crystal 

and vapor phases. How these phases interact and the kinetic advantages or consequences 

for crystallization need to be delineated to fully characterize the crystallization o f granitic 

magmas. The effects o f  variable degrees of vesicularity and crystallinity for 

crystallization must be evaluated as a function o f thermal pathway to adequately 

represent magmatic analogues in nature.

M icroscopic Properties o f  M elt & Nucléation Terminology. Diffiision, melt 

spéciation and structural characteristics o f melt/glass all fall within this category, but an 

investigation of crystallization fundamentally begins with focus on nucléation. A critical 

nuclei has been defined as a molecular cluster that achieves a size great enough to grow 

so that it is able to outweigh the odds that it will decay by random chance (e.g., Dowty 

1980). Heterogeneous nucléation in melt is facilitated by a foreign substrate that reduces 

the activation energy barrier for nucléation, by reducing the surface free energy and 

allowing subcritical clusters or embryos (see Lofgren 1983 and references therein) to 

grow to critical radii. When nucléation occurs but is clearly separated from a foreign 

substrate like experimental capsule walls, it is termed internal nucléation. If nucléation 

clearly occurs along container walls as sidewall nucléation then crystal growth may 

proceed along container edges or inward into the melt. In this study the presence of 

unidirectional solidification textures (USTs), after Shannon et al (1982), are used to 

determine directions o f  crystal growth. Directional criteria include an asymmetry of 

crenulate, dendritic or intergrowth layering that shows crystal terminations in one
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direction, and possibly hierarchical nucléation relationships that are manifested as 

overgrowths on such terminations.

Pertinent Variables

The control on crystallization not only results from process within the melting 

interval, but o f that above the liquidus (e.g., Lofgren 1983, Marsh 1996) and, in rapidly 

cooled systems, below the solidus (e.g.. Smith et al., 2001). Thus, the following 

parameters become pertinent to understanding crystallization in felsic melts.

Structural State o f M elt

Starting Materials. Variation o f structural state o f the starting material (added 

reactants) is especially germane to experimental research aimed at equilibrium, although 

the effects o f starting medium are rarely evaluated in experimental studies. This is 

particularly appropriate to silicic melts that often display sluggish responses to 

crystallization (e.g., Dingwell 1993). Starting materials that result in a particular 

nucléation state may have significant consequences for crystallization pathways in terms 

o f available nuclei and vesicles in melt. While relationships between vesicles and 

nucléation and crystal growth, and potential consequences for crystallization have not 

been thoroughly assessed in silicate melts, the effects o f the presence o f nuclei are well 

known.

Studies relevant to basic liquids have emphasized that the availability o f critical 

nuclei ultimately governs the development o f crystalline texture in undercooled melts 

(e.g., Lofgren 1983), and thus, the dynamics o f crystallization (e.g., Hort and Spohn 

1991). In order to adequately assess magmatic responses to cooling in silicic systems, 

crystallization must be characterized in nuclei-bearing and nuclei-absent melts.
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Recovery Time o f  M elt The rate at which melt comes to equilibrium at a new set 

o f  P-T conditions, or its recovery time, may have potential kinetic effects upon 

subsequent cooling to subliquidus conditions. If structural equilibration of melt is 

important upon cooling, it represents an additional kinetic barrier for magmas prior to 

crystallization.

Recovery Time o f  Glass and The Glass Transition Temperature ( T g) .  Similarly, 

the rate at which glass comes to equilibrium with a new set o f P-T conditions, or its 

fragility (e.g., Dingwell 1996, Toplis et al., 1997), is highly relevant. The advancement of 

crystalhzation below the glass transition temperature may be relevant for extremely 

undercooled granitic liquids (e.g., Webber et al., 1997; Morgan and London 1999). If so, 

characterizing the mechanisms and textural signature o f  devitrification could be 

important for delineating thermal histories of melt, as well as augment the recognition of 

igneous systems that may have crystallized under far from equilibrium conditions (e.g.. 

Smith et al., 2001).

Undercooling (Supersaturation)

Liquidus undercooling (-AT = T < Thquidus) relates the physical driving force for 

crystallization to the chemical saturation surface of a given mineral phase. As silicate 

liquids are cooled to subliquidus or subsolidus temperatures, changes occur in nucléation 

(e.g., Winkler 1949; Fenn 1977; Muncill and Lasaga 1987) and morphologies o f crystal 

products (Swanson 1977; Lofgren 1980; Peterson and Lofgren 1986). Potential effects of 

undercooling on rates (e.g., Dingwell et al., 1996) and mechanisms o f solidification are 

also likely to be important. These systematics have yet to be fully assessed in 

compositions relevant to silicate magmas, and particularly, granitic liquids.
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Lag Times and Rate Changes during Crystallization

In order to effectively model crystallization scenarios for granitic liquids, a data 

base o f  nucléation delay times is fundamentally needed. How nucléation delay times vary 

as a function o f  starting material and thermal history may bear significant importance for 

the crystalhzation o f  sihcic magmas.

Not only is the onset of crystallization critical (e.g., Dowty 1981), but possible 

mechanistic changes over the interval o f crystallization— i.e., with time—could exert 

large effects on solidification (e.g., Hort and Spohn 1991). Field studies (e.g., McBimey 

1987; Marsh 1995; Webber et al., 1997) have suggested that the kinetics of crystalhzation 

are an integral part o f the solidification o f melt, but these have neither been satisfactorily 

confirmed nor cahbrated by experiment.

M etastable Fractionation o f  M elt. Evaluating firactionation as a function o f 

crystallization may be accomplished by utilizing a minimum melt (eutectic) composition 

for experimental analysis. If fractionation from a eutectic melt occurs, it must be due to 

metastable reaction induced by crystalhzation.

Strategy

The H aplogranite M elting M inim um : A  Reference P oint

Should starting materials he at the ternary minimum  composition, the eutectic 

becomes the relevant reference point for superheating and undercooling pathways. From 

this bulk composition, both crystal crystaUine and vitreous starting materials were 

derived (see Experimental Methods below) for the purposes o f  creating nuclei-bearing 

(feldspar or quartz) or nuclei-absent conditions upon cooling in experiments.
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Freezing Point. Using a reactive fine-grained crystalline material, minimum 

melting for hydrous haplogranite was determined to He between 680° and 685°C at 

200MPa (Table 5-1 a) and is thus taken to be 683°C. The composition of this minimum 

melt is Ab3gOr27QtZ37 (recalculated from QEPMA; Table 5-lb), which is sHghtly 

siliceous compared to previously reported values (e.g., Tuttle and Bowen 1958).

Congruency o f  M elting at Hydrous Conditions. Table 5-lc shows the glass 

compositions from melts that contained variable amounts o f water, from undersaturated 

(~ 4 wt% H2O) to significantly oversaturated (~ 50 wt% H2O) conditions. Very rare 

vapor deposits o f  glassy spherules were found among charges which led to the 

assessment that melts derived from the Coming Glass at 200 MPa melt congruently.

Persistence o f  Crystal Phases Above the Liquidus. Few studies have 

appreciated how long silicate crystals persist at superHquidus temperatures in melts o f 

silicic composition. Table 5-ld  shows the results o f a preliminary assessment of melting 

using the reactive crystalline mixture and proportions o f melt : crystals with time. At 700 

°C, crystals of both quartz and feldspar persist for at least 1 month (at which point rehct 

crystal diameters ~ 3 um on average). When temperature was increased to 730 °C, 

complete melting (at the resolution of electron microscopy; i.e., > 0.5 um) occurred after 

a 24 hour run duration. Hence this preconditioning step became one reference point for 

study.

Single-Step Therm al Pathways

In experiments o f  variable cooling rate, the effects o f the magnitude o f thermal 

change for crystallization may not be independently assessed. Therefore, for reasons o f 

extracting information from experiments, single-step thermal pathways were
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implemented in  these experiments. The approach allowed for the effects of thermal 

change on crystallization to be quantified. From the resultant data base, the effects of 

cooling rate m ay be ascertained.

This Study

In this study, undercooling is the means by which we get at chemical potential 

gradients during crystallization. Because conventions have been set this way, we define 

the change in temperature from the liquidus surface as AT. However, we include the 

modifiers + and - to indicate positive (“superheating”, +AT = T > T,iquidus) or negative 

(undercooling) thermal pathways from that point. The variables o f interest become: 

superliquidus T  step, subliquidus T step, and time (at each step). Characterization of the 

kinetics of crystallization in granite melts necessarily requires a (minimum) combination 

of these variables: ( 1) starting medium (containing variable nucléation state and 

vesicularity o f  melt), (2) superheating, (3) undercooling, and (4) time.

Here we examine the progression of crystallization in both nuclei-bearing and 

nuclei-absent haplogranite minimum melts at 200 MPa (Ph2o) as a function o f single-step 

superheating from 50 and 150 °C and subsequent single-step undercooling from ~ -13 to - 

310 °C with time (-+-AT = 1 hr to 7 days; -AT = 1 hr to 1 mo). During the solidification o f 

hydrous haplogranite composition above and below To we report on controls for 

nucléation delays and characteristics (mechanisms), the sequence o f appearance of 

crystalline phases, growth rates, mechanisms o f solidification and consequences for the 

development o f  boundary layers.
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Starting Materials

A  single starting glass, with a composition o f  the hydrous haplogranite minimum 

at 200 MPa, was synthesized by Coming from heating a mixture o f reagent oxides to 

1800°C and 1 atm in a ZrOa crucible. The glass is homogeneous (by microprobe; Table 5- 

Ib) though it contains rare traces of zirconia from the crucible wall; although, residual 

fragments o f zirconia do not appear to react with silicate liquid during any stage o f the 

crystallization process. Three different starting materials were derived from the initial 

glass (Figure 5-la):

Glass Rods. Rods were cut with a precision saw, and rounded using an alumina 

grinding wheel. Each rod was briefly (~ 10 s) soaked in HF to minimize 

contamination by removing a thin layer o f glass, then sonicated in ethanol 

and dried. The glass rods produced vesicle-free products whereas those of 

the powdered and crystalline materials contained vesicles.

Glass Powder. Powders were ground using an agate mill to a mean grain size of < 

10p.m. This step imparted similarity between the glass powder and 

crystalline mixture (derived from the glass powder). Grinding the glassy 

material had the following consequences: (a) the surface area o f the 

mixtures was increased, (b) the decreased fragment size changed the way 

that water interacted with the mixture, (c) grinding strain may have been 

induced in the glass fragments, and (d) the mixture may have been 

marginally contaminated by agate.
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Crystalline M ixture (Derived from  the Glass Powder). The crystalline material is 

comprised o f an aggregate o f  fine-grained Qtz (1-2 um) and intermediate 

Afs (1-8 um) produced by devitrification of glass powder plus —10 wt% 

H2O at 650°C for 4 days in a hydrothermal environment equivalent to 

water saturated conditions for haplogranite melt at 200 MPa. An 

assessment o f crystallinity by XRD (Figure 5-lb) and EDXA shows that 

after the charge is completely ciystalline after this treatment. At the same 

conditions, glass rods would not devitrify after 28 days. Because o f this 

barrier, which was an effect o f  the surface area o f  the glass rods, only 

glass powders were used for the derivation of crystalline materials.

Gold capsules (3 x 20 mm) were cleaned by soaking overnight in bromopropane 

(25°C) then by boiling for several hours in nitric acid. Afterwards, a few capsules still 

contained remnants o f the extrusion lubricants used in the fabrication o f the tubing; these 

remnants were removed with polyurethane foam swabs. Water was loaded first, followed 

by powders or glass rods, into capsules (with additives confined to a central portion of the 

capsule), which were sealed by DC-plasma arc welding. Capsules were checked for leaks 

(optically and using weight changes) after welding, and again after storage in a drying 

oven (140°C). The heating step further allowed for homogenization o f water contents 

throughout the powder prior to the experimental run. Care was taken to fashion all 

charges into slightly flattened cylindrical shapes, with an aspect ratio (= length/width) o f 

-  2. This produced run products o f similar shape and dimension.
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Equipment

Experiments were pressurized cold in R-41® and N1MONIC-I05® cold-seal 

reaction vessels using water plus trace Immunol® as the pressure medium. Pressure was 

measured with a factory-calibrated Heise bourdon tube gauge; fluctuations of < 3 MPa 

occurred over the course o f experiments, with a total estimated uncertainty of ± 10 MPa. 

Total experiment durations varied from —1 to 6  weeks. Temperature was monitored by 

internal Chromel-Alumel thermocouples with estimated maximum error o f ±  5°C. 

Experiments were quenched isochorically using compressed air je t (5 to 15°C/s). The 

fugacity o f oxygen within capsules was regulated by diffusion ofH z across the metal 

capsule; the JO2 o f the pressure medium is estimated to be slightly below NNO (Huebner, 

1971) at run conditions. Following quench, capsules were weighed to check for leaks, 

punctured, and the presence o f free water was recorded. Capsules were heated in a drying 

oven, and then reweighed to verify loss o f  free water (~ 25% of initial water added) and 

saturation of glass (by difference). Vitreous and dimpled surfaces o f  charges that easily 

pealed away from the metal capsules were also used as criteria for water saturation. All 

capsules gain minor weight during experiments by diffusion o f Ni-metal (from vessels 

and filler rods) into precious metal capsule walls; although, none o f  the experimental 

products reported here suffered detectable contamination by Ni.

Run Pathways

Multiple experiments were run together to eliminate temperature differences 

between charges where the determining variable is starting medium. The first series of 

experiments implemented isobaric superheating and undercooling cycles for all starting 

materials. These pathways entailed first heating runs to 730 or 830°C (+AT = 50 or
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150°C, respectively) for 1 day, which resulted in crystal-free melts, followed by a single- 

step undercooling. At the beginning (t = 0) o f  the undercooling step, the crystalline 

material resulted in nuclei-bearing melts, whereas the powdered glass and glass rod 

resulted in nuclei-free melts (but originating from different histories). It is this difference 

that allowed for the effects o f  starting medium to be assessed in the undercooling 

pathway. Final run (undercooling) temperatures were 670, 655, 630, 605, 580, 533,450, 

and 375°C (i.e., from -AT = 13 to ~ 310°C). Durations at a given undercooling varied 

from ~ 1 hour, to 1, 3, 7, 14, 21, and 28 days. Figure 5-2 shows a schematic illustration o f 

run pathways.

Another experimental series assessed the effects o f longer preconditioning steps at 

both superheating temperatures. The last series evaluated the recovery behavior for 

liquids preconditioned at 830°C then lowered in T to 730°C for variable duration. By 

comparison o f subsequent nucléation following undercooling, the equilibration rate for a 

change in superliquidus thermal conditions could be assessed.

Control products were obtained following each preconditioning step (Figure 5-2). 

In addition, several glasses which had been brought to the undercooling T for one hour 

(prior to quench), were analysed for homogeneity o f water distribution. Several transects 

by quantitative electron probe microanalysis (QEPMA) from edges o f charges into 

central regions (totaling ~ 75 analyses per charge), show that no variation exists within 

detection limits. Thus, all melts appear to be homogeneous upon arrival (t = 0) at 

undercooling conditions.
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ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

Extraction of Data from Run Products 

Area fo r  Sam pling

Di order to maximize the area o f analysis, entire charges were mounted together in 

transparent epoxy or Beuhler Transoptic® thermal plastic. This allowed for optical 

characterization by transmitted light o f the volumes o f charges (minus the fraction lost to 

polishing) and data acquisition at the surface using BSEI. Many of the charges 

originating from glass powders or the crystalline mixture (~ 1.5 mm thick) broke upon 

opening capsules. Although fragments were mounted in their original orientations, 

differential thickness between them allowed for exposure o f several different heights of 

the charges upon polishing. One-third to one-half o f  the bulk charge was removed during 

polishing. Therefore, this technique allows for successive sampling (e.g., vs. serial 

sectioning/ polishing) for representation of a given charge at once at 1/3 to 1/2 depth. 

Textural Data

Approaches utilized backscattered electron imaging (BSEI) and image processing 

to quantify run products. Using the backscattered signal, images were acquired as 1024 X 

1024 pixel arrays. Gray-level images were thresholded to binary images (black and 

white), and then several relevant shape descriptors were implemented (using software by 

Russ, 1999) for morphological statistics.

Centers o f  Nucléation. Because surface nucléation and sidewall crystallization 

clearly dominate the run products, measurements based on charge area (i.e., N/A in 

where N = no. o f nuclei) as well as perimeter (N/P), were made. Because o f  clear 

attachment relationships o f new crystals on former crystals and spatial proximity of
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crystals to one another in crystal clusters o f  like mineralogy, nucléation was measured in 

terms o f centers o f  nuclei. Another reason to measure centers o f nuclei stems from the 

nature o f the skeletal crystal products: in a planar sample, connectivity between crystals 

lying in close proximity to one another is unknown—i.e., several apparent crystals 

stemming from a common center may indeed be a single crystal in three dimensions. 

Centers o f  nucléation data were then compared to total numbers of crystals (nuclei).

Crystal Densities and M orphologies. Crystal numbers were counted during 

imaging and from BSE micrographs. Morphological data were acquired, using the 

following descriptors:

■ Solidity, the area measure o f  the filling density o f a crystal [area/convex area].

■ Diameter Aspect Ratio, the most accurate prediction o f aspect ratio for 

unknown crystal shapes using a non-orthogonal fimction [max/min diameter]

■ Roundness, an area/diameter calculation that relates 2-D projection of a 

crystal to sphericity [4*area/(n*(max. diameter)^)]

■ Convexity, a measure of convex perimeter/perimeter of a crystal. This tool is 

particularly powerful for identifying changes among spherulitic crystal 

clusters [provided that space (melt) exists between the radial arms or spokes 

o f  spherulites].

■ Crystal Length, a linear measure o f maximum, continuous length

■ Crystal Area, the area density occupied by crystals

Different measures o f shape were used in the calculation o f crystal growth rates 

(area/time, length/time, and area/time corrected for crystalline solidity). For consistency,
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all images were rotated so that the edge o f the charge was flush with the right portion o f 

the image.

Vesicularity o f  M elts. The vesicularity of run products varies with starting 

material. However, because o f the intrinsic conditions o f the experimental apparatus, the 

volume of run charges was not constrained; hence, the area occupied by vesicles should, 

once subtracted from the total, not affect area measurements o f melt. Where vesicle 

heterogeneity was observed, morphological descriptors using some o f the measures 

above were used to deduce size population characteristics. Spatial correlations between 

vesicles and crystals were tested to assess vesicle-crystal relations.

Compositions o f  Single and M ultiply Intergrown Phases

Glass and single crystals were analysed using wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy 

on a Cameca SX-50 electron microprobe at the University o f  Oklahoma. QEPMA 

utilized crystalline and glass standards with TAP, PET, LIE, and a layered composite 

(PCI) diffraction crystals. Operating conditions for hydrous glass analyses used a two- 

beam condition (2 nA and 20 nA regulated currents method) with a 20 pm spot size, in 

which Na and A1 were analyzed first (and concurrently) to inhibit beam-induced 

migration effects (Morgan & London, 1996). Analyses o f minerals were conducted at 20 

nA, 20 kV and a spot size of 3 to 5 pm. Counting times for all elements varied between 

20 and 30 seconds. Data were reduced using the PAP (Pouchou & Pichoir, 1985) matrix 

correction program. Detection levels, taken at 3ct (precision within ± 3 standard 

deviations of the mean) above mean background, were < 500 ppmw for most elements.

For multiply intergrown crystals, broad-beam (a raster o f 10x10 to 50x50 pm 

area) semi-quantitative analyses were accomplished using energy-dispersive X-ray
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analysis (EDXA). These analyses were recalculated as naineralogical modes of quartz 

(Qtz), orthoclase (Or), and albite (Ab). This assignment allowed for characterization of 

microscopic intergrowths because these components represent the only end-member 

crystalline phases (at least at the higher T conditions in this system).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Coverage o f the time — temperature run matrix is shown for melts o f each starting 

material in Figures 5-3a through 5-3c. Similar coverage o f run pathways is seen for each 

starting material.

Nucléation Delays

Table 5-2 gives the minimum nucléation times following undercooUng. 

Nucléation delays for melts derived from rod and powdered glass decrease with 

increasing undercooling, from ~ 7 days at -AT = -13°C to ~ 4.5 days at -AT = -133°C. 

Melts originating from the crystalline material respond differently. Nucléation delays do 

not exist for melts o f crystalline material at low undercoolings; these systems show 

significant crystallization after 1 hour at -AT = -13°C. With longer preconditioning times 

(2 to 3 days: Table 5-2), nucléation lag times appear to increase. I  interpret decreased lag 

times to mean that some nuclei are not completely wiped out before undercooling. After 

the 24-hour preconditioning duration, remaining embryos o f feldspar likely remain. At 

these conditions, the crystalline starting state effectively yields nuclei-bearing melts. 

Nature of Nucléation

Nucléation invariably occurs along sidewalls of melt charges, either directly at the 

melt-vapor interface or 30 pm or more within the melt. Where nucléation occurred > 300
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Hm inward from the edge o f a charge, or approximately in the center o f  charges, and 

bearing no apparent spatial relation to crystal clusters associated with sidewalls, it was 

considered to be internal. Melts from glass rods and powders show almost exclusively 

sidewall nucléation, where crystals exhibit direct attachment relations or proximal 

locations to charge edges. At moderate to high undercoolings some internal nucléation 

may be observed (as much as 5% of total nucléation). For melts derived from the 

crystalline medium, most nucléation occurs at the sidewall, but far more (~ 27%) internal 

nucléation may be observed compared to melts origination from other materials.

Rate of Nucleation

Nucléation data in terms of total crystal numbers and total crystallization centers, 

are listed in Table 5-3. For melts originating from powdered glass (Figure 5-4a), total 

crystals increase with undercooling and time, though scatter is seen at AT = -103°C. 

Nucleation centers for the same melts (Figure 5-4b) show a rise in number followed by a 

constant values with increasing time under conditions o f low undercooling. With 

increasing undercooling, nucleation centers increase in number. Data for melts 

originating from glass rods (Figures 5-4c and d) are fewer m number, though in general, a 

rise and eventual fall is seen with increasing undercooling.

For melts originating from the crystalline mixture, preliminary nucleation 

numbers show distinctly different character (Figure 5-4e and f). At low undercoolings, 

nucleation appears to rise (steeply) and then fall off (steeply), but only to rise again 

(shallow slope) with time. Hence, the probable existence of preexisting critical nuclei 

appear to only catalyze nucleation at short durations o f undercooling. With greater
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undercooling, significant increases in nucleation (total crystals and centers) are seen with 

time.

The Order of Crystallization

Despite the fact that the starting melts are eutectic in composition, they do not 

crystallize in eutectic proportions. K-feldspar is always the first crystalline phase to 

appear in these liquids upon undercooling. With increasing magnitude o f undercooling, 

quartz also crystallizes early, near the sidewalls o f  charges (e.g., at -308°C). However, at 

low degrees of undercooling, quartz does not jo in  the crystalline assemblage until long 

durations o f time o f ~  14 to 21 days have passed—this is a full 7 to 14 days after the 

appearance of BCfs. Here, Qtz occurs in same fashion as Kfs, as crystal clusters along 

sidewalls. Individual crystals o f Na-Afs are not seen until significant at time has passed 

under higher degrees o f  undercoolings for moderate to long durations (e.g., 1 month at - 

103°C).

One working hypothesis to explain the sequence o f crystallization stems from the 

proximity of the bulk composition to the metastable extensions o f saturation surfaces 

with undercooling. This concept assumes that the firee energy contours are roughly 

equivalent throughout this interval o f chemographic space (e.g., Holland and Powell 

2001). Because the metastable extension of the feldspar liquidas at subsolidus conditions 

is further away than that o f  quartz in these compositions, the driving energetics are 

comparably greater for the crystallization of feldspar. Therefore, feldspar is more stable 

than Qtz. The dominance o f  potassic over sodic compositions o f alkali feldspar follow 

fi'om the minimum melt composition lying closer to the potassic limb o f  the two-feldspar 

solvus (e.g.. Luth and Tuttle 1966, Boettcher 1980).
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For all melts except those at low degrees o f  undercooling, a sequential appearance 

o f crystalline phases is observed with time. These sequences always contain at least one 

occurrence o f two-phase intergrowths. Growing single or multiple phase aggregates seem 

to occur throughout a given charge. This suggests that the same kinetic response operates 

during crystallization throughout the entire charge.

Among the liquids originating from glass powders and crystalline mixtures, the 

regular sequence, with progressive undercooling and time, goes from Kfs-rich to Qtz-rich 

to Ab-rich products (where albite, Ab, is used to represent the sodic composition of the 

alkali feldspar). These are shown schematically in Figure 5-5a through 5-5c. For 

moderate undercoolings, the crystallization sequence initially includes, going into the 

charge from early-formed feldspar,

Kfs Kfs+Qtz Q tz...

With increasing time the crystallization sequence becomes

Kfs -> Kfs+Qtz ^  Qtz ^  ±(Kfs+Ab) ^  Kfs+Qtz+Ab -> Kfs+Ab ^  Qtz, 

which contains at least two stepwise repetitions in crystalline phases during 

crystallization up to total solidification (which was found in only one experiment). Here, 

periodicity is evidenced by Qtz-rich products (layers). At higher -AT conditions in liquids 

from crystalline materials (Figure 5-5b) taken below the glass transition temperature (- 

233° and -308°C), the first appearance of monphase Kfs is absent. Instead, the order of 

crystallization with time appears to be

Kfs+Qtz ±(Qtz) Kfs+Qtz+Ab -> Kfs+Qtz ...,
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which is a similar, though more advanced version, o f sequential products when compared 

to the low -AT data. The near-eutectic assemblage o f Kfs+Qtz+Ab is seen early in this 

sequence, rather than later.

In glass rod experiments (Figure 5-5c), albitic zones are completely absent from 

the crystal products, despite more total solidification than seen for the liquids originating 

from the other starting media. Like above, low undercoolings o f short duration are 

characterized by a sequence o f

Kfs Kfs+Qtz -> Qtz ... 

in run products. At high undercoolings below the glass transition temperature, longer 

duration runs contain the crystallization sequence,

Kfs ^  Kfs+Qtz -> Qtz ^  Kfs ^  Kfs+Qtz ...

Unlike the estimated repetitive cycles (with stepwise periodicity marked by Qtz) in the 

crystalline products above, this sequence is an exact oscillation showing 1.5 cycles of Kfs 

to Qtz products. Chabazite joins the assemblage here (see Boundary Layer section 

below). At high undercooling and duration, the sequence with time mimics the other 

melts in its pattern, with either,

Kfs Kfs+Qtz -> chabazite ...,

or

Kfs+Qtz chabazite ...

Normative values o f contributions from Kfs (Or), Qtz and Ab are calculated and 

presented using examples in Figure 5-6a through 5-6c. Among supercooled melts above 

To (Figure 5-6a,b), the modal values are strikingly regular per zone, showing the 

sequence.
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Kfs (~Or90) 3-phase Or-rich zone 3-phase Or-poor zone 3-phase zone 

At ~  Ab3iOr26QtZ43, the latter zone (outermost zone in Figure 5-6a) lies very close to the 

hydrous eutectic haplogranite melt composition, AbseOrzvQtZ]?. Crystallization products 

from below To indicate a different sequence o f zonation. Figure 5-6c shows that the Kfs 

(Or —90) region is followed by two 3-phase (Qtz-Ab-Or) zones in which Or still occupies 

the majority o f the mode but shows an increase in Or content (Ot49 to Ores)-

Summary. Overall, melts from both crystalline and glassy starting materials 

show some variation upon a regular sequence o f zonation with undercooling and with 

duration. The sequences progresses from: Kfs to Qtz-rich intergrowths to finely 

intergrown alkali feldspars (i.e., graphic feldspars), and finally, to Qtz.

Banded Feldspars Layers and Single Quartz Crystals. In general, feldspar-rich 

zones, exclusive of single crystals o f Kfs, show banding along layers that contain distinct 

UST character. Both at the early and late stages of solidification, quartz tends to form 

single, coarse and somewhat rounded crystals. Many of the solidified regions thus form 

single Kfs crystals at the margins o f charges, and these are overgrown by banded layers 

o f  feldspar-rich zones. The feldspar-rich zones show progressive sequences as d&scribed 

above and these extend into the centers o f charges where a few coarse crystals o f late Qtz 

occur.

Apparent Crystal Growth Rates

Crystal sizes vary by at least 3 orders of magnitude within and between 

experimental products. Bulk crystal growth rates, Y, are given in Table 5-4 as a function 

o f  length (max. length/undercooling duration), area (max. area/undercooling duration), 

and area corrected for filling density using solidity (solidity*max. area/undercooling
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duration). Rates are corrected for nucleation delays. Figure 5-7 shows the change o f these 

rates as a function o f  undercooling. The area rate seems to give the highest values, and 

the length rates seem to be lowest; solidity measures fall in-between.

The highest value for Y for Kfs is 20 |im/hr (5.6*10'^ cm/s) for the crystalline 

experiment at 670°C, which presumably contained residual nuclei as discussed 

previously. At low degrees o f undercooling, melts o f  the crystalline material fall steadily 

at first (Figure 5-7b). At greater -AT conditions, however, a consistent trend between 

experiments o f  all 3 starting media is a rise to a maximum near —103 to -133°C (Figure 5- 

7). At these conditions, and in both melts of powder and crystalline mixtures, Y values 

are better than 1 pm /hr in a linear rate (with area rates ~ 3 pm^/hr or solidity rates ~ 2 

pm^/hr).

Relative Crystal Growth Rates

Because o f  the experimental approach, a sequence o f experiments was used to 

calculated growth rates for individual phases, thereby accounting for growth that may 

have occurred over narrow intervals o f time. Unlike the apx. linear growth rates observed 

for Kfs only (Table 5-4) growth rates of intergrown crystal phases are non-linear (Table 

5-5).

Potassic alkali feldspar always appears as the first crystalline phase. Normally it is 

followed by an intergrowth o f two phases (Kfs + Qtz), then three phases (Kfs + Qtz +

Ab) and eventually, produces one phase only (Qtz). Nonetheless, a consistent pattern is 

shown which matches visual observations o f crystallization advancement fironts. Table 5- 

5 gives growth data using the intermediate measure o f  growth rate, the area growth rates 

corrected for solidity. At a given degree of undercooling, values of Y show an increase
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on the order o f — 8 to 50 times for intergrowths of Kfs+Qtz over Kfs alone. This behavior 

appears to be consistent in melts subjected to a considerable range of moderate to high 

degrees o f  undercooling. It suggests a fundamental relationship with diffusion: when two 

feldspars and quartz are co-precipitating, crystal growth becomes increasingly interface- 

controlled rather than diffusion-controlled. Diffusion away from the growth front, 

however, is still important for crystalhzation because all o f  the haplogranite mineral 

phases exclude water. In experiment K125-P, which was undercooled to -150°C for 21 

days, Y increases among crystal products from 0.084 (Kfs only) to 0.490 (Kfs+Qtz) to 

1.136 pm^/hr (Kfs+Qtz+Ab). hi this experiment, growth rates o f Kfs+Qtz are — 6X 

greater than Kfs alone, while Kfs+Qtz+Ab rates are — 14X greater. It is clear that 

intergrowths o f multiple crystal phases grow more rapidly than monominerallic crystals 

or crystal aggregates.

Total Solidification of Melt

Solidification patterns here support previous (e.g., Fenn 1986) and schematic 

(e.g., Dingwell et al., 1996) representations o f the kinetics o f crystallization of silicic 

melt. With the included dimensions o f time and starting material, however, other effects 

may be elucidated by these data.

Some possible solutions for the depiction of solidified area in melts as a function 

of location in -AT — t space are shown in Figures 5-8a through 5-8c. In each plot, the 0% 

contour serves as the reference for crystallization (tnuci) and the calculation o f rates. For 

melts of glass powders, total crystallization data are sparse though still include the range 

from 0 to 100% solidification. The solidification trends o f  Figure 5-8a indicate a “nose” 

of crystallization at reasonably large undercoolings ( -  -150®C) and after significant time
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(— 28 days), complete crystallization occurs. Contours on this plot reiterate the 

exponential behavior o f  the nucleation rate data with large durations between 0 and 1% 

crystallization followed by very short durations leading to complete solidification. The 

plot of liquids fi’om glass rods contains far fewer data points, but shows a similar “nose” 

among the contours o f  solidification. Similarly, Figure 5-8c indicates curved iso

crystallization surfaces pointing toward shorter durations and centered at moderately high 

undercoolings.

Overall, the trends also suggests that crystallization is very similar between melts 

arising from glass rod and glass powder materials, once a given degree o f undercooling 

and time are achieved. This may suggest an overall control by undercooling for 

crystallization in these supercooled liquids. Potential secondary controls, however, are 

noteworthy.

Between these melt types, glass rod systems exhibit the highest crystallinity, 

followed by those o f  powdered glass and finally, the crystalline starting mixture. The 

trend follows the inverse o f  the nucleation data, suggesting that perturbations which 

facilitate nucleation may decrease the efficiency o f crystallization with time. A review of 

the starting materials indicates that the least physically disrupted glass network, vesicle- 

free solid glass rod, exhibits the highest nucleation lag times. Liquids from this material, 

however, are the first to reach 100% solidification at -AT = -150°C.

Residual critical nuclei in liquids from initially crystalline starting materials 

appear to facilitate short-term nucleation but not the rates o f longer term crystallization, 

yielding the slowest solidification rates. The abundant surfaces inherent in the glass 

powder starting material appear to be manifested in derived melts, with nucleation
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intermediate between the other two materials. With time, an intermediate solidification 

rate is observed for these melts.

Mechanisms for Advancement of Crystallization

Two- or three-dimensional crystallization is observed as a fimction o f starting 

material. Crystallization advances as two-dimensional fironts, parallel to sidewalls in both 

glass rod and glass powder mixtures. As crystallization progresses, the growth 

component parallel to sidewalls is stronger than inward into the m elt (Figure 5-9a). After 

the delay period in liquids o f crystalline mixtures, crystallization centers commonly 

originate at the sidewalls, but crystallization most commonly advances inward as three- 

dimensional networks by semi-direct routes toward central regions o f  the charge (Figure 

5-9b). Owing to a lack o f random or homogeneous crystal distributions, it is interpreted 

that crystal networks utilize preexisting crystals for the advancement o f crystallization. 

Some internal nucleation and growth centers are observed for melts o f  all three starting 

media, though in each case these are less numerous and thus subordinate (in total 

crystallization) to solidification firom sidewalls inward.

Manifestations of Crossing the Glass Transition

Following the approximate “two-thirds rule" (e.g., Moynihan 1995), To for these 

melts ought to lie near the vicinity o f ~  460°C. Between the melts undercooled by -150°C 

(run T =  533°C) and those undercooled by -233°C (run T = 450°C), several noticeable 

changes occur that likely confirm this transition. Below the apparent glass transition 

range, nucleation rates show mixed effects whereas growth rates decrease sharply. The 

abundance o f thousands o f nuclei have been noted in run products at these temperatures, 

showing a dramatic increase in nucleation rate. Crystallization mechanisms in these
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charges differ from others by the order o f appearances o f crystalline phases with 

chabazite joining the assemblage.

The most convincing evidence for having passed a structural transition upon the 

undercooling pathway is the presence o f very small vesicles in previously vesicle-free 

liquids. Figure 5-lOa shows images from three experimental charges. Two of these result 

from glass powder and crystalline starting materials with run histories above the glass 

transition. The third image represents a glass rod experiment (normally vesicle-free) that 

was taken below the apparent glass transition T  upon undercooling (to 375°C). The 

character of vesicles is noticeably different among runs from above or below To- Size and 

shape data are plotted from these experiments in Figure 5-1 Ob. The graph shows vesicle 

length (= maximum diameter) plotted against vesicle perimeter for the experiments 

described above. It shows two things: (1) that the shape o f the vesicles within 

representative experiments are quite circular (with a slope o f ~ 1/tc) thus excluding any 

type o f differential deformation mechanism during vésiculation, and (2) that the vesicles 

formed above and below the glass transition T  form discrete populations—with mean 

diameters of ~ 19 vs. 1.6 um, respectively. A vésiculation event below To appears to 

create a new vesicle population. It is clear that melts taken below the glass transition 

temperature undergo a different response to crystallization that the melts above that 

temperature. Preliminary observations show that these also include, at a minimum, 

different crystalline phase stabilities and assemblages, altered nucleation growth 

behavior, and discrete morphological character o f crystals.
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Boundary Layer Effects

Boundary layers at the crystallization — melt interface have only been observed 

indirectly. Evidence for a boundary liquid o f different composition than the bulk melt is 

seen in (1) cycling o f crystal species (with a large absence o f the N a component in some 

runs), and (2) probable evidence o f water-rich fluid at the crystal — melt interface.

Zoned crystal products, or zoned aggregates of finely intergrown crystal products, 

must exclude components o f  melt during crystallization. Therefore, during an instaneous 

moment of crystallization, a concentration gradient should be present. The small size and 

magnitude of such gradients have prevented resolution by EDXA.

Of the components in this system, Ab-Or-Qtz-HzO (KzO-NazO-AlzOs-SiOz-HzO), 

only water is incompatible among crystalline phases. Boundary layer processes are 

known to build-up incompatible elements at the crystallization fi"ont at rates that exceed 

diffusion into the bulk liquid. A distinct correlation between what appears to be evidence 

for boundary phase build-up and two-phase intergrowths o f Kfs+Qtz exists. Recalling the 

increasing growth rates (~ 8 to 5OX) associated with Kfs+Qtz over Kfs alone in Table 5- 

5, it seems likely that this is indeed a correlation between growth rate and the formation 

o f a boundary phase. Charges that contained a boundary phase (as evidenced by the 

discussion below) are marked by filled squares in Figures 5-5a through 5-5c. In the case 

of products firom crystalline and glass rod starting materials, boundary phase formation 

seems to overlap loosely with the maximum crystallization rate envelopes— i.e., the 

“nose” areas o f Figure 5-8. No evidence for the occurrence o f boundary phases to date 

have been observed for liquids firom powdered glass.
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Figure 5-1 la  shows the occurrence o f non-random vesicles on the inward side of 

a crystallization front. Owing to deformation o f vesicles between crystals, the vesicle 

population is interpreted to have arisen during quench from an excess component o f 

water (i.e., at a level that exceeds solubility under these conditions, i.e., > 5 to 6 wt%) 

that formed a fluid phase at the boundary. Note that the vesicles show a distinct spatial 

correlation to the presence o f  Kfs+Qtz, rather than Kfs alone, and that some Kfs crystals 

terminate within vesicles.

Figure 5-1 lb  displays run products from experiments at high undercoolings which 

contain chabazite, bearing compositions equivalent to glass except that its low BSE 

signal indicates (in this system) the presence o f significant water. The composition o f 

haplogranite melt with an excess water component (15 %) was recalculated as a mineral 

formula to yield a Na-dominant chabazite. Like the vesicles in the previous example, 

these crystals only occur in regions adjacent to intergrowths o f Kfs+Qtz. Formation upon 

quench for these phases is discarded due to well-formed crystal shapes, crystals 

terminating into vesicles, comparable grain sizes to other crystals, and nucleation 

relations of feldspar on chabazite which suggests the zeolite was present at undercooling 

conditions.

Close structural similarities between zeolites and feldspars (e.g., Smyth 1982) are 

known. Stability fields and natural occurrences o f zeolites are well documented (e.g., 

assessed using glass reactants: Cheng 1985), particularly in geothermal systems owing to 

hydrothermal alteration o f glassy products (e.g., Gianelli et al., 1998). It seems probable 

that chabazite stability is reached within a water-rich fluid in glass in which the molar 

ratios o f water to network formers and modifiers approach its stoichiometry. Because the
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undercooling temperature for charges containing this phases lies below the region of To, 

excess water in a hydrothermal environment likely stabilizes zeolite, and thus “traps” the 

boundary layer in progress—i.e., chabazite may potentially represent a boundary layer. 

The Record of Thermal BUstory in Crystal Morphology

A correlation matrix of morphological variables for K-rich alkali feldspar grown 

in melts o f variable starting materials show that several crystal shape descriptors correlate 

with either undercooling, time, or the combined term, -AT*t. This combined term, which 

is an effective measure o f the extent of reaction, shows that in many cases no correlation 

is observed for either AT or t, but significant correlation is seen with their product, -AT*t. 

A data set o f thousands o f crystals among 25 experiments shows that similar statistical 

relationships between mean measures o f morphology and run conditions are seen for 

melts o f  all starting materials; liquids originating from the crystalline mixture, however, 

show more statistical scatter.

The highest values o f the correlation coefficient, R, for undercooling magnitude 

are seen for diameter aspect ratio (0.94) and low degrees o f  roundness (-0.78). 

Undercooling duration correlates with crystal thickness or breadth (0.90), crystal area 

(0.80) and low aspect ratio (-0.89). The combined -AT*t term shows correlation with 

overall increasing crystal length (0.83), low solidity (-0.92), and low convexity (-0.85). 

These values were obtained from typically means of hundreds o f crystals per experiment 

(depending on numbers o f crystals), and some of these are summarized in Table 5-6. 

Although general trends may obviously be tracked by mean crystal morphology, the 

entire data set for each run product contains what appears to be more information about 

the run history. For example, at low undercoolings from short to long duration, solid and
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nearly equant crystals are seen; these are easily distinguished by their values o f high 

solidity (~ 1.00), low diameter aspect ration (~ 1.0 to 2.0), and moderate roundness (~

0.65). High diameter aspect ratio and moderately low values o f solidity are invariably 

observed in products from moderate to high undercooling temperatures o f short duration. 

Solidity continues to decrease with undercooling to higher degrees o f undercooling. 

Convexity increases at very high undercooling and very long durations. Crystal size 

drops radically at these conditions whereas the number o f  crystals (Table 5-3) increases 

with an equivalent magnitude. As a whole, data for two- and three-phase intergrowths 

match the statistical trends o f Kfs above. Climbing values o f  roundness and area with a 

decrease in solidity is a characteristic signature of the intergrowth-rich region that 

corresponds to maximum growth rate (Figure 5-6).

Combining these observations with the total solidification could distinguish 

“morphological regimes” as a fimction o f the variables, -AT and t. Figure 5-12 represents 

an attempt to do this by splitting the trends among descriptor statistics into 5 groups, plus 

a region o f zero crystallization (nucleation delay). Whereas the vahdity o f the “Fibrous 

(«solidity)” region o f Figure 5-12 is tenuous due to few available data, the other 

categories seem, at least schematically, to fit the observed experimental matrix. The 

proximity o f the fibrous and aplitic morphological fields to To suggests a control by tlie 

glass transition on resultant textures. This type o f methodology—that utilizes the spatial 

signatures o f crystals as a record of their T-t history—may have quantitative potential for 

aiding the extraction o f the histories that produced solidified products from silicic 

magmas.
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A HIERARCHY OF CONTROLS FOR CRYSTALLIZATION IN HYDROUS 

HAPLOGRANITE MELTS

1. Intrinsic Snbliquidus Controls

The data from the run matrix suggest that undercooling bears the greatest effect 

on crystallization in this system. Regardless o f starting medium, solidification appears to 

be most rapid at moderately high degrees o f undercooling, from about -AT = -103 to - 

150°C. With the increase o f  the extent o f reaction at snbliquidus conditions, or the 

combination of undercooling and time (AT*t), the intrinsic properties of high silica 

hydrous melt at 200 MPa are shown.

Boundary Effects o f  Subliquidus Crystallization

The range o f undercooling above appears to be most efficient at creating 

enrichments of crystal-incompatible components (water-rich, markedly sodic below To) 

at the crystallization front. Nucleation rates appear to increase as growth rates drop upon 

very high degrees o f undercooling, below the glass transition temperature. Here chabazite 

may join the assemblage as a boundary layer product. However, cumulative effects on the 

kinetics of crystallization below To have yet to be resolved.

Diffusion and Crystal Growth

Growth rates increase, by at least one order o f magnitude for intergrown 

crystalline phases compared to single crystals. Rates o f advancement o f intergrown 

phases among the melts o f variable starting material all increase as new crystalline phases 

join the assemblage. This observation is suggestive o f  an intrinsic diffusion control: a 

build-up of (incompatible) components during crystallization is alleviated when an 

additional phase begins to grow.
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2. Path-Dependent Superliquidus and Starting Material Controls

The starting structural and nucleation state o f  the melt as assessed by variable 

superheating and variable starting material, suggests secondary controls on 

crystallization. This is in contrast with less polymerized liquids (and nucleating phases) 

o f basic composition where it is the availability o f remaining nuclei that ultimately exerts 

the greatest control on textural development (Lofgren 1983).

For undercooled silicic melts, the starting medium influences the rate and 

mechanisms o f crystallization in three ways: (1), nucleation lag times are longest fo r  the 

least physically disrupted nuclei-free melt (at the preconditioning step). (2), total 

solidification is fastest fo r  the least physically disrupted nuclei-free melt (at the 

preconditioning step), and (3), the spatial advance o f  crystallization is different fo r  melts 

that lacked critical nuclei upon undercooling (crystallization as 2-D fronts) versus those 

that contained silicate nuclei upon undercooling (crystallization as 3-D networks). 

Contrary to valid nucleation arguments, and a shared vitreous starting state with the 

powdered glass, these results indicate that crystallization is most rapid for melts of 

nuclei- and importantly, vesicle-free glass. Preexisting nuclei in undercooled melts 

actually inhibit total crystallization. Nucleation delays in nuclei-free melts are on the 

order o f several days at very low undercoolings and these decrease with undercooling, 

though no data were reported for behavior at very high undercoolings. Nucleation and 

growth rates both follow conventional wisdom and rise to a maximum and then fall with 

undercooling.
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Concluding Remarks

This study illustrates at a minimum what care is initially required in an 

experimental approach to characterize crystallization in silicic liquids. With a careful, 

multivariable approach, the effects o f the intrinsic properties of melt may eventually be 

elucidated. In order to derive the data needed to satisfactorily separate pertinent variables 

o f solidijScation in granitic melts, the type of starting material and thermal pathway is 

paramount.
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Table 5-1 a. Melting Experiments for Determination of the
Freezing Point of Hydrous Haplogranite a t 200 MPa.

RUN ID Temperature Duration P hases present
(C) (hrs)

K44-C 695 144.0 Afs+Qtz+glass
K45-C 690 144.0 Afs+Qtz+glass
K46-C 685 144.0 Afs+Qtz+glass
K41-C 680 144.0 Afs+Qtz
K42-C 675 144.0 Afs+Qtz
K43-C 670 144.0 Afs+Qtz
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Table 5-1 b. Composition of the Synthetic Haplogranite Anhydrous 
Starting G lass

and a  Representative Hydrous Run Product

RUN ID
Preconditioning Step (days) 
Undercooling Step (days) 
Analysis of
No. analyses, QEPMA 
No. fragments analysed

Coming Glass 
29 

9

K72-P 
730C(1) 
580C (1) 

glass 
50 

1

w t % sd sd

SiOz 77.69(0.51) 72.02(0.34)

TiOz 0.01 (0.01) nd
AlzOz 13.02 (0.16) 11.87(0.15)
FeO 0.02(0.01) nd
MnO 0.00 (0.00) nd
MgO 0.01 (0.00) nd
CaO 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)
BaO 0.01 (0.01) nd
N azO 4.60(0.11) 3.85(0.13)
KzO 4.78 (0.09) 4.44 (0.11)
F 0.03 (0.03) nd
01 0.01 (0.01) nd
0=F -0.013
total 100.18(0.53) 92.19(0.43)
water by difference 7.81
Anhydrous CIPW Norm 
Hydrous CIPW Norm

AbzgOrzgQtz^

AbaeOrzyQtZa?

*nd = not determined
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Table 5-1 c.
Saturation

Composition of the Haplogranite Melt a s  a  Function of Degree of W ater

RUN ID CGm-1 CGm-2 CGm-3 CGm-4
Forward Step (days) 830C (6) 8 3 0 0 (6 ) 830C(6) 830C (6)
Total Added W ater (wt%) 4.7 10.0 25.4 45.7
No. analyses, QEPMA 10 15 15 15
No. fragments analysed 2 2 2 1

w t% sd sd sd sd

SiOz 73.08 (0.54) 72.52 (0.48) 72.72(0.40) 73.01 (0.47)

TiOz 0.01 0.02 (0.02) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)

AlzOz 11.78 (0.20) 11.77 (0.13) 11.84 (0.20) 11.71 (0.16)
FeO 0.01 (0.01) 0.03(0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.08 (0.04)
MnO 0.01 0.00 0.01 (0.01) 0.00
MgO 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00) 0.01 (0.01)
CaO 0.02 0.08 (0.08) 0.05(0.10) 0.08 (0.10)

NazO 4.03(0.13) 3.87(0.13) 4.00 (0.11) 4.05 (0.09)

KzO 4.38 (0.08) 4.48(0.11) 4.50(0.10) 4.46(0.13)

P2O5 0.01 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01)
F 0.03 (0.03) 0.03 (0.02) 0.02(0.03) 0.03 (0.04)
Cl 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.00)
0= F -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
o=ci 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
total 93.37 (0.68) 92.80 (0.52) 93.19(0.48) 93.45 (0.60)

alumina saturation index 1.03 (0.02) 1.04(0.02) 1.03(0.03) 1.01 (0.04)
water by difference 6.63 7.20 6.81 6.55

CIPW Norm Ab 36.7 35.6 36.5 36.9
CIPW Norm Or 27.9 28.7 28.7 28.3
CIPW Norm Qtz 35.4 35.7 34.8 34.8
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Table 5-1 d. Superliquidus Melting Experiments at 700° and 
730°C

RUN ID Tem perature Duration Apx. Modal %
(C) (hrs) crystals : glass

K48-C 700 168.0 5 : 9 5
K47-C 700 336.0 3 : 9 7
K50-C 700 672.0 2 : 9 8
K49-C 730 24.0 0 : 100
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Table 5-2. Preliminary Nucléation Lag Times

superheating superheating undercooling undercooling nucléation
T duration T magnitude delay

(C) (days) (C) T(C) (days)

MELTS FROM GLASS POWDER
730 1.0 670 13 6 to 8
730 1.0 655 28 <8
730 1.0 630 53 3 to 8
730 1.0 605 78 <8
730 1.0 580 103 1 hour to 3
730 1.0 550 133 2 to 5
730 1.0 533 150 < 2  hours
730 1.0 450 233 <21
830 1.0 670 13 > 1 hour
830 1.0 655 28 <21
830 1.0 630 53 > 1 hour
830 1.0 580 103 > 1 hour
830 1.0 533 150 > 1 hour

MELTS FROM GLASS ROD
730 1.0 655 28 < 7
730 1.0 630 53 < 7
730 1.0 605 78 < 7
730 1.0 580 103 < 7
730 1.0 533 150 <8
730 1.0 450 233 <21
730 1.0 375 308 <21
830 1.0 655 28 > 7
830 1.0 630 53 < 7
830 1.0 605 78 > 7
830 1.0 580 103 > 7

MELTS FROM FINE-GRAINED CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS
730 1.0 670 13 < 1 hour
730 1.0 655 28 < 7
730 1.0 630 53 1 hour to 7
730 1.0 605 78 < 7
730 1.0 580 103 < 1
730 1.0 533 150 < 14
730 1.0 450 233 < 3
730 1.0 375 308 <21
830 1.0 670 13 > 7
830 1.0 630 53 < 7
830 1.0 580 103 > 7

730 2.0 670 13 > 3
730 7.0 655 28 > 3
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Table 5-3. Preliminary Nucléation Data for all Crystalline Phases

RUN ID superheating duration run undercooling duration total total
T T magnitude crystals nucléation

(C) (hrs) (C) T(C) (hrs) centers

GLASS POWDER
70-P 730 24.0 670 13 1.5 0 0
79-P 730 24.0 670 13 23.0 0 0
96-P 730 24.0 670 13 74.0 0 0
78-P 730 24.0 670 13 132.0 0 0
33-P 730 24.0 670 13 185.5 1 2
99-P 730 24.0 670 13 346.0 7 2
101-P 730 24.0 670 13 581.0 2 2
34-P 730 24.0 655 28 185.5 1 3
71-P 730 24.0 630 53 1.5 0 0
80-P 730 24.0 630 53 23.0 0 0
97-P 730 24.0 630 53 74.0 0 0
35-P 730 24.0 630 53 185.5 52 9
36-P 730 24.0 605 78 185.5 57 18
72-P 730 24.0 580 103 1.5 0 0
98-P 730 24.0 580 103 74.0 1 3
37-P 730 24.0 580 103 186.5 49 22
102-P 730 24.0 580 103 346.0 195 13
124-P 730 24.0 580 103 672.0 0 0
2-P 730 24.0 550 133 48.0 0 0
3-P 730 24.0 550 133 120.0 0 0
1-P 730 24.0 550 133 288.0 0 0
4-P 730 24.0 550 133 672.0 0 0
77-P 730 24.0 533 150 2.0 2 2
125-P 730 24.0 533 150 504.0 1501 56
126-P 730 24.0 450 233 504.0 >1000 >5
128-P 730 24.0 450 233 672.0 >1000 >5
73-P 830 24.0 670 13 1.5 0 0
12-P 830 144.0 655 28 516.0 5 0
74-P 830 24.0 630 53 1.5 0 0
75-P 830 24.0 580 103 1.5 0 0
76-P 830 24.0 533 150 1.5 0 0

GLASS ROD
24-R 730 24.0 655 28 168.0 21 14
25-R 730 24.0 630 53 168.0 32 37
26-R 730 24.0 605 78 168.0 22 3
152-R 730 24.0 580 103 168.0 538 8
28-R 730 24.0 580 103 168.0 112 8
154-R 730 24.0 533 150 187.5 1198 11
148-R 730 24.0 450 233 504.0 61300 8
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RUN ID superheating duration run undercooling total total
T T magnitude crystals nucléation

(C) (hrs) (C) T(C) (hrs) centers

147-R 730 24.0 375 308 504.0 1479 9
144-R 730 24.0 375 308 672.0 3260 14
29-R 830 24.0 655 28 168.0 0 0

30-R 830 24.0 630 53 168.0 2 1
31-R 830 24.0 605 78 168.0 0 0
32-R 830 24.0 580 103 168.0 0 0
FINE-GRAINED CRYSTALLINE
58-C 730 24.0 670 13 1.5 64 8
54-C 730 24.0 670 13 23.0 104 27
119-C 730 168.0 670 13 72.0 0 0
162-0 730 48.0 670 13 72.0 0 0
57-0 730 24.0 670 13 69.5 28 5
56-0 730 24.0 670 13 167.0 1 1
95-0 730 24.0 670 13 337.0 43 8
89-0 730 24.0 670 13 529.5 71 6
91-0 730 24.0 670 13 780.0 10 5
59-0 730 24.0 655 28 167.0 5 2
86-0 730 24.0 630 53 1.2 0 0
88-0 730 24.0 630 53 24.5 0 0
60-0 730 24.0 630 53 167.0 827 22
87-0 730 24.0 630 53 337.0 11 7
61-0 730 24.0 605 78 167.0 329 15
85-0 730 24.0 580 103 24.5 24 7
62-0 730 24.0 580 103 167.0 34 3
82-0 730 24.0 580 103 337.0 33 9
108-0 730 24.0 580 103 689.0 2495 32
109-0 730 24.0 533 150 336.5 >100 >10
83-0 730 24.0 450 233 72.5 24 2
111-0 730 24.0 450 233 343.0 2990 5
113-0 730 24.0 450 233 689.0 0 59
81-0 730 24.0 375 308 200.0 >100 >5
114-0 730 24.0 375 308 504.0 >1000 >5
55-0 830 24.0 670 13 167.0 0 4
53-0 830 24.0 630 53 167.0 1 1
52-0 830 24.0 580 103 167.0 0 0
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Table 5-4. Preliminary Crystal Growth Rates of K-alkall feldspar

K
o \

RUN ID superheating 
T

_________ (C)

duration undercooiing undercooling duration dT*t 
T magnitude
(C) T(C)(hrs) (hrs) (hrs-degC)

length area
growth rate growth rate 

(um/hr) (um2/hr)

solidity solidity 
growth rate 

(um2/hr)

MELTS FROM GLASS POWDER

Kfs+Qtz 
area growth rate 

(um2/hr)

99-P 730 24.0 670 13 346.0 4498.0 0.041 0.119 0.66 0.079
101-P 730 24.0 670 13 581.0 7553.0 0.040 0.282 0.92 0.260
98-P 730 24.0 580 103 74.0 7622.0 0.290 0.497 0.78 0.388
102-P 730 24.0 580 103 346.0 35638.0 0.344 2.623 0.33 0.866 51.624
77-P 730 24.0 533 150 2.0 300.0 3.515 3.690 0.92 3.395
125-P 730 24.0 533 150 504.0 75600.0 0.085 0.323 0.26 0.084

MELTS FROM GLASS ROD
148-R 730 24.0 450 233 504.0 117432.0 0.231 0.231 0.40 0.093
147-R 730 24.0 375 308 504.0 155232.0 0.079 0.084 0.32 0.027

MELTS FROM FINE-GRAINED CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS
58-0 730 24.0 670 13 1.5 19.5 4.667 20.027 0.69 13.818 0.000
54-0 730 24.0 670 13 23.0 299.0 0.826 5.978 0.94 5.619 0.000
57-0 730 24.0 670 13 69.5 903.5 0.393 2.740 0.51 1.397 0.000
56-0 730 24.0 670 13 167.0 2171.0 0.359 5.554 0.80 4.443 0.000
59-0 730 24.0 655 28 167.0 4676.0 0.042 0.134 0.94 0.126 0.000
60-0 730 24.0 630 53 167.0 8851.0 0.258 1.832 0.29 0.531 0.000
61-0 730 24.0 605 78 167.0 13026.0 0.362 3.539 0.39 1.380 0.000
85-0 730 24.0 580 103 25.4 2616.2 1.048 2.574 0.77 1.982 0.000
83-0 830 24.0 670 450 72.5 32625,0 0.081 0.161 0.85 0.136 0.000



Table 5-5. Preliminary Solidity Crystal Growth Rates of K-aikaii feldspar and Graphic Intergrowths

RUN ID superheating  duration undercooling undercooling duration 
T I  m agnitude
(C) (hrs) (C) T (C ) (hrs)

Kfs Kfs+Qtz Kfs+Qtz+Ab
SOL growth rate SOL growth ra te  SOL growth rate 

(um2/hr) (um2/hr) (um2/hr)

MELTS FROM GLASS POWDER
102-P 730 24.0 580 103 346.0 0.866 47.494
125-P 730 24.0 533 150 504.0 0.084 0.490 1.136

MELTS FROM FINE-GRAINED CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS
83-C 830 24.0 670 450 72.5 0.136 1.064



Table 5-6. A Selected Representation of Preliminary Crystal Morphology Measurements

00

RUN ID superheating duration undercooling undercooiing duration Kfs Kfs Kfs Kfs Kfs Kfs
T T magnitude length area diam. aspect ratio solidity roundness convexity
(C) (hrs) (C) T(C) (hrs) (um) (urn:)

MELTS FROM GLASS POWDER
99-P 730 24.0 670 13 346.0 9.52 30.38 1.70 0.92 0.70 0.62
101-P 730 24.0 670 13 581.0 23.15 164.12 1.92 0.95 0.55 0.70
98-P 730 24.0 580 103 74.0 13.26 22.12 6.38 0.78 0.10 0.61
102-P 730 24.0 580 103 346.0 29.45 168.83 2.72 0.66 0.26 0.64

Kfs+Qtz 224.00 1786.00 0.45 0.92 0.45 0.70
77-P 730 24.0 533 150 2.0 7.03 7.38 4.36 0.92 0.19 0.89
125-P 730 24.0 533 150 504.0 5.34 9.99 2.05 0.69 0.27 0.80

Kfs+Qtz 12.09 321.81 1.99 0.85 0.33 0.64

MELTS FROM GLASS ROD
148-R 730 24.0 450 233 504.0 11.69 131.22 2.20 0.74 0.31 0.70
147-R 730 24.0 375 308 504.0 7.98 8.37 2.95 0.75 0.31 0.85

MELTS FROM FINE-GRAINED CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS
58-0 730 24.0 670 13 1.5 6.79 25.51 1.22 0.91 0.71 0.69
54-C 730 24.0 670 13 23.0 14.62 43.96 2.25 0.88 0.40 0.61
57-C 730 24.0 670 13 69.5 8.13 31.00 2.13 0.90 0.33 0.80
56-C 730 24.0 670 13 167.0 5.38 11.31 1.48 1.00 0.50 0.96
59-C 730 24.0 655 28 167.0 7.00 22.37 1.48 0.94 0.58 0.92
60-C 730 24.0 630 53 167.0 17.60 84.21 1.96 0.72 0.25 0.42
61-0 730 24.0 605 78 167.0 10.22 33.92 3.12 0.66 0.24 0.70
85-0 730 24.0 580 103 25.4 4.29 6.43 3.49 0.77 0.51 0.74
83-0 730 24.0 450 233 72.5 4.12 4.79 2.10 0.85 0.60 0.90



Figure Captions.

Figure 5-1 (a) Different starting conditions o f  the same material. Backscattered electron 

micrographs are shown o f  a melt derived from a glass rods (left), melt derived from glass 

powder (center), and the crystalline material prior to the preconditioning step (right). The 

crystalline mixture shows crystals of alkali feldspar (up to 10 pm  in length) and quartz 

(up to 3 pm). Melts from the crystalline material produced vesicles similar to melts from 

the powdered glass, (b) Powdered X-ray diffraction spectra for crystalline products from 

starting powdered glass. After 4 days, the intensity o f  quartz and feldspar peaks reaches a 

maximum and does not increase in crystallinity with longer durations o f heating. The 

spectra from run products were checked against a haplogranite mineral mixture (HGS4: 

Evensen et al., 1999) and show equivalent characteristics.

Figure 5-2. Schematic run pathways for different experimental series as a  function of 

time and temperature.

Figure 5-3. Coverage o f  undercooling steps following a superheating o f ~  50°C (T = 

730°C) for 1 day, using (a) glass powder, (b) glass rod, or (c) crystalline materials as 

the starting medium.

Figure 5-4. Number o f observed crystals and nucléation centers as a function o f time of 

the undercooling step after superheating at 730°C for 1 day. Melts originating from the 

powdered glass are shown as (a) total number o f crystals and (b) number o f nucléation
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centers. In plot (a), the -AT = -13°C trend reaches a maximum at — 350 hours. Melts 

originating from glass rods, (c) and (d), and from the crystalline material, (e) and (f) are 

shown as total numbers o f  crystals or nucléation centers, respectfully.

Figure 5-5. Examples o f  m ineral growth sequences in run products, (a) 

Backscattered electron micrograph o f  Experiment K125-P (field o f view is 375 x 375 

pm) that corresponds to the letter D in Figure 5-8a. Modal proportions o f crystalline 

phases vary as 5 discrete zones in the crystal cluster at the lower center of the image. The 

arrow depicts the crystallization pathway, going sequentially from (1) AbyOrgsQtzo to (2) 

AboOroQtZioo to (3) AbieOreiQtZaj to (4) Ab440ri4QtZ42 and finally to (5) Ab3iOr26QtZ43.

(b) Backscattered electron micrograph o f Experiment K108-C (field o f view is 500 x 500 

pm) that corresponds to the letter C in Figure 5-8b. Modal proportions o f crystalline 

phases vary as 3 discrete zones from the nucléation center at right inward (shown by the 

arrow), going sequentially from (a) AbgOr92QtZo to (b) AbnOr62QtZ2i to spherulitic 

intergrowths of (c) Ab44Ori6QtZ40- Vapor-grown quartz is also shown at far right, (c) 

Backscattered electron micrograph o f Experiment K113-C (field o f view is 150 x 150 

pm) that corresponds to the letter E in Figure 5-8c. Modal proportions o f crystalline 

phases vary as 3 discrete zones growing outward from the nucléation center at right 

(shown by the arrow), going sequentially from (a) Abi2 0 rggQtzo to (b) AbioOr49QtZ4i to

(c) AbiôOrôsQtzie- Vapor-grown quartz is also shown at far right.

Figure 5-6. Mechanisms o f crystallization in run products, (a) Backscattered electron 

micrograph o f Experiment K52-R (field of view is 375 x 375 pm). Individual crystals o f
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K-feldspar and clusters o f intergrown quartz + K-feldspar are present in glass. Sidewall 

nucléation is dominant showing growth both parallel and inward from the sidewall (black 

space at right). Note that crystals are not located at the melt-vapor-capsule interface, but 

proximal to it. (b) A mosaic o f backscattered electron micrographs o f Experiment K60-C 

showing crystals of Kfs (showing light values) in vesicular glass near the sidewall (field 

o f view is 500 x 500 pm in each image). Though nucléation begins at the sidewall, the 

advancement o f the crystallization front occurs from left to right (indicated by the arrow), 

as a network o f  crystals directed inward into melt. This is in contrast with planar fronts 

that crystallize parallel to the sidewall in other systems. No significant crystallization 

occurs in this region of the charge outside the area denoted by the dashed lines.

Figure 5-7. Maximum crystal length (of Kfs) as a function of time of the undercooling 

step after superheating at 730°C for 1 day. (a) Melts originating from the powdered 

glass; (b) melts originating from the glass rods; (c) melts originating from the crystalline 

material.

Figure 5-8. Total percent crystallization o f undercooled melts as a fimction o f time, (a) 

Melts originating from the powdered glass; (b) melts originating from the glass rods; (c) 

melts originating from the crystalline material.

Figure 5-9. Sequences o f growth for single and intergrown minerals in 

undercooled melts originating from (a) glass powder, (b) glass rod, or (c) crystalline 

materials.
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Figure 5-10 (a) Vesicle populations in run products above and below Tq. Backscattered 

electron micrographs o f  Experiments K147-R (left; 300 x 300 pm), K60-C (right; 1500 x 

1500 pm) and K12-P (lower center; 750 x 750 pm). Different vesicle size populations are 

shown between the upper left image and the others, (b) Vesicle perimeter versus 

maximum vesicle diameter for vesicle populations above and below Tq.

Figure 5-11. Evidence for the formation of boundary layers at crystallization fronts, (a) 

Backscattered electron micrographs o f Experiment K152-R showing anomalous vesicle 

occurrences near crystallization fronts o f Kfs+Qtz. Two images are shown for adequate 

representation o f the experiment (field o f view o f the upper image is 1500 x 1500 pm; the 

lower image represents 375 x 375 pm). Single Kfs crystals are also shown. The vesicles 

at the upper left o f the upper image represent typical vesicles that occur periodically in 

glasses from melts of the glass rod material. The smaller vesicles Ukely represent excess 

water at a boundary layer produced by rapid crystallization o f intergrowths o f Kfs+Qtz.

(b) Backscattered electron micrographs of Experiment K144-R (at top; field o f view is 94 

X 94 pm) and K147-R (at bottom; field of view is 50 x 50 pm). The light phase is 

comprised o f intergrowths o f Kfs+Qtz, whereas the dark phase is the “zeolite”. The 

remaining region is glass containing unusually small vesicles. Charge edges (sidewalls) 

are shown at right in each image.

Figure 5-12. Preliminary “fields” o f crystal morphology in granitic melt. Diagnostic 

spatial features o f crystals are indicated in each grouping.
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Figure 5-la.
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Figure 5-3a.
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Figure 5-3b.
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Figure 5-3c.

Crystalline Materials 
Superheated at 730°C for 1 day
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Figure 5-4a.
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Figure 5-4b.
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Figure 5-4c.
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Figure 5-4d.
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Figure 5-4e.
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Figure 5-4f.
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Figure 5-5a.
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Figure 5-5b.
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Figure 5-5c.

Crystalline Materials
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Figure 5-6a.
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Figure 5-6b.
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Figure 5-6c.
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Figure 5-7a.
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Figure 5-7b.
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Figure 5-7c.
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Figure 5-8a.
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Figure 5-8b.
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Figure 5-8c.
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Figure 5-9a.
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Figure 5-9b.
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Figure 5-10a.
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Figure 5-1 Ob.
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Figure 5-1 la.
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Figure 5-1 lb .
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Figure 5-12.
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